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Zusammenfassung

In meiner Doktorarbeit habe ich statistische Methoden zur Analyse von Erdbeben¬

katalogen im Allgemeinen und von Nachbebensequenzen im Speziellen entwickelt.

In der Statistischen Seismologie sind diese Methoden grundlegend, um detaillierte

Untersuchungen mit Gesetzmässigkeiten wie dem Gutenberg-Richter Gesetz und

dem modifizierten Omori Gesetz durchzuführen, sowie deren Parameter und Un¬

sicherheiten zu bestimmen. Mittels der Analyse von Seismizitätsparametern zeige

ich, dass die räumlichen und zeillichen Eigenschaften von Nachbebensequenzen

in Relation zum Versatz und Spannungsänderungen auf Bruchflächen stehen und

sich diese Zusammenhänge in der Heterogenität der Scismizitätsparameter auf allen

Skalen widerspiegeln. Meine Untersuchungen orientieren sich daran, (1) weitere

Einblicke in das räumliche und zeitliche Auftreten von Erdbebenhäufungen, so¬

genannten Clustern, in der Nähe von seismisch aktiven Verwerfungszonen zu er¬

halten, (2) Zusammenhänge zu den physikalischen Prozessen am Erdbebenherd

zu ermitteln und (3) Implikationen für die seismische Gefährdungsabschätzung zu

analysieren.

Die Magnituden-Häufigkeilsverteilung log N = a - b\I und die zeitliche Ab¬

nahme der Erdbebenrate in Nachbebensequenzen ii(l) = k(t + c)~p hängen stark

vom Magnitudenschwcllwert Mc eines Erdbebenkataloges ab. Aufgrund der viel¬

fach geringen Zuverlässigkeit bestehender Algorithmen zur Bestimmung des Mag-

nitudenschwellwertes, habe ich eine Methode (EMR-Methode) entwickelt, die ein

Scizmizitätsmodell des gesamten Magnitudcnbereiches berechnet und mittels statis¬

tischer Verfahren gegen die beobachtete Magnituden-Häufigkeitsverteilung getestet

werden kann. Im Gegensatz zu anderen Methoden reproduziert die EMR-Methode

Magnitudenschwellenwerle von synthetischen Katalogen korrekt und erweist sich

bei der Anwendung auf reale Daten im Vergleich als robuster. Tn Kombination
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mit einer Monte Carlo Approximation der Bootstrap-Methode können simultan Un¬

sicherheiten von Mc und b abgeschätzt werden, wobei alle zur Verfügung stehen¬

den Methoden zur Bestimmng des Magnitudenschwellwertes angewendet werden

können.

Durch Spannungsänderungen verursachte räumliche und zeitliche Ratenänderun¬

gen in der Erdkruste wurden in einer Vielzahl von Publikationen in Entfernungen

grösser als ^ > 1 ü km um Verwerfungszonen beobachtet und untersucht. Im Gegen¬

satz dazu wurden Ralenänderangen in Nachbebensequenzen nahe an Verwerfungen

(d < 10 km) und unter dem Einfluss von in der Nähe auftretenden starken Erd¬

beben nicht quantitativ analysiert. Deshalb habe ich ein Methode entwickelt, um

relative Ratenänderungen in Nachbebensequenzen auszukarticren und um die statis¬

tische Signifikanz der Ratenänderung zu quantifizieren. Tm Vergleich mit Span¬

nungsänderungen, die basierend auf einem Modell der Coulomb-Spannungsübertra¬

gung im elastischen Halbraum berechnet wurden, konnte ich eine gute Übereinstim¬

mung in Bereichen positiver und negativer Spannungsänderungen mit den jeweili¬

gen Ratenänderungen ermitteln.

Komplexe Versatzverteilungen und entsprechend variable Spannungsänderun¬

gen in der Erdkruste charakterisieren Bruchflächcn von Erdbeben. Es ist allgemein

akzeptiert, dass diese Variabilität das Auftreten von Nachbeben ursächlich beein-

flusst. Um diese Einflüsse deutlicher zu beleuchten, habe ich statistische Tests en¬

twickelt, um Korrelationen zwischen Nachbebenhypozentren und Versatz- sowie

Scherspannungsverteilungen auf der Bruchfläche von Starkbeben zu quantifizieren.

In diesen Tests werden die Testhypothesen Hi7 Nachbeben treten in Regionen gerin¬

gen Versatzes auf, und H2, Nachbeben treten in Regionen mit erhöhten Scherspan¬

nungen auf, gegenüber der Nullhypothese H0, Nachbeben verteilen sich zufällig

auf der Bruchfläche, geprüft. Die Ergebnisse bestätigen, dass, unter Berücksichti¬

gung der Unsicherheiten in den Datensätzen, Nachbeben vorzugsweise in Regio¬

nen geringen Versatzes statistisch signifikant auftreten. Mit geringerer Signifikanz

trifft diese Aussage auf die Korrelation mit der Scherspannungsverteilung auf der

Bruchfläche des Starkbebens zu. Die Korrelationen sind bei Verwendung relokali¬

sierter Nachbebenhypozentren statistisch signifikanter.
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Um weitere Zusammenhänge zwischen dem Auftreten von Nachbeben und dem

nach einem Starkbeben resultierenden Spannungsfeld zu erhalten, untersuchte ich

die räumlichen Korrelation von Regionen grossen Versatzes mit der Heterogenität

Li des post-seismischen Spannungsfeldes, die zeitliche Evolution der Spannung-

sheterogenität und die Orientierung des Spannungstensors. Diese Grössen wurden

mittels Inversion der Herdflächenlösungcn von Nachbeben berechnet. Die Ergeb¬

nisse bestätigen, dass sich Bereiche mit grossem Versatz als Folge eines Stark¬

bebens mit Regionen erhöhter Heterogeneität im Spannungsfeld überlagern. Wei¬

terhin lässt sich feststellen, dass das Mass der Heterogeneität ß mit der Zeit ab¬

nimmt. Meine Resultate weisen darauf hin, dass die Abnahme der Heterogeneität

zur Herstellungs des Spannungszustandes vor dem Starkbeben sich auf einer kürz¬

eren Zeitskala abspielt als die Dauer von Nachbebensequenzen allgemein. Die

räumlich heterogene Dauer der Nachbebensequenzen lässt sich nicht mit derjenigen

der Heterogenität des post-seismischen Spannungsfeldes korrelieren. Die beobachte¬

ten Rotationen der maximalen Spannungsachse des Spannungstensors lassen sich

qualitativ mit einem Modell basierend auf der Übertragung von CoulombSpan-

nungen im elastischen Halbraum erklären. Unter der Annahme, dass das regionale

Spannungsfeld ein Grösse von 30-50 bar besitzt, bestätigte sich eine gute qualita¬

tive Übereinstimmung zwischen Modell und beobachteten Daten. Zusammen mit

der Annahme, dass post-seismisch heterogene Spannungsfelder durch Erdbeben,

die nahezu die komplette Scherspannung auf einer Bruchfläche abbauen, verursacht

werden, deutet dies darauf hin, dass die San Andreas Verwerfung sowie die unter¬

suchten Verwerfungen in der kalifornischen Mojave-Wüste als schwach bezeichnet

werden können.
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Abstract

The objectives of my research were (I) to gain more insight in the spatial and tem¬

poral occurrence of clustered seismicity in the near-source region of seismogenic

faults, (2) to improve links to the underlying physics of earthquakes, and (3) to an¬

alyze implications for seismic hazard assessment. Therefore, I developed advanced

statistical methods to analyze parametric earthquake catalogs in general and after¬

shock sequence data in particular. These methods are essential for detailed analyses

of the parameters and their uncertainties for relations used in statistical seismology:

the Gutenberg-Richter law and the modified Omori law. I demonstrated that the

spatial and temporal evolution of aftershock sequence properties are related to the

slip and stress distribution in the near-field of rupture planes, as reflected in hetero¬

geneities of the seismicity parameters on all scales resolvable.

The frequency-magnitude distribution log N —

a - bM and the temporal de¬

cay of aftershock sequences n(t) = k(t + c)~p are both highly dependent on the

completeness level of earthquake catalogs. I introduced a new method to determine

the magnitude of completeness Alr, which provides a testable seismicity model for

the entire frequency-magnitude range and shows superior performance compared to

previously published methods when applied to synthetic and real earthquake cata¬

logs. In combination with a Monte Carlo approximation of the bootstrap technique,

adequate estimates of the uncertainties in Mr_ and b can be obtained, while different

methods to determine the completeness level can be applied.

Spatial and temporal variations of seismicity rates caused by static stress changes

have been observed and investigated in many publications away from the causative

fault (d > 10km), but rate changes in aftershock sequences in the near-source re¬

gion (d < 10km) influenced by large events in the immediate vicinity have not

been quantitatively analyzed. I developed a method to map relative rate changes in
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aftershock sequences and to quantify their statistical significance. Comparing the

results to a Coulomb stress transfer model, I obtain good agreement of positive and

negative stress changes and seismicity rates, supporting the idea of interacting stress

fields of small and large earthquakes.

Seismologists have learned that complex main shock slip patterns and the re¬

sulting changes in the state of stress of the Earths' crust are common to large earth¬

quakes. It is widely accepted that this complexity causes the variability in aftershock

generation. I developed non-standard statistical tests to correlate the hypoccnter

locations of aftershocks and properties of finite-fault source models: the slip and

stress-drop distribution. I evaluated the test hypotheses if aftershocks are located

(I) in low-slip regions Hi or (2) in increased shear-stress regions ll2 compared to

the null hypothesis H0: Aftershocks are randomly distributed over the main-shock

fault plane. The results confirm that aftershocks are preferentially located in low-

slip regions with high statistical significance given the uncertainty levels in the data

sets. At a lower significance level, aftershock hypocenters are correlated with the

on-fault shear stress distribution and are more significant using relocated catalogs.

At a high resolution level, I spatially and temporally inverted aftershock focal

mechanisms to determine the heterogneity of the stress tensor measured by the an¬

gular misfit to a homogeneous stress tensor ß, the temporal evlution of ij(t), and the

rotation of the stress tensor axes, to investigate the suggestions of the heterogeneous

post-seismic stress field hypothesis (HPSSF-hypothesis). The results confirm that

the largest heterogeneities in the stress field are in general concentrated in areas of

highest coseismic slip and reveal that ß decreases with time. The results suggest

that (1) the stress field recovers on a shorter time scale than the aftershock sequence

duration and that (2) the heterogeneity of the aftershock sequence duration along the

cross-section does not correlate with the mapped stress tensor heterogeneity. Ro¬

tations of the maximum compressive stress axis ui obtained from the stress tensor

inversion are qualitatively matched using a conceptual model based on Coulomb

stress transfer, assuming a background stress field on the order of 30-50 bars. Com¬

bining the results of the stress tensor inversion and the confirmed assumptions of

the HPSSF-hypothesis suggests that the San Andreas fault and faults in the eastern

California shear zone are relatively weak.
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Chapter 1

General Introduction

Earthquakes are a serious threat to society and human beings. Large earthquakes

are one of the most hazardous natural disasters summing up to approximately 50

percent of the total loss in human life and 30 percent of economic losses over the

last 50 years (Ben, 2000). Nature dramatically demonstrated its destructive power

with the devastating Mw ~ 9-3 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake on December 26th,

2004, causing about 300 000 fatalities, many related to the subsequent tsunami (M

et ai., 2005; Sieh, 2005).

Scientists and decision makers are responsible to develop efficient procedures

to mitigate earthquake risk in order to reduce casualties and financial losses in fu¬

ture. Increasingly important, from a scientific point of view, is the implementation

of physically-based time-dependent hazard models in the assessment of seismic risk

(Stein, 1999; Wiemer, 2000; Gerstenberger et al., 2005). To construct these mod¬

els, it is essential to improve our understanding of the earthquake source processes,

wave propagation effects, and seismicity patterns. I aim to contribute to the sci¬

entific efforts by developing statistical methods to gain new insights in the spatial

and temporal occurrence of clustered seismicity in the near-source region of seis-

mogenic faults, to improve links to the underlying physics of earthquakes and to

analyze implications for seismic hazard assessment.
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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION

I address these problems in the immediate vicinity of seismogenic faults adding

further detail to a wealth of published research on stress changes, earthquake trig¬

gering and effects on seismicity rates caused by large main shocks (e.g., Harris,

1998; Kagan and Jackson, 1998; Toda et al, 1998; Stein, 1999; Gomberg et al.,

2001; Steacy et al, 2005; Toda et al, 2005)), but leaving aside the closest 5-10

km around the causative fault. Here, it is essential to include the complexity of

slip distributions that seismologists have learned to image, the heterogeneities in

the stress field common to follow moderate and large earthquakes, and the spatio-

temporal properties describing the interaction of clustered seismicity. The principle

questions during my research with the focus on observational seismology were:

• What do aftershock seismicity patterns and aftershock focal mechanisms tell

us about stress conditions on the fault?

• Can we understand the complexity of aftershock seismicity in relationship to

mainshock slip?

• What are the implications for seismic hazard assessment?

1.1 Chapter Contents

The variability of seismicity parameters in space and time, the interdependence of

these parameters, and systematic changes have been observed in various tectonic

regimes (e.g., Werner and Katsumata, 1999; Wiemer and Wyss, 2000; Werner

et al., 2002). The importance of the magnitude of completeness, the magnitude

level above which it is assumed to detect and locate each earthquake in a region

covered by seismic network, has been emphasized in Gerstenberger (2004). Based

on these findings, I have dedicated a large fraction of my thesis work to develop

methods and tools to assess the quality of modern parametric earthquake catalogs

being one of the most important products of seismological research. I introduced a

new likelihood based method to estimate the completeness level using a constrained

2



CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION

non-linear grid search algorithm, compared the performance against existing meth¬

ods and introduced a Monte-Carlo approximation of the bootstrap method to esti¬

mate adequate uncertainties. Including the entire magnitude range in the estimation,

I was able to provide a complete frequency-magnitude model which can be tested

against observed seismicity using standard statistical tests. This work has been pub¬

lished in The Bulletin of the Seismological Society ofAmerica in 2005 (Woessner

and Werner, 2005).

Building upon the improved understanding of earthquake catalogs, 1 investi¬

gated the interaction of small and large earthquake in a special case ofan earthquake

doublet that allowed me to compare rate changes in the aftershock sequence of the

first Mw ~ C.l event with Coulomb stress changes induced by a second Mw ~ 0.0

event, following only 49 days later in a distance of about 10 km. I developed a pro¬

cedure to estimate relative rate changes and analyzed them with respect to results

of Coulomb stress transfer computations of Toda and Stein (2003). The approach

proved to be a viable tool to analyze rate changes in clustered seismicity in the

larger surroundings of faults and particularly in the near-source region of moderate

earthquakes. This research was published in Geophysical Research Letters in 2004

(Woessner et al, 2004a).

Due to the limitations in the resolution of complex slip distributions of large

earthquakes and the location accuracy of earthquake hypocenters, surprisingly little

research except qualitative comparisons has been published on the spatial relation

between man shock slip and its aftershock distribution. Das and Henry (2003) ap¬

proached this topic mainly for large subduction zone earthquakes and wrote a sum¬

mary on the early works (e. g., Das and Aki, 1977; Aki, 1979, 1984; Mendoza and

Hartzell, 1988; Beroza and "Aoback, 1993). On the basis of these results, it is widely

accepted that parts of large earthquakes with high slip during the main shock have
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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION

relatively few aftershocks (Yeats et al, 1997); however, this had not been tested

in a quantitative way. Recent improvements to image the earthquake source using

a variety of data sets from strong motion recordings to satellite data (e. g., Beroza

and Spudich, 1988; Wald and Ilealon, 1994; Ji et ed., 2002a), refined location tech¬

niques (Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000; Ilauksson and Shearer, 2005; Shearer

et al, 2005) and fast availability of these results online allowed to gain new quan¬

titative insight in the relation between these parameters. I developed non-standard

statistical tests and obtained statistically significant correlations between hypoccn-

tcr locations of aftershocks and the slip complexity in support of the asperity model

(Haskell, 1966; Aki, 1967) for the primarily vertical strike-slip events studied. Us¬

ing relocated earthquake catalogs lead in general to higher statistical significance

levels emphasizing the need for accurate and fast available data. The statistical tests

allow to approach other problems in seismology and has in a similar manner been

applied to test earthquake forecasts (Schorlemmer et al., 2004b). This research has

been submitted to the Journal of Geophysical Research in 2005 and is currently

under peer review.

In the last chapter, I revisited the heterogeneous post-seismic stress field (HPSSF)

hypothesis (Michael et al, 1990) to explore the relation between the stress field

orientation and its observed heterogeneity with the main shock slip complexity. I

added a temporal component to the earlier works (Michael, 1987b; Wiemer et al,

2002) finding a fast decay of the stress field heterogeneity measure ß starting shortly

after the main shock, occurring on a shorter time scale than the aftershock sequence

durations for several Californian earthquakes. T used the detailed mapping of modi¬

fied Omori law parameters to estimate the spatial variability of aftershock sequence

durations which proved to be laterally very heterogeneous. Both approaches have

yet not been linked in detail to the underlying physics; however I have developed a

conceptual model based on Coulomb stress transfer (Stein et al, 1992; King et al,

4



CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1994) that is prone to explain the heterogeneity of the stress field, the rotations of

the maximum compressive stress axis, and the temporal dependence considering

various loading mechanisms, e.g., tectonic loading, viscoelastic relaxation (Freed

and Lin, 2001), or fluid flow (Nur and Booker, 1972; Hickman et al, 1995, and

references therein).

5
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Chapter 2

Assessing the Quality of Earthquake

Catalogues: Estimating the

Magnitude of Completeness and Its

Uncertainty

This chapter is published in the Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America:

J. Woessner and S. Wiemer, Assessing the Quality of Earthquake Catalogues: Es¬

timating the Magnitude of Completeness and Its Uncertainty, (2005), Bull. Seism.

Soc. Am., 95(2), April, doi: 10.1785/0120040007.

2.1 Abstract

We introduce a new method to determine the magnitude of completeness Me and its

uncertainty. Our method models the entire magnitude range (EMR method) consist¬

ing of the self-similar complete part of the frequency-magnitude distribution and the

incomplete portion, thus providing a comprehensive seismicity model. We compare

the EMR method with three existing techniques, finding that EMR shows a supe¬

rior performance when applied to synthetic test cases or real data from regional and

7



CHAPTER 2. ASSESSING THE QUALITY OF EARTHQUAKE:

CATALOGUES

global earthquake catalogues. This method, however, is also the most computation¬

ally intensive. Accurate knowledge of Mc is essential for many scismicity-bascd

studies, and particularly for mapping out seismicity parameters such as the b-value

of the Gutenberg-Richter relationship. By explicitly computing the uncertainties in

M,. using a bootstrap approach, we show that uncertainties in /rvalues are larger

than traditionally assumed, especially when considering small sample sizes.

As examples, we investigated temporal variations of M, for the 1992 Landers after¬

shock sequence and found that it was underestimated on average by 0.2 with former

techniques. Mapping Mc on a global scale, M,. reveals considerable spatial varia¬

tions for the Harvard Ccntroid Moment Tensor (CMT) (5.3 < M,, < 6.0) and the

International Seismological Centre (ISC) catalogue (4.3 < Mc < 5.0).

2.2 Introduction

Earthquake catalogues are one of the most important products of seismology. They

provide a comprehensive database useful for numerous studies related to seismo-

tectonics, seismicity, earthquake physics, and hazard analysis. A critical issue to be

addressed before any scientific analysis is to assess the quality, consistency and ho¬

mogeneity of the data. Any earthquake catalogue is the result of signals recorded on

a complex, spatially and temporally heterogeneous network of seismometers, pro¬

cessed by humans using a variety of software and assumptions. Consequently, the

resulting seismicity record is far from being calibrated in the sense of a laboratory

physical experiment. Thus, even the best earthquake catalogues are heterogeneous

and inconsistent in space and time because of networks' limitations to detect sig¬

nals, and are likely to show as many man-made changes in reporting as natural ones

(Habermann, 1987, 1991; Habermann and Creamer, 1994; Züniga and Wiemer,

1999). Unraveling and understanding this complex fabric is a challenging yet es¬

sential task.

8



CHAPTER 2. ASSESSING THE QUALITY OF EARTHQUAKE

CATALOGUES

In this study, we address one specific aspect of quality control: The assess¬

ment of the magnitude of completeness, M,_, defined as the lowest magnitude at

which 100% of the events in a space-time volume are detected (Rydelek and Sacks,

1989; Taylor et al, 1990; Wiemer and Wyss, 2000). This definition is not strict in

a mathematical sense and is connected to the assumption of a power-law behavior

of the larger magnitudes. Below Mc, a fraction of events is missed by the network,

because they are too small to be recorded on enough stations, because network op¬

erators decided that events below a certain threshold are not of interest, or, in case of

an aftershock sequence, because they are too small to be detected within the Coda

of larger events.

We compare methods to estimate Mc based on the assumption that for a given

volume a simple power-law can approximate the frequency-magnitude distribution

(FMD). The FMD describes the relationship between the frequency of occurrence

and the magnitude ofearthquakes (Ishimoto and, lida, 1939; Gutenberg and Richter,

1944):

log1()7V(il/) -a -bAI (2.1)

where N(M) refers to the frequency of earthquakes with magnitudes larger or equal

than M. The />value describes the relative size distribution of events. To estimate

the 6-value, a maximum-likelihood technique is the most appropriate measure:

b-
-8lü(0- (9

7)

(M) - (AL - AMJ-)
V"'~'

Here (M) is the mean magnitude of the sample and M/„„ is the binning width of the

catalogue (Aki, 1965; Bender, 1983; Utsu, 1999).
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Rydelek and Sacks (2003) criticized Wiemer and Wyss (2000), who performed

detailed mapping of M,, for using the assumption of earthquake self-similarity in

their methods. However, Wiemer and Wyss (2003) maintain that the assumption of

self-similarity is in most cases well founded, and that breaks in earthquake scaling

claimed by Rydelek and Sacks (2003) are indeed caused by temporal and spatial

heterogeneity in A/f. The assumption that seismic events are self-similar for the

entire range of observable events is supported by studies of, for example, Seggem

et al (2003) and Ide and Beroza (2001).

A 'safe' way to deal with the dependence of b- and a-values on A/c is to choose a

large value of Mf, but this seems to be overly conservative. However, this approach

decreases the amount of available data reducing spatial and temporal resolution and

increasing uncertainties due to smaller sample sizes. Maximizing data availability

while avoiding bias due to underestimated M, is desirable; moreover, it is essential

when one is interested in questions such as studying breaks in magnitude scaling

(Abercrombie and Brune, 1994; Knopoff, 2000; Taylor el al, 1990; Seggem et al,

2003). Unless the space-time history of M, — M, (.r, y, z, r) is taken into consid¬

eration, a study would have to conservatively assume the highest Mc observed. It

is further complicated by the need to determine M, automatically, since in most

applications, numerous determinations of M, are needed when mapping parameters

such as seismicity rates or /rvalues (Wiemer and Wyss, 2000; Wiemer, 2001).

A reliable Mc determination is vital for numerous seismicity and hazard related

studies. Transients in seismicity rates, for example, have increasingly been scruti¬

nized as they are closely linked to changes in stress or strain, for example static and

dynamic triggering phenomena (e. g., Gomberg et al, 2001; Stein, 1999). Other ex¬

amples of studies that are sensitive to A/f are scaling related investigations (Main,

2000; Knopoff, 2000) or aftershock sequences (Enescu and Ito, 2002; Woessner

10
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et al, 2004a). In our own work on, for example, seismic quiescence (Wiemer

and Wyss, 1994; Wyss and Wiemer, 2000), /;-value mapping (Wiemer and Wyss,

2002; Gerstenberger et al, 2001), and time-dependent hazard (Wiemer, 2000), we

often found A4, to be the most critical parameter of the analysis. Knowledge of

Alßx, ij, z, t) is important, because a minute change in Mc of Mc — 0.1 leads (as¬

suming b = 1.0) to a 25% change in seismicity rates, a change of M, — 0.3 to a

factor of two.

The requirements for an algorithm to determine Mc in our assessment are: (1)

to calculate M, automatically for a variety of datasets; (2) to give reliable uncer¬

tainty estimates; (3) to conserve computer time. We specifically limit our study to

techniques based on parametric data of modern earthquake catalogues. A number

of researchers have investigated detection capability by studying signal to noise ra¬

tios at particular stations (Gomberg, 1991; Kvaerna el al, 2002a,b); however, these

waveform based techniques are generally too time-consuming to be practical for

most studies. We also focus on recent instrumental catalogues, ignoring the ques¬

tion of how to best determine Mc in historical datasets commonly used in seismic

hazard assessment (Albareilo et al, 2001; Fach et al, 2003). In order to evaluate

the performance of the different algorithms, we use synthetically created, regional

and global data sets.

We believe that the review and comparison of adaptable methods presented in

this study, and the introduction of uncertainties in Mc, are an important contribution

for improving seismicity related studies.

2.3 Data

For the comparison of methods to determine M,_, we chose subsets of six different

catalogues with diverse properties. The catalogues analyzed are freely available

11
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from the websites of the specific agencies:

• Regional catalogue: We selected a subset of the Earthquake Catalogue Of

Switzerland (ECOS) of the Swiss Seismological Service (SSS) in the southern

province Wallis for the period 1992 - 2002 (Figure 2.1 A), providing a local

magnitude MT, (Deichmann et al, 2002).

• Regional catalogue: We chose a subset of the Northern California Seismic

Network (NCSN) catalogue focused on the San Francisco Bay-area for the

period 1998 - 2002 using the preferred magnitude (Figure 2.IB).

• Volcanic region: We use a subset of the earthquake catalogue maintained

by the National Research Institute for Earth Science and Disaster Prevention

(NTED) reporting a local magnitude ML. The subset spans a small volcanic

region in the Kanto province for the period 1992 - 2002 (Figure 2.1C).

• Aftershock sequence: We selected a seven year period (1992.19 - 1999.19)

from the Landers 1992 Mw — 7 3 aftershock sequence using the earthquakes

recorded by the Southern California Seismic Network (SCSN), a coopera¬

tive project of Caltech and the U.S. Geological Survey, distributed through

the Southern California Earthquake Data Center (SCEDC) reporting a local

magnitude Ml (Figure 2. ID).

• Global datasets:

a. the Harvard CMT catalogue, reporting the moment magnitude Mw, is

used for the time period 1983 - 2002. Only shallow events (d < 70km)

are used for mapping purposes.

b. the ISC catalogue is analyzed for the period 1980-2000 and magnitudes

">b > 4.3. Only shallow events (d < 70km) are used. The cut-off mag¬

nitude was chosen due to the temporal heterogeneity of the catalogue.

Surface wave magnitudes are taken to equal mi in case there is none.

12
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From this point on, we refer to the generic expression 'magnitude' which cor¬

responds to the magnitude of the respective earthquake catalogue outlined above.

2.4 Methods

Methods to estimate the magnitude of completeness of earthquake catalogues are

based on two fundamentally different assumptions. Most methods assume self-

similarity of the earthquake process, which consequently implies a power-law dis¬

tribution of earthquakes in the magnitude and in the seismic moment domain. One

other approach relies on the assumption that the detection threshold due to noise

decreases during nighttime, thus the magnitude of completeness is determined us¬

ing the day-to-night ratio of earthquake frequency (Rydelek and Sacks, 1989; Taylor

et al, 1990). In this study, we compare only methods assuming self-similarity of

the earthquake process:

1. Entire-magnitude-range method (EMR) modified from Ogata and Katsura

(1993)

2. Maximum curvature-method (MAXC) (Wiemer and Wyss, 2000)

3. Goodness-of-fit test (GFT) (Wiemer and Wyss, 2000)

4. M, by 6-value stability (MBS) (Cao and Gao, 2002)

These methods are described below and are illustrated schematically in Fig¬

ure 2.2. The code is freely available together with the seismicity analysis software

package /MAP (Wiemer, 2001) which is written in Malhworks commercial soft¬

ware language Matlab® (http://www.mathworks.com).

EMR-method

We developed a method to estimate M,_ that uses the entire data set, including the

range of magnitudes reported incompletely. Our approach is similar to that of Ogata

and Katsura ( 1993) and uses a maximum-likelihood estimator for a model that con-
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Figure 2.1: Earthquakes used in this study: A) Subset of the earthquake catalogue of Switzerland

(ECOS) in the southern province Wallis, B) subset of the NCSN eataloguc comprising

the Bay area, C) subset of the NIED catalogue in the Kanto province with the triangles

indicating volcanoes, and D) the Landers 1992 aftershock sequence Ironi the SCSN

catalogue. California maps display known faults in light gray.
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sists of two parts: One to model the complete part and one to sample the incomplete

part of the frequency-magnitude distribution (Figure 2.2). We use the entire magni¬

tude range to obtain a more robust estimate of M, especially for mapping purposes.

For data above an assumed M,, we presume a power-law behavior. We com¬

pute a- and ^-values using a maximum-likelihood estimate for the a- and ?;-value

(Aki, 1965; Utsu, 1965). For data below the assumed M,, a normal cumulative dis¬

tribution function q(M\fi,a) that describes the detection capability as a function

of magnitude is fitted to the data. q(M\/j,, a) denotes the probability of a seismic

network to detect an earthquake of a certain magnitude and can be written as:

1 /'-"- (M _ ,/)2

q{M\fi,(r)- -!= pxp—^- ï-t-dM .for M<A1,, (2.3)
aV'2TT J-v 2a-

q{M\n,(r) 1 ,for M>Mf (2.4)

H is the magnitude at which 50% of the earthquakes are detected and a denotes the

standard deviation describing the width of the range where earthquakes arc partially

detected. Higher values of a indicate that the detection capability of a specific net¬

work decreases faster. Earthquakes with magnitudes equal to or greater than M, are

assumed to be detected with a probability of one. 'The free parameters n and o are

estimated using a maximum-likelihood estimate. The best fitting model is the one

that maximizes the log-likelihood function for four parameters: // and a as well as

a and b. As the negative log-likelihoods are computed, we changed the sign for dis¬

play reasons so that the minimum actually shows the maximum likelihood estimate

in Figure 2.2C. The circles in Figure 2.2B show the best fit for the dataset in Figure

2.2A.

We tested four functions to fit the incomplete part of real earthquake catalogues:

three cumulative distribution functions (Exponential, Lognormal and Normal) and
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Figure 2.2: HMR-mcthod applied to the NCSN-catalogue data (1998 - 2001): M, ^ 1.2, h = 0.98,

a
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— 0.73, a = 21. A) Cumulative and non-cumulative FMD and model on

logarithmic scale with the arrow indicating Mc. B) Normal CDF (it (gray line) to the

datahelow Mr = 1.2 on linear scale. Dashedgray line shows standard deviations of the

model. Diamonds show original data, circles display non-cumulative HMD of EMR-

model. C) Choice of the best model from the maximum-likelihood cstinnates denoted

with an arrow pointing to the resulting A/r-value.
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an exponential decay. The latter two cumulative distribution functions (CDF) arc

competitive when computing the likelihood score. However, the Normal CDF gen¬

erally fits best the data from regional to worldwide earthquake catalogues compared

to the other functions.

The EMR-method creates a comprehensive seismicity model. To evaluate if this

model is acceptable compared to the actual data, we adopt a Kolmogorov-Smirnov-

test (KS-test) at the 5% significance level to examine the goodness-of-fit (Conover,

1999). The test assumes that the two samples are random and mutually independent.

The null-hypothesis llü of the test is that the two samples are drawn from the same

distribution.

Maximum curvature (MAXC)

Wiemer and Wyss (2000) proposed two methods based on the assumption of self-

similarity. A fast and reliable estimate of Mc is to define the point of the max¬

imum curvature (MAXC) as magnitude of completeness by computing the maxi¬

mum value of the first derivative of the frequency-magnitude curve. Tn practice,

this matches the magnitude bin with the highest frequency of events in the non-

cumulative frequency-magnitude distribution as indicated in Figure 2.3A. Despite

the easy applicability and relative robustness of this approach, M, is often underesti¬

mated especially for gradually curved frequency-magnitude distributions that result

from spatial or temporal heterogeneities.

Goodness-of-fit test (GFT)

The GFT-method to calculate ML compares the observed frequency-magnitude dis¬

tribution with synthetic ones (Wiemer and Wyss, 2000). The goodness-of-fit is com¬

puted as the absolute difference of the number of events in the magnitude bins be¬

tween the observed and synthetic Gutenberg-Richter distribution. Synthetic distri¬

butions are calculated using estimated a- and 6-values of the observed dataset for
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Figure 2,3: A) Frequency-magnitude distribution of the subset of the NCSN catalogue. The result

of the MAXC-approach is indicated with a diamond. B) Residuals and goodness-of-fit

value H for the GFT-method. 11 is the difference between the observed and synthetic

FMDs, as a function of Mr. Dashed horizontal lines indicate at which magnitudes

90% and 95% of the observed data are modeled by a straight line fit C) ft, b„m. and

the uncertainties 5b as a function of cut-off magnitude M,.tl for the MBS-approach.

The decision cnterion is displayed in panel D. D) Standard deviation 5b and difference

Aft - ]ft - b„ ,„ \ as a Junction of Mrn. Mr is defined at the cut-off magnitude for which

Aft ^ 6b for the first time.
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Ai > Al,„ as a function of ascending cut-off-magnitudes A1UJ. B defines the fit in

percentage to the observed frequency-magnitude distribution and is computed as a

function of cut-off-magnitude. A model is found at an 77-value at which a prede¬

fined percentage (90% or 95%) of the observed data is modeled by a straight line.

Figure 2.3B shows a schematic example with the choice of Mc indicated by the ar¬

row as the if-valuc falls below the horizontal line of the 95%) fit. Note that it is not

the minimum if-value that is chosen. The 95% level of fit is rarely obtained for real

catalogues, the 90% level is a compromise.

Mc by lvalue stability (MBS)

Cao and Gao (2002) estimate M, using the stability of the b-value as a function of

cut-off magnitude Mro. 'This model is based on the assumption that /;-values ascend

for Ml0 < Mr, remain constant for (M,,, > Mc and ascend again for Mco >> Mf..

If Mlo « Mr, the resulting 6-value will be too low. As Mco approaches Mc, the

6-value approaches its true value and remains constant for Ulo > > Mc, forming

a plateau (Figure 2.3C). These authors arbitrarily defined Mr as the magnitude for

which the change in 6-value Ab(MC0) of two successive Afco is smaller than 0.03.

Testing this approach for mapping purposes, we found the criterion to be unstable

since the frequency of events in single magnitude bins can vary strongly. To base

the approach on an objective measure and to stabilize it numerically, we decided to

use the 6-value uncertainty according to Shi and Bolt (1982) as criterion

with (AI) being the mean magnitude and N the number of events. We define A/c as

the magnitude at which Ab ~[ b0Vl — b |< 6b (Figure 2.3D). bav( is the arithmetic

mean calculated from 6-values of successive cut-off magnitudes in half a magnitude
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range (Mi — 0.5:

baw ~
^^-

„

V
- (2.6)

for a bin si/c of 0.1. Note that the magnitude range dM to calculate btlVL is cru¬

cial. If one chose e.g. <IA1 - 0.3, the resulting Mr can be very different from the

one obtained using dM — 0.5. Large magnitude ranges are preferable and would

be justified for frequency-magnitude distributions that perfectly obey a power-law.

Figure 2.3C shows b, bam and b as a function of Mu>. At Mco =- 1.4, bart is within

the uncertainty bounds of b (Figure 2.3D), thus AI(. — 1 A.

Additional methods

Several other authors proposed additional methods to estimate the magnitude of

completeness. Some of them are rather similar to the ones outlined above, one

method is based on other assumptions. For the reasons described in the following,

we did not add these methods to our comparison.

Kagan (2003) proposed a method fitting the empirical distribution of the ob¬

served data with the Pareto-law in the seismic moment domain using fixed /^-values.

The goodness-of-lil is computed applying a Kolmogorov-Smirnov-test. This ap¬

proach is similar in concept to the GFT-method but applying a rigorous statistical

test. However, we found this method to show instabilities when using a grid search

technique to simultaneously fit b and Mc.

Marsan (2003) introduced a method computing the b-value and the log-likelihood

of completeness for earthquakes above a certain cut-off magnitude. The log-likeli¬

hood of completeness is defined as the logarithmic probability that the Gutenberg-

Richter law fitted to the data above the cut-off magnitude can predict the number

of earthquakes in the magnitude bin just below the cut-off magnitude. The magni-
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tude of completeness is chosen so that (1) the b-value drops for magnitudes smaller

than Alr and (2) the log-likelihood drops at Mc. The method is similar to the MBS-

mcthod, but the two criteria are difficult to combine for automatic AlL calculations.

Additionally, calculating the log-likelihood for only one magnitude bin bears insta¬

bilities as the frequencies of events in the magnitude bins vary strongly.

Rydelek and Sacks (1989) introduced a method to estimate Mc using a random

walk simulation (Schuster's method). 'The test assumes 1) that earthquakes, at any

magnitude level, follow a Poisson distribution; and 2) that due to higher, man-made

noise-levels during daytime, M, is higher at this time. The method requires that

other non-random features in earthquake catalogues like swarms, aftershock se¬

quences or mine blasts are removed in advance, implying that it is not useful for the

determination of M, if such features are present bearing strong limitations on the

applicability (Wiemer and Wyss, 2003). In contrast to others, this method does not

assume self-similarity of earthquakes which is the main reason not to include it in

the comparison as we want to compare methods based on the same assumption.

Estimating the uncertainty of Mr and b

None of the aforementioned methods has yet explicitly considered the uncertainty

in the estimate of A/,, and its influence on the b-value. We use a Monte Carlo ap¬

proximation of the bootstrap method (Chernick, 1999; Efron, 1979) to calculate the

uncertainties 6MC and 6b. This can be combined with all methods described in

detail. Bootstrap sample earthquake catalogues arc generated by drawing with re¬

placement an equivalent amount of events from the original catalogue. For each of

the bootstrap sample earthquake catalogues, M, and b are calculated. The second

moment of the evolving empirical distributions of Mr and 6-values is defined as the

uncertainty ÔM,, and 6b, respectively.

Note that we use the mean values of the empirical distributions for M, and
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b as (inal result for automated mapping, not the ones from the single observed

frequency-magnitude distribution. The bootstrap accounts for outliers and conse¬

quently smoothes the results spatially which is desirable for mapping purposes.

When analyzing the FMD of single sub-volumes, one might use the results of the

observed frequency-magnitude distribution. In general, bootstrapping itself was

designed to estimate the accuracy of a statistic and not to produce a better point es¬

timate, although there are a few exceptions to the rale (Chernick, 1999). However,

we choose the mean value since the mean estimate considers aleatory uncertainties

of the magnitude determination process. This implies that the frequency-magnitude

distribution of a parametric earthquake catalogue is considered to be the best guess.

We do not observe a significant bias of the estimated parameters to either higher

or lower values computing the mean values for different types of earthquake cata¬

logues.

2.5 Results

Sensitivity of the EMR-method

To quantify the sensitivity of the EMR-method to magnitude distributions that do

not conform to the assumed Normal CDF, we designed synthetic catalogues that

follow probabilities of the Normal CDF and of two other cumulative distribution

functions for magnitudes smaller than the magnitude of completeness: the Weibull

and the Lognormal CDF. All three distributions have the same number of free pa¬

rameters. Magnitudes above Ai,, - 1.5 follow a Gutenberg-Richter law with b —- 1.

For each of the three CDFs, a thousand possible synthetic distributions of mag¬

nitudes below Ai, are computed, randomly varying the governing parameters of the

CDFs. These parameters are constrained so that the probability of detecting events

above Ai,. > 1.5 is close or equal to 1. For each of these catalogues, we apply the

EMR-method to obtain Mr and the KS-test acceptance indicator H (Figure 2.4).
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Figure 2.4: Histograms of A) M,_ -distributions and B) KS-test acceptance indicator II for synthetic

frequency-magnitude distnbutions randomly created using Normal, Lognonnal and the

Weibull CDF-s below M,. Second moments are small and the tractions of accepted

models arc high in all three cases In detail, the second moments arc <5Air = 0.00b,

SM, -002," and 5 M, - 0.040 and the i raclions of accepted models are I00(/,04 6(X

and 81 bvA for the Normal, Lognonnal and the Weibull CDF, icspectively
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The result shows peaked distributions of Af, with small second moments dMr -

0.000, 6M, - 0.025 and ÔM, = 0.040 for the Normal, Lognonnal and the Weibull

CDF, respectively. The KS-test results reveal that the seismicity model is accepted

100% for the Normal CDF, 94.6% for the Lognormal and 84.0% for the Weibull

CDF. Thus, the EMR-method based on the Normal CDF creates a magnitude distri¬

bution that resembles the original distribution and results in a good fit even though

the magnitude distribution violates a basic assumption.

Comparing the methods - dependence on the sample size

We first analyze the dependence of Mc on the sample size S, i.e. number of events,

for the different methods. A synthetic catalogue with Mc — 1 and b — 1 is used:

the incomplete part below Ai, was modeled using a Normal CDF q with p = 0.5

and a 0.25. From the synthetic dataset random samples of ascending size

20 < S < 1000 arc drawn and Mc as well as b are computed. For each sample

size, this procedure is repeated for N = 1000 bootstrap samples.

In general, we expect from each approach to recover the predefined Ai, - J 0

and the uncertainties AI, to decrease with an increasing amount of data. The EMR-

method is capable of recovering AI(. — 1.0 well (Figure 2.5A). The MBS-approach

underestimates M, substantially for small sample sizes (S < 250) and shows the

strongest dependence on sample size (Figure 2.5B). Both, the MAXC- and GFT95-

approach (Figure 2.5C and D) underestimate Mr_ by about 0.1 with MAXC consis¬

tently calculating the smallest value. Apart from the MBS-approach, 5MC shows

the expected decrease with increasing sample size S. Uncertainties of the HMR-

approach decrease slightly for S < 100 probably due to the limited data set. The un¬

certainties 6AIr vary between 0.2 and 0.04 and are smaller for the MAXC-approach,

on average almost half the size of the uncertainties computed for the GFT95%- and

EMR-uncertainties. In case of the MBS-approach, the increasing number of sam-
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pies result in a decrease of the uncertainty ôb calculated using equation (2.5) (Shi

and Bolt, 1982). Consequently, the criterion Ab \ bam -b\< 6b becomes stricter

and in turn results in higher uncertainties for the AI,, determination.

We infer that reliable estimates for M(. can only be obtained for larger sample

sizes. However, Mc estimates of the MAXC- and EMR-approach result in reason¬

able values that could be used in case of small datasets. From our investigations,

we assume that S > 200 events are desirable as a minimum sample size S. We arc

aware of the fact that it is not always possible to achieve this amount when spatially

and temporally mapping Ai,. For smaller quantities, we suggest further statistical

tests for the significance of the results, e.g. when addressing /rvalue anomalies

(Schorlemmer et al, 2003).

We also addressed the question of how many bootstrap samples are needed to

obtain reliable estimates of uncertainties. While Chernick (1999) proposes N —

100 bootstrap samples as adequate to establish standard deviations but recommends

to use N — 1000 depending on available computing power, we find that our results

stabilize above N — 200.

Comparing the methods - real catalogues

We apply the bootstrap approach to compare the performance of the different meth¬

ods for a variety of earthquake catalogues. For the comparison, Ai, and 6-values

are calculated simultaneously for N = 500 bootstrap samples. Figure 2.6 illustrates

the results in two panels for catalogues of the SSS (A, B), the NCSN (C, D), the

NIED (E, F), and the Harvard CM'T catalogue (G, H): For each catalogue, 6-value

vs. AIr plots are shown with each marker indicating the mean values for Ai, and

b as well as the uncertainties 6Mf. and 6b displayed as error bars. The additional

panels show the cumulative and non-cumulative frequency-magnitude distributions

of the catalogue. Table 2.1 summarizes the results.
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The comparison exhibits a consistent picture across the different data sets, which

also agrees with the results obtained in Figure 2.4 for the synthetic distribution.

However, in contrast to the synthetic distribution we do not know the 'true' value

of Mc in these cases, thus we render a relative evaluation on the performance of

the algorithms. While uncertainties across the methods are in the same order of

magnitude for both 6b and 6AI,,, respectively, the individual estimates of Ai, and

b are not consistent. The MBS-method leads to the highest Mc values whereas

the MAXC- and the GFT90%-approach appear at the lower limit of Ai,. The

EMR-approach shows medium estimates of both parameters while estimates of

the GFT95%-approach vary strongest. In case of the Harvard CMT catalogue the

GFT95%-approach does not show a result since this level of fit is not obtained. The

MBS-approach applied to the NIED- and Harvard-CMT catalogue finds Ai, - 1.90

and A/, = G.0, respectively, much higher than the average values of Ai, ss 1.2

and Ai, sa 5.35 determined by the other methods. This results from the fact that

b as a function of magnitude does not show a plateau region as expected in theory

(compare to Figure 2.2C).

Catalogue SSS1 NCSN2 N1BD;J' Harvard4

No. (if events 988 19559 30882 1G385

Ait(EMR) 1.5 ±0.13 1.20 ±0.07 1.25 + 0.05 5.39 _l 0.04

b(EMR) 0.9G + 0.07 0.98 ± 0.02 0.81 + 0.02 0.89 ± 0.01

Ai", (MAXC1) 1.36 ±0.07 1.2 ±0.0 1.2 + 0.0 5.31 ± 0.03

Ai,,(GFT90) 1.31+ 0.07 1.07 ±0.04 1.07 + 0.04 5.3 ± 0.00

M, (GFT95) 1.58 ±0.12 L. 12 +0.04 1.12 + 0.04 -

Ai,.(MT5S) 1.64 ±0.11 1.44 ±0.12 1.44 +0.12 5.94 ± 0.34

Table 2.1: Number oi events, M, and ^-values together with their uncertainties determined tor the

data used m Figure 2.6. Shortcuts and Polygons.1 Swiss Seismologieal Service (6.8"E —

8.4"E, 45.9"N 16.63" \), ^Northern California Seismic Network (123°W- 120.5"W,

36°N - 39.0"X) ,
'National Research Institute of Earth Science and Disaster Preven¬

tion (138.95"E 139 35"U, 3'1.0S°X - 35.()5°N), ^Harvard Ccntroid Moment Tensor.

Ai,-(CFT9.j) could not he determined for the Harvard CMT catalog.
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Figure 2.6: A/r and ^-values combined with bootstrap uneertamiies indicated as error bars and the

corresponding FMDs of four catalogues. 1 ) Regional catalogue subset of the ECOS

catalogue of the SSS in the Wallis province of Switzerland (A, B), 2) Regional cata¬

logue subset of the NCSN-cataloguc in the San Francisco Bay area (C, D), 3) Volcanic

area in the Kanto province taken liom ihe NIED-cataloguc (E, F), 4) Global catalogue:

Results using the Harvaid CMT catalogue, no M, (GFT95) determined (G,H). Com¬

paring the results in all panels, MAXC and GFT90 tend to small, MBS to high, and

EMR to medium Ai,,-valucs. Results from the GFT95-mcthod reveal no clear tendency.

Rcsulls are listed in Table 2.1.
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2.6 Case studies

Mc and b as a function of time: The Landers aftershock sequence

Mc and 6-values vary in space and time. Aftershock sequences provide excellent

opportunities to study the behavior of the Mr_ determination algorithms in an envi¬

ronment of rapid Ai, changes (Wiemer and Katsumata, 1999). A reliable estimate of

the magnitude of completeness in aftershock sequences is essential for a variety of

applications, such as aftershock hazard assessment, determining modified Omori-

law parameters, and detecting rate changes. We investigate the aftershock sequence

of the lune 28, 1992 Mw ~ 7.3 Landers earthquake consisting of more than 43300

events in the 7 years following the mainshock (AIL > 0.1). We selected data in a

polygon with a NW-SE extension of about 120 km and a lateral extension of up to

15 km on each side of the fault-line. 'This sequence was investigated by Liu et al

(2003); Ogata et al. (2003); Wiemer and Katsumata (1999); however uncertainties

and temporal variations have yet not been taken into account.

We reevaluate the temporal evolution of M,_ for the entire sequence, the north¬

ernmost and southernmost 20 km of the Landers rupture. To create the time series,

we chose a moving window approach with a window size of S - 1000 events

to compute parameters while moving the window by 250 events for the entire se¬

quence. For the subregions, we used S — 400 and shifted the window by hundred

events. We also analyzed the entire sequence for smaller sample sizes of S — 400,

which showed slightly higher estimates of Aic, particularly right after the main-

shock, but well in the uncertainty bounds of using S - 1000 samples.

AI, (EMR) and its uncertainty values are plotted as light gray lines in the back¬

ground (Figure 2.7). Disregarding the first four days, values for the entire sequence

(Figure 2.7A) vary around A/r(EMR) - 1.G1 ± 0.1 (A/,,(MAXC) - 1.52 ± 0.07),

values in the northern part vary around M,.(EMI\) - 1.84 ± 0.135 compared to
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Mc (MAXC) - 1.71 + 0 09 (Figure 2.7B). In the southern part (Figure 2.7C), values

vary around Ai, (EMR ) - 1 54 r 0 15 (Ai, (MAXC) 1 37 ± 0 10). The compar¬

ison reveals that A/£-values are largest in the northern part of the rupture zone and

smallest in the south. The MAXC-approach used in Wiemer and Katsumata (1999)

underestimated M,_ on average by 0 2.

Globally mapping M(

On a global scale, we apply the EMR-method to the Harvard CMT and the MAXC-

method ISC catalogue (Figure 2.8). Kagan (2003) analyzed properties of global

earthquake catalogues and concluded that the Harvard CMT catalogue is reasonably

complete for the period 1977 — 2001 with a magnitude threshold changing between

Mw — 5.7 before 1983 to about Mw = 5 1 in recent years. He analyzed variations

of Ai, as a function of earthquake depth, tectonic provinces, and focal mechanisms.

We exclude the early years before 1983 as those years show a higher Mc and sig¬

nificantly fewer earthquakes (Kagan, 2003; Dziewonski etal, 1999). We apply the

EMR-approach to map Mc for the Harvard CM'T. In case of the more heterogeneous

ISC-catalogue, we cut the catalogue at Ai > 4 3 and apply the MAXC-approach.

This is necessary because the ISC includes reports from regional networks and we

seek to evaluate the completeness of the catalogue comparable to the Harvard CMT

catalogue. We do not consider different focal mechanisms and limit our study to

seismicity in the depth range d < 70 km. The differentiation of tectonic provinces

is implicitly included when mapping Ai, on an equally spaced grid (2,J x2° degrees).

The Harvard CM'T catalogue for the period 1983 - 2002 in the depth range

d < 70 km contains a total of about 12050 events. We use a constant radius of

if — 1000 km to create sub-catalogues at each grid node and NB-,t = ^00 bootstrap

samples to calculate uncertainties. We require Nintn — 60 events per node due to the

sparse dataset. About 60% of the nodes have sample sizes between 60 < N < 150
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1992.5 1992.6 1992.7 1992.8 1992.9 1993

Time / [dec. year]

Figure 2.7: Ai,, as a function of time for A) the entire 1992 Landers aftershock sequence, B) the

northernmost (20km) aftershocks of the rupture zone, and C) the southemmost (20km)

aftershocks. A'/,.(K\1R) and 6Mr.(FMK) are plotted as gray lines, results of the MAXC-

approach as black lines. Ai,, for the entire sequence shows average values compared to

the results obtained for limited regions.
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events. The magnitude ranges AM for single nodes vary in between 1 < Ai" < 3.

The ISC-catalogue in the period 1983 - 2000 (M < 4.3) contains about 83000

events. As more data is available, we chose R — 900km, Nß,, — 200, Nmin = GO.

Here, only about b"A of the grid nodes have fewer than N = 150 events, the magni¬

tude ranges also vary between 1 < M < 3. We admit that the choice of parameters

for the Harvard CMT catalogue is at a very low margin, but for coverage purposes

a larger Nmni is not suitable. 'The smaller amount of data reduces the capabilities to

obtain a good fit in the magnitude range below the magnitude of completeness.

Ai, (EMR) varies for the Harvard CMT catalogue in general around Mr — 5.6

(Figure 2.8A). The lowest values of approximately 5.3 < M, < 5.5 are observed

spanning the circum-pacific region from Alaska and the Aleutians down to New

Zealand and to the islands of Java and Indonesia. The west coast of North and

South America shows slightly higher Mr-values (M, = 5.5 - 5.7) with larger fluc¬

tuations. Uncertainties 6M, are in general small (6M,_ = 0.15) as a consequence of

sufficiently large datasets or peaked non-cumulative frequency-magnitude distribu¬

tions (Figure 2.8B). The highest values of about M, > 5.8 are obtained in the two

red regions close to the Antarctica due sparse data (N < 100) probably as a con¬

sequence of poor network coverage, a small magnitude range of about AM = 1.2

and a flat distribution of the non-cumulative frequency of magnitudes. These results

correlate well with the larger uncertainty of Mc > 0.2. The Mid-Atlantic ridge is

covered only between ±25° latitude with AIC values primarily below AI, < 5.6.

The ISC catalogue shows in general lower completeness levels as the Harvard

CMT catalogue. In continental regions, Mr varies between 4 3 < McA.o, whereas

on the Atlantic ridges values fluctuate between l.G < AI, < 5.1 (Figure 2.8C).

Uncertainties 6A1, display the same picture with values AI, < 0.11 in continental

regions and higher values 0.12 < A/,, < 0.35 on Atlantic ridges and especially in
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Figure 2,8: Global maps of Ai, Panels A and B illustrate Ai, and àAI, using the Haivard CMT

catalogue 1983 2002 for seismicity in the depth range cl
_

70 km, and constant

radii R 1000 km The gray circles indicate the spots foi which frequency-magnitude
distributions arc shown in Figure 2 9 Panels C and D display Mr and à M ol the ISC

catalogue (1/
_

1) for the time period 19S0 2001 (d
_

70km, R = 900 km) Af,

values ate calculated as the mean of N — 200 bootstiap samples using the EMR method

loi the Harvaid CMT catalogue and the MAXC method for the ISC
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Figure 2.9: Cumulative and non-cumulative frequency-magnitude distributions from grid nodes in¬

dicated as gray circles m Figure 2 8A' A) South America (subduction/ ridge)' a flat

frequency-magnitude distribution leading to relatively high uncertainties M, (EMR) =

5 7 i 0 15, B) Japan, a 'peaked' frequency-magnitude distribution resulting in small

uneeiUmhes (A/, (FAUl) -r>r>± 0 06)

the South Pacific near the Antarctica (Figure 2.8D). As the ISC is a combination

of different catalogues, magnitudes had to be converted to be comparable and this

might be the reason for larger uncertainties in certain regions.

Two examples from different tectonic regimes for regions in South America

(subduction / spreading rigde) and Japan (subduction) illustrate aspects of the rela¬

tion between FMDs, Mc and 6AI{. in Figure 2.9, respectively. Gray circles in Figure

2.8A show the respective locations. In case of Figure 2.9A for the South-American

example the relatively flat frequency-magnitude distribution and small sample size

(N < 180) leads to relatively high uncertainties in Aic = 5.68 + 0.15 (Figure 2.9A).

A small uncertainty is found for the 'peaked' distribution in Figure 2.9B (Japan)

where the small uncertainties Ai, = 5.47 ± 0.06 are also expected due to the large

sample size.
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2.7 Discussion

Finding the best approach to determining M<

We introduced the EMR-method based on Ogata and Katsura (1993) to model

the entire frequency-magnitude distribution with two functions, a normal cumu¬

lative distribution function and a Gutenberg-Richter power-law. Ai, is based on

maximum-likelihood estimates. The choice of the normal cumulative distribution

function is based on visual inspection, modeling of a variety of catalogues as well as

comparisons to other possible functions but not based on physical reasoning. Thus,

cases exist for which the choice of another function might be more appropriate.

However, synthetic tests endorse that estimates of Mc can be correct even if this

assumption is violated (Figure 2.4).

Compared to other methods, the EMR-method maximizes the amount of data

available for the M,_ determination, which should serve to stabilize the Mr_ estimates;

however, it also adds two additional free parameters. Results from our synthetic test

(Figure 2.4 and 2.5) and case studies (Figures 2.6-2.8) confirm that Afr(EMR) to¬

gether with the bootstrap approach performs best of all methods investigated for

automatic mapping, justifying the additional free parameters. From these results

we believe that the FMR-method is indeed well capable of resolving Mc. It also

has the additional benefit of delivering a complete seismicity model, which may be

used in search for Mc changes, magnitude shifts or rate changes. However, EMR is

time consuming compared to MAXC, which is especially important when mapping

large regions with large numbers of bootstrap samples. Additionally, the approach

should only be applied when the incomplete part of the catalogues is available.

Kagan (2002) argued that the Normal CDF, acting as a thinning function on the

Gutenberg-Richter law, may distort conclusions as the smaller earthquakes may not

have statistical stability. We instead believe that using the algorithm we provide
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minimizes the risk of questionable interpretations, especially because the fitting

quality can be tested for using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.

Cao and Gao (2002) published a method based on the assumption that 6-values

stabilize above the magnitude of completeness (Figures 2.3C and D). We enhanced

this approach by adding a criterion based on the 6-value uncertainly to decide on

the threshold, and by adding a smoothing window to ensure robust automatic lits.

However, our synthetic tests showed that Afr(MBS) depends strongly on the sample

size (Figure 2.5B) and uncertainties are larger compared to other methods due to the

linearity of the FMD. We found the method applicable only for regional catalogues.

Note that the resulting Af,,(MBS) is always higher than other AIC estimates (Figure

2.6). In summary, we conclude that M,,(MBS) cannot be used for automatic deter¬

mination of Mc (MBS), but spot-checking 6 as a function of the cut-off magnitude

M,„ (Figure 2.3) can give important clues about Mc and 6.

The MAXC-approach and the GFT-approach (Wiemer and Wyss, 2002) tend to

underestimate the magnitude of completeness. This is found in our synthetic cata¬

logue analysis (Figure 2.5), confirmed in the analysis of various catalogues (Figure

2.6) and for the case study of the Landers aftershock sequence (Figure 2.7). The

advantage of AI, (MAXC) is that results can be obtained with low computational

effort, for small sample sizes and in pre-cut catalogues. Ai, (GET) on the other

hand shows a smaller systematic bias; however, it is slightly more computational

intensive and not robust for small sample sizes ,9 < 200.

The application of the EMR- and MAXC-approaches to the 1992 Landers af¬

tershock sequence shows that Mc were slightly underestimated by 0.2 in Wiemer

and Katsumata (1999) (Figure 2.7). The réévaluation displays the importance of

the spatial and temporal assessment of AI, as it has proven to be a crucial parameter

in a variety of studies especially when working on near real-time time-dependent
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hazard estimates for daily forecasts (Gerstenberger, 2004).

We applied a gridding technique rather than assuming predefined Flinn-Engdahl

regions (Kagan, 1999; Fröhlich and Davis, 1993) to map Ai, for global catalogues

(Figure 2.8). The maps reveal considerable spatial variations in A/c on a global scale

in both the Harvard CMT (5.3 < ML < 6.0) and ISC catalogue (4.3 < Ai, < 5.0).

The overall ML values we compute, for example, for the entire Harvard catalog

(M, — 5.4, Figure 6) are often lower than the maximum value found when mapping

out Ai,, in space and/or time. Technically, one might argue that the overall complete¬

ness cannot be lower than any of its subsets. Given that in the seconds and minutes

after a large mainshocks such as Landers, even magnitude 6 events may not be de¬

tectable in the Coda of the mainshock, for practical purposes completeness is best

treated not in this purist view 100% completeness can never be established. The

contribution of the relatively minor incomplete subsets, such as the regions with

high Ai, in the southern hemisphere (Figure 2.8) are generally not relevant when

analyzing the overall behavior of the catalogue. Such subsets, however, need to be

identified when analyzing spatial and temporal variations of seismicity parameters,

highlighting the importance of the presented quantitative techniques to map Mr.

2.8 Conclusion

We demonstrated that the EMR-method is the most favorable choice to determine

Ai,, because the method is stable under most conditions, because a comprehensive

seismicity model is computed and because the model fit can be tested. We conclude

that:

• for automated mapping purposes, the mean value of the N bootstrapped Mc

determinations is a suitable estimate of Ai,, because it avoids outliers and

smoothes the results;
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• the bootstrap approach to determine uncertainties in AI, is a reliable method;

• for a fast analysis of M,,, we recommend using the MAXC-approach in com¬

bination with the bootstrap and add a correction value, for example Mc =

A/r(MAXC) I 0.2. This correction factor can be determined by spot-checking

individual regions and is justified by the analysis of the synthetic catalogues.
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Chapter 3

The 1997 Kagoshima (Japan)

Earthquake Doublet: A Quantitative

Analysis of Aftershock Rate Changes

This chapter is published in Geophysical Research Letters.

J. Woessner, E. Hauksson, S. Wiemer, and S. Neukomm (2004), The 1997 Kago¬

shima (Japan) earthquake doublet: A quantitative analysis of aftershock rate changes,

Geophys. Res. Lett., 31, L03605, doi:10.I029/2003GL018858.

3.1 Abstract

We quantitatively map relative rate changes for the aftershock sequence following

the second mainshock of the 1997 earthquake doublet (Mw — 6.1, Mw — 6.0)

in the Kagoshima province (Japan). Using the spatial distribution of the modified

Omori law parameters for aftershocks that occurred during the 47.8 days between

the two mainshocks, we forecast the aftershock activity in the next 50 days and

compare it to the actually observed rales. The relative rate change map reveals

four regions with statistically signilicanl relative rate changes - three negative and

one positive. Our analysis suggests that changes in static stress from the second
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mainshock could explain the coseismic rate changes for off-fault aftershocks, but

either unusual crustal properties or the presence of crustal fluids have contributed to

the activation and deactivation of on-fault seismicity.

3.2 Introduction

Understanding how earthquakes are affected by sudden changes in the state of stress

in their immediate vicinity provides insight into the relationship between static-

stress changes and earthquake occurrence. If aftershocks are in part caused by

stress changes from their mainshock, changes in their rate may reflect alterations

in the state of stress in their immediate vicinity. Recently, Stein (2003) provided

a review of how adjacent earthquakes interact through static stress changes, invok¬

ing a combination of rate and state friction (Dieterich, 1994) and Coulomb Stress

changes (King et al, 1994). In particular, Stein (2003) and Toda and Stein (2003)

suggested that the second mainshock of the 1997 Kagoshima earthquake sequence

in Japan decreased the rate of off-fault aftershocks from the first mainshock due to

a stress drop caused by the second main event.

The objective of our study is to confirm spatial changes in the rate of aftershocks

following the second mainshock and to investigate whether or not these changes are

statistically significant. Different from previous studies, we determine the spatial

distribution of relative rate changes and establish their significance. Determining

quantitatively the changes in microcarthquake activity is difficult, especially when

addressing rale decreases (Wyss and Toya, 2000). Establishing rate decreases within

an aftershock sequence is both desirable, because the high seismicity rate allows

detailed investigations, and challenging, because establishing the significance of a

relative rate change is more complicated when embedded within exponentially de¬

caying sequences rather than in a stationary Poissonian process.
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The entire 1997 Kagoshima sequence is not easily fit with existing aftershock se¬

quence models. Ogata (2001 ) investigated the first 47.8 days of the 1997 Kagoshima

aftershock sequence using the earthquake catalog of the Japanese Meteorological

Agency (JMA). He found that a two-stage Epidemic-Type Aftershock-Sequence-

model (ETAS, Ogata, 1999, 2001) provides the best approximation although the

overall goodness-of-fit throughout the period remains poor. Contrary to the mod¬

ified Omori law, the ETAS-model considers the magnitude distribution of the af¬

tershock sequence and therefore requires additional free parameters resulting in a

limited forecast ability. We apply simpler modified Omori law type models to map

the spatial distribution of aftershock sequence parameters because these models al¬

low to compute a more accurate representation of the sequence than just modeling

the entire sequence.

3.3 Data

The 1997 earthquake doublet in the northwestern part of the Kagoshima Prefec¬

ture, Kyushu, southern Japan, occurred on March 26f/, (Mw -- 6.1, M^ = 6.5)

and May 13"\ 1997 (AIW - 6.0, ML - 6.3). Both mainshocks were followed by

rich aftershock sequences. The first mainshock ruptured unilaterally westward for

15km along a strike-slip fault striking N280°, while the second mainshock ruptured

two orthogonal 7.5km long segments, with one being parallel to the lirst rupture

(Horikawa, 2001 ). The hypocenters of the two mainshocks are approximately 5km

apart, and the parallel rupture planes are approximately 3km apart (Horikawa, 2001,

Figure 3.1).

We analyze the Kagoshima University catalog (KU) (Miyamachi et al, 1999)

from 1997.23 to 1997.55 containing about 7000 events in the study area (Figure 3.1 ).

The KU catalog is preferable to the JMA catalog (about 3500 events), because it has

a lower completeness level, relocated aftershocks locations, and contains twice as
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many events. We use the JMA catalog only for cross-validation of our results.

We investigated the magnitude of completeness Mc as a function of time and

space (Wiemer and Katsumata, 1999; Wiemer and Wyss, 2000). The spatial and

temporal distribution of Mc is used to establish a lower cut-off magnitude ensuring

that further analysis is not biased by incomplete data. In case of the KU catalog, we

set the global minimum threshold at Mc — 1.3 as results generally fluctuate around

Ai,, 1.2 when mapping spatially. In the time series, Ai,, decreases rapidly from

Mc — 1.8 down to around M, — 1.2. The low detection level is partly explained by

the installation of temporary stations (Miyamachi et al, 1999). We also investigated

the JMA catalog to determine an overall M, value in the same manner and obtained

a value of Ai",, — 1.6.

3.4 Method

To derive the relative rate change values Aur, we developed the following proce¬

dure: First, we use the observed data of the learning period iL to fit the parameters

of four different models of aftershock decay to the aftershock sequence applying

the maximum-likelihood method (Ogata, 1999). Second, the best fitting model is

used to forecast aftershocks until the end of the forecast period tF. Finally, relative

rate changes are established at the end of the forecast period.

The basic model is the modified Omori law (Lltsu, 1961):

v{t) = k{t + e)-? (3.1)

with n(t) being the number of earthquakes occurring at time f. This is equal to

the intensity function A(f) assuming that aftershocks are distributed according to a

non-stationary Poisson process, k represents the productivity of the mainshock and

depends on the lower magnitude threshold of the earthquake catalog, p is a mea-
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Figure 3.1: Map of the 1997 Kagoshima earthquake sequence. Fault ruptures arc taken from

Horikawa (2001), stars indicate the two mainshocks, aftershocks are displayed as

squares (5.0 •- Ai/-, < G 0) and hexagons (4.0 < Ml û '><>). As background, the

entire seismicity listed in the KtJ catalog is plotted as black dots. The dashed gray box

frames the area shown in Figure 2.
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sure for the exponential decrease of the aftershock rate and c describes a temporal

offset that compensates for incomplete data at the beginning of the aftershock se¬

quence. The other three models include one secondary aftershock sequence within

the learning period and consist of two superimposed modified Omori laws. We limit

our analysis to a maximum of two nested Omori sequences rather than including

more complex point process models (Vere-Jones, 1995; Ogata, 1999; Helmstetter

and Sornette, 2002) because we believe that simpler modified Omori law models are

more suitable for computing forecasts at numerous nodes of a spatial grid. Forecast¬

ing the magnitude distribution as required applying an ETAS-model would greatly

increase uncertainties.

The intensity function for these nested Omori models is written as:

,
Ai - A"i(/ 1-r,) pl : t <t„

\(t)-{ (3.2)

A2 - h(i + n) ^ + k2{t ! q)-"j : t„<t<tL

where ta is the time of the largest aftershock from the mainshock time in the learn¬

ing period. The indices 1 and 2 relate the modified Omori law parameters in the

time periods ta in the learning period, respectively.

In summary, we lit four models with increasing model complexity varying as a

function of free parameters:

1. Model 1 : Modified Omori law (MOL) (3 parameters: p, c and k)

2. Model 2: nested MOL (4 parameters: p, c, kl, k2)

3. Model 3: nested MOL (5 parameters: pi, p2, c, kl, k2)

4. Model 4: nested MOL (6 parameters: pi, p2, cl, c2, kl, k2).

'The maximum-likelihood estimate (Ogata, 1999) for each model is computed by

a constrained nonlinear grid search over the free parameter space, maximizing the
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likelihood function. To find the best fitting model we use the corrected Akaike

Information Criterion AIC, (Kenneth et al, 2002):

AICC - -2max(ln£) \ 2P I '^p'^] (3-3)

with in L being the likelihood function, P the number of free parameters and N the

sample size. In contrast to the original AIC, the corrected AIC, penalizes also for

the amount of samples which becomes critical for small sample sizes. The AIC,

is useful in selecting the best model in the set; however, if all the models are poor,

AIC{ still selects the one estimated to be best, but even that model may be poor in

an absolute sense (Kenneth et al, 2002). Thus, we estimate the goodness-of-fit for

the selected AIC,, model to the observed data by applying a Kolmogorov-Smirnov-

Test at a significance level of 0.05 (Conover, 1999). We do not use results for the

interpretation of rate changes if even the best model is rejected (rejection level H

equal to 1).

To establish the significance of a relative rate change, we need an estimate of the

uncertainties of the model forecast at time f/,, which we derive based on a bootstrap

approach (Chernick, 1999). The original dataset is bootstrapped 100 times, model

parameters and forecasts are estimated for each bootstrap sample. From the empir¬

ical distribution of forecasted rates, we calculate the 2'"' moment as the uncertainty

of our forecasts at time it . 'Thus, we include both, epistemic uncertainties by using

different models and aleatory uncertainties due to the data. 'The relative rate changes

can then be expressed as the ratio of the difference between the cumulative number

of observed to forecasted events normalized by the 2nd moment of the bootstrap

forecasts

.

_

N{0gtr) - NGhML)) - (N(IF) - N(tL))

v(NBst(tr)
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N0fn is the cumulative number of observed events, the cumulative number of fore¬

casted events at the times tL and tt, rr(A^,,(/> )) the 2'"' moment of the bootstrap

forecast at the end of the forecast period. The value ARr expresses the normalized

relative rate change between the observed and forecasted events. Positive values

report an increase of the observed rate compared to the modelled rate of aftershock.

We map Artr spatially by covering the region with a rectangular grid and sampling

events within radius B.

3.5 Results

Relative rate changes caused by the second mainshock (AIL — 6.3, 13 May 1997)

show strong spatial variations with high statistical significance. The patterns are

similar for both, the KU and the JMA catalog analyzed on evenly spaced grids of

0.002° and 0.005" degrees, respectively (Figure 3.2a and b). To evaluate the signif¬

icance of the rate changes for the KU catalog, we determine the distribution of the

best fitting model, and the rejection level H of the Kohnogorov-Smirnov-test as a

measure for the goodness-of-fit (Figures 3.2c and d). Because the earthquakes ex¬

hibited mostly strike-slip faulting with a uniform depth distribution of aftershocks

from 0 to 10km depth, we chose to show results in map view.

We identify four regions that exhibit significant rate changes (Figure 3.2a). The

detailed temporal development of aftershock activity for four representative grid

nodes is shown in Figure 3.3. The largest relative rate decrease is found at the west¬

ern end of the aftershock zone of the first mainshock (Figure 3.2a, circle A). After

the second mainshock, the time series of aftershocks at this node (Figure 3.3A)

exhibits a clear rate decrease (Arc — -8). The aftershocks within the adjacent

circle B on the other hand display a large positive Al{c- This region coincides with

the northern end of the north striking-segment of the conjugated fault on which the

second mainshock occurred (Figure 3.1). Hence this positive relative rate change
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(Ahc -
1 l-<r>) is most likely triggered aftershock activity near the rupture termina¬

tion of the second mainshock. Within the third area, to the east of the hypocenter of

the first mainshock, we also detected a significant negative rate change (circle C).

The onset of aftershock quiescence in this volume (Ahc — —>r>.5) occurred about

five to seven days later than in circle A. Within the forth area (circle D), close to the

east end of the aftershock zone, there is an apparent decrease in aftershock activity

following the time of the second mainshock. However, the model fit in the learn¬

ing period is poor (Figure 3D) as indicated by the KS-test rejection level II - 1,

thus we do not consider this region to be meaningful. At the south eastern end, we

find significant positive rate changes for off-fault aftershocks but insignificant ones

closer to and north of the fault line.

The nested Omori models that match the aftershock data vary spatially (Figure

3.2c) because the large aftershocks have a heterogeneous spatial distribution (Fig¬

ure 3.1). The regions A, B, and D of rapidly changing aftershock activity require

the nested Omori models 3 or 4 due to the complexity of the aftershock occurrence:

Region A is characterized by a series of 3.0 < ML < 3.9 events, the sequence in re¬

gion B is influenced by a strong Mi, = 5.6 event and region D is again characterized

by a series of 4.0 < AfL < 4.8 events. In contrast, region C does not include large

aftershocks and is well fitted with a single modified Omori law. Thus, the respective

spatial pattern of the model distribution concerning their complexity coincides well

with the aftershock distribution.

3.6 Discussion and Conclusions

To quantify the effects of the second mainshock on the aftershock sequence of the

first mainshock, we investigated the aftershock activity focusing on aftershocks ad¬

jacent to the northern fault that ruptured in the first mainshock. The 1997 Kagoshima

earthquake doublet occurred in a small area, and thus it is reasonable to expect the
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Figure3.3: Modified Omori law fits for grid nodes indicated on Figure 3 2a with the bootstrap
forecast models plotted as gray lines in the background, the dashed blue line displaying
the mean foi ecasi model and the red bar indicating the standard deviation of forecasted

events at time // The vertical line indicates the end of the learning period tr All

panels show significant rate changes wilh tlie ones m panel A-C not rejected by the KS-

test (fi = 0) In coniiast, panel D shows a poor ht as even the best model is rejected by
the KS-test (II - 1)
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second mainshock to have influenced the ongoing aftershock sequence of the first.

We applied an objective spatio-temporal mapping approach and formulated a mea¬

sure of the statistical significance of rate changes within the decaying aftershock

sequence. Thus our approach differs from Stein (2003) and Toda and Stein (2003)

who focused mostly on the physical implications of off-fault earthquake triggering

and used subjectively selected boxes to determine rate changes. Our high resolu¬

tion mapping results confirm quantitatively only some of their qualitative results. In

particular, our mapping shows that a statistically significant rate decrease followed

the second Kagoshima mainshock in the westernmost part of the aftershocks zone

of the first mainshock (Figure 3.2a and 3.3A, box A in (Toda and Stein, 2003)).

We also identify two other on-fault regions of increased and decreased aftershock

activity. However, at the eastern end of the aftershock zone, we find statistically

insignificant rate variations if possible to detect due to sparse data, where Toda and

Stein (2003) claimed a qualitative significant rate decrease (Figure 3.3a, box C in

Toda and Stein (2003)). Our quantitative analysis shows that both off-fault and on-

fault aftershock activity were increased but also decreased by the nearby second

mainshock. 'These findings may independently contribute to determining the va¬

lidity of the stress triggering hypothesis (Harris, 1998) as well as seismicity rate

change computations based on rate and state friction (Dieterich, 1994) by using our

approach as a quantitative measure.

How the effects of static stress changes on earthquake triggering may be affected

by the presence of crustal fluids or anisotropic crustal material properties is poorly

understood. There are many hot springs in the area and crustal fluids or geothermal

areas as well as geological boundaries may have affected the temporal evolution

and spatial distribution of aftershock (Miyamachi et al, 1999). Furthermore, dif¬

ferences in material properties could have contributed to the rupture behavior of

the two mainshocks and the spatio-temporal distribution of the aftershocks. 'The
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east-west rupture of the second mainshock propagated eastward while the rupture

of the first mainshock propagated to the west (Horikawa, 2001 ). Miyamachi et al.

(1999) relocated the 1997 Kagoshima earthquakes using a 3-D velocity model and

suggested that some of the aftershocks were occurring on geological boundaries

striking north-south. Thus, several other geophysical and geological parameters as

well as other mechanisms, e.g. coseismic release of trapped high-pressure fluids,

may have had similar influence on the spatial and temporal development of this se¬

quence than coseismic changes in static stress, but these cannot be differentiated

with our approach.
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Chapter 4

Spatial correlation of aftershock

locations and on-fault main shock

properties
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Title: Spatial correlation of aftershock locations and on-fault main shock properties

4.1 Abstract

We quantify the correlation between spatial patterns of aftershock hypocenter loca¬

tions and the distribution of coseismic slip and stress drop on a main-shock fault

plane using a non-standard statistical test. The tests evaluate if aftershocks are lo¬

cated in 1.) low-slip regions (Hypothesis Hj) or 2.) regions of increased shear

stress (Hypothesis H2). Tn both tests, we seek to reject the null hypothesis 1I0: Af¬

tershocks are randomly distributed on the main-shock fault plane. We tested the

hypotheses on four strike-slip events for which multiple earthquake catalogs and

multiple finite-fault source models of varying accuracy exist. Because we want to

retain earthquake clustering as the fundamental feature of aftershock seismicity, we
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generate slip distributions using a random spatial field model and derive the stress-

drop distributions. We account for uncertainties in the aftershock locations by sim¬

ulating aftershock locations within their location error bounds. Our findings imply

that aftershocks are preferentially located in regions of low-slip and of increased

shear stress particularly when considering relocated earthquake catalogs. However,

the results show that stress-drop patterns provide less information content on after¬

shock locations. This indicates that the shear-stress change of the main shock may

not be the governing process for aftershock genesis. We speculate that the redistri¬

bution of stresses from aftershocks, normal stress changes, fluid migation or other

mechanisms may have similar influence on the occurrence of aftershocks.

4.2 Introduction

Analyzing the spatial and temporal evolution of earthquake rupture has led to com¬

pelling evidence that fault displacement and associated stress changes are hetero¬

geneous at all resolvable scales along the fault plane. These heterogeneities are

represented in finite-fault source models which result from inverting for slip on the

fault plane based on a variety of data including strong ground motion and teleseis-

mic recordings as well as geodetic measurements (e. g., (Beroza and Spudich, 1988;

Hartzeil and Heaton, 1986; Wald and Heaton, 1994)). Besides the primary goal to

understand and model the rupture process of a moderate to large earthquake, it is

of equal interest to understand the consequences for the following seismicity. It is

generally assumed that the rupture process of the main shock and the resulting stress

changes govern the subsequent aftershock activity to a large extend. The effect of

the static stress changes induced by the main-shock slip should therefore be measur¬

able in the aftershock sequence, particularly on and near the fault plane where stress

changes are largest. However, the link between main-shock slip, resulting on-fault

stress drop and aftershock seismicity on the fault plane has yet to be tested using
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rigorous statistical approaches and high-quality slip and aftershock hypocenter data.

Aftershock sequences have been studied extensively and have proven to pro¬

vide independent information on fault plane heterogeneity (e. g., (Wiemer and Kat¬

sumata, 1999; Ulsu, 1999; Ogata, 1999)). However, only a few past studies have

qualitatively addressed the relationship between the spatial distribution of after¬

shock hypocenters in comparison to the slip and/or stress-drop distribution on the

main-shock fault plane (Dalguer et al, 2002; Mendoza and Hartzeil, 1988). An

early qualitative correlation between aftershock locations and main-shock slip was

provided by Mendoza and Hartzeil (1988). By visual inspection, they found after¬

shocks to occur mostly outside or near the edges of high-slip regions of the main

shock. Das and Henry (2003) investigated the spatial relationship mainly for large

subduction zone type events. They found no universal relation between high- and

low-moment regions and high or low aftershock occurrence, but they state (1) that

generally few and smaller events occur in high-slip regions, (2) that aftershocks oc¬

cur on favorably oriented planes in regions of increased stress, and (3) that clusters

appear at the edges of rapid transition regions between high- and low-slip within

the main fault area.

Many studies in the past decade focused on static and dynamic stress changes

caused by main shocks, and their effect on future seismicity (e.g., (Harris, 1998;

Kagan and Jackson, 1998; Toda et al, 1998; Stein, 1999; Gomberg et al, 2001;

Steacy et al, 2005; Toda et al, 2005)). These studies generally excluded the closest

5-10 km to the fault plane, because here the details of the slip model are important.

This is unfortunate, because here static and dynamic stress changes are strongest,

and the large majority of aftershocks are triggered in the immediate vicinity of the

fault plane. Our study extends triggering related work to the immediate vicinity of

the fault plane, which is feasible now because of the improved quality of hypocenter
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datasets and improved testing procedures developed herein.

The focus of our study is to evaluate the spatial relationship between the hypocen¬

ter location of aftershocks in comparison to the finite-fault source slip (Test T\) and

the corresponding on-fault stress-drop distribution (Test T2). We develop a test

that concurrently allows us to simulate the intrinsic uncertainties of aftershocks lo¬

cations and slip distributions. The test is a modification of statistical approaches

recently proposed for evaluating seismicity forecasts (Schorlemmer et al, 2005a).

Both tests Tj and T2 have the same null hypothesis H0: Aftershocks are randomly

distributed on the main shock fault plane. The test hypotheses are:

- Test hypothesis Hj: Aftershocks are located in low-slip regions. Rejecting H0

in favor of Hi implies a correlation of aftershock hypocenter locations with

low-slip regions (Test T] ).

- 'lest hypothesis H2: Aftershocks occur in regions of increased shear stress,

i.e. regions of negative stress drop. Rejecting H() in favor of H2 implies

a correlation of aftershock hypocenter locations with increased shear-stress

regions (Test T2).

We apply the testing procedure to four crustal, primarily vertical strike-slip

events in California, USA, and Japan presenting the 2004 Mw = 6.0 Parkfield

event as an extensive case study. These regions arc monitored by dense seismic

networks to constrain the location of the aftershocks which is important because we

include small events for statistical inferences. This is simultaneously the reason to

exclude large subduction events primarily investigated by Das and Henry (2003).

Furthermore, we discuss the 1984 Morgan Hill (CA), the 1992 Landers (CA) and the

2000 Tottori (Japan) events for each of which we are using two finite-fault source

models and two parametric earthquake catalogs.
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No 1-VCIlL Dale A/fy «mo7 [cm] n, [km] n~ [km] H Resolution |kmj hs

1 Patkficld1 09/28/2004 W> 77 10 20 120 0 11 1 5 X 1 S 0 89

Pjikheld-' 09/28/2<X)4
r
5% 101 12 80 6 60 0 34 2 0x20 0 94

2 lotton"1 06/10/2000 6 8 402 6 00 10 60 0 64 2 2x20 0 79

lütton4 06/10/2000 6 74 321 24 00

12 6

128

3

0 Id

0 22

20x20 0 75

} Morgan Hilf 04/24/1984 61 230 10x0 rj 0 94

Murßan Hill1' 04/24/1984 6 1
, 100 10C 48 0 1 1 92 X 1 0 0 83

4 1 dikk"1\'

L^ndei s8

06/28/1992

06/28/1992

73

7 22

794

670

17 0 5 0 0 62 2 1 X A 0 0 62

14 60 4 60 0 66 -} 0 x r> 0 0 60

Table 4.1: Parameters ol the finite-fault source models used for the test. Displayed ate the moment

magnitude Mw computed from the slip model, the maximum slip u,IIUJL, the von Karman

correlation lengths along strike «^ and down dip a„, ,
the Hurst number H, the subfault

resolution ol the source model, and the Iraction of low-slip regions _FLs. References

\li et al (2004), lDregcr ei al (2005), KSeLguthi and Iwata (2001), iSemmane et al

(2005), ''Beroza and Spudtch (1988), bHartzell and Heaton ( 1986), 7Wald and Heaton

(1994), ^Hernandez et al ( 1999)

'The objectives we seek to achieve with our study can be summarized as follows:

- Quantitatively test if, and to what extend, the main-shock slip/stress-drop dis¬

tribution governs aftershocks seismicity.

- Advance our understanding of the main-shock rupture process and aftershock

genesis.

- Evaluate the influence of the resolution of slip models and precision of after¬

shocks locations on such a test.

- Improve the understanding of so far poorly understood heterogeneity in space

and time of aftershocks seismicity (e. g., (Wiemer and Katsumata, 1999;

Utsu, 1999; Ogata, 1999; Wiemer and Wyss, 2002; Helmstetter et al, 2003)).

- Contribute to the development of improved time-dependent forecasting mod¬

els as e. g., by Gerstenberger et al. (2005).

4.3 Data

Our study is based on the comparison of two distinct datasets for four promi¬

nent earthquakes: finite-fault source models and parametric earthquake catalogs.
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No. Event Catalog I (Rel

M, (Sx [km]

icated)

<Sz[km] Network

Catalog 2

Mr 5x[km] (fa [km]

W [km]

1 Parkfield' l.(> 0.42 0.84 NCSN 1.4 0.42 0.84 5

2 Totton2 2.Ü 1 2 JMA 2.0 1 2 5

3 Morgan Hill'1 1.4 0.23

2.4 0.12

0.59

0.2

NCSN

SCSN

1.0 0.23 0.59 3

4 Landers1 2.2 0.48 1.25 5

Table 4.2: Tabic of events listing available catalogs and the magnitude of completeness M,. àx and

<fa are the median hon/onlal and vertical location errors determined from the datasets.

Errors are assumed to be normally distributed with the median being the standard de¬

viation. W is the width of the symmetric box around the surface line projection of the

finite-fault source model, references: ]J. llardebeck (pers. comm.), 2Fukuyama et al.

(2003),
A
Schaff et al. (2002),

4Hauksson and Shearer (2005).

Properties and origins of the data are listed in Table 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.

The finite-fault source models arc taken from the online database of Mai (2004)

(http: //www. seismo.ethz . ch/sremod), which provides several indepen¬

dently derived slip distributions for each event in our study. To capture epistemic

uncertainties, we selected two solutions for each event, focusing on inversions pri¬

marily based on strong motion waveform and geodetic data. A systematic com¬

parison of the source models for specific events, however, is beyond the scope of

this study. The parametric earthquake catalogs for the different events were down¬

loaded from the responsible data centers, relocated data sets were provided by sci¬

entists that processed the catalogs. For the test, we selected aftershocks that are

projected linearly and normal onto the assumed main-shock fault plane as defined

by the finite-fault source model. The lateral extent of the cross-sections to select the

aftershocks varies, but in general the width of these are on the order of 1.5-2.5 km

to each side of the assumed surface rupture (Table 4.2). The extent of the fault plane

is based primarily on the extent of the aftershock zone in the first days to weeks,

although geodetic data is increasingly incorporated as constraints for recent models.

The width of the cross-sections is varied to investigate the dependence on the lateral

extent.

The testing we apply does not rely on earthquake catalogs complete in magnitude;
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however, one might envision scenarios were the incomplete part of the catalog con¬

taminates the results, because small events are located less accurately, which may

not be reflected in the standard error estimation. 'Therefore, we perform the tests

based on a catalog containing all events of magnitude AI > 0.1, and with a dataset

that is largely complete in space and time. To determine the complete catalog, we

first estimate the magnitude of completeness Mc during the aftershock sequence as

a function of time, using an overlapping moving window approach applying the

EMR method (Woessner and Wiemer, 2005). In a next step, using data from the

first few months only, we spatially map M,. on the fault plane as defined by the

finite-fault source models. Based on this analysis, we define an overall Afr which

ensures that the catalog is largely complete in space and time (with the exception of

some sub-volumes in the first few hours of the sequence; see Woessner and Wiemer

(2005) for details), and cut the catalog accordingly (Table 4.2).

We account for hypocentral location uncertainties in our method by simulating

locations of the aftershocks within the given error bounds for each individual event.

With the exception of the catalog by Hauksson and Shearer (2005), the relocated

catalogs provide only relative location errors. In these three cases, we use the me¬

dian errors taken from the networks' routine catalogs (catalog 2 in Table 4.2) for

the simulations of possible aftershock locations.

Uncertainties in the finite-fault source models are accounted for by randomiz¬

ing the slip distributions according to Mai and Beroza (2002). Finite-fault source

models are solutions of an inverse problem that does not have a unique solution and

is dependent on various assumptions, e. g., the velocity model, the causality of slip,

the rupture velocity, the rise time and the source time function (Mai and Beroza,

2002; Beresnev, 2003). Although a lot of progress due to improved seismic and

geodetic data sets, their combination in the inversion, refined inversion techniques,
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and computer power has been made, the resolution of slip inversions is generally

not better than about 3 km x 3 km.

4.4 Method

We introduce two closely related statistical tests to quantify the relationship between

aftershock hypocenter locations projected onto the main-shock fault plane and (1)

the finite-fault slip distribution (T|) as well as (2) the inferred on-fault stress-drop

distribution (T2). The test hypothesis Hi for test '1\ is: Aftershocks occur in low-

slip regions on the main-shock fault plane. For test T2 the test hypothesis H2 is:

Aftershocks occur in increased shear-stress regions. Both approaches are tested

against the same null hypothesis H0: Aftershocks occur randomly distributed on

the main-shock fault plane.

4.4.1 Test preparation

In test T|, we evaluate whether or not aftershocks preferentially occur in low-slip

regions. We define low-slip regions as areas on the main-shock fault plane with a

slip value less or equal than one third of the maximum slip during the main shock:

An < |Af/„mx. We assume this fraction of the maximum slip to be a reasonable

choice based on investigations of 80 finite-fault source models from a database of

about 50 earthquakes (Mai et al, 2005). For these events, the percentage of fault

area with large slip ^Aum0T < D < ^Aumaj: and very large slip D > |A«„,„.r

comprise about 28% and 7%. On average, about G5% of the area covered by finite-

fault source models is therefore defined as low-slip regions in our study. This thresh¬

old is varied to investigate the influence of the assumption.

In test To, we investigate if aftershocks preferentially occur in regions of in¬

creased shear stress—which are simultaneously areas of negative stress drop (Act <

0). We do not use a threshold here because it is still an unresolved issue of how much
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u 3 1U 13 20 23 30 33 0 1 1G 13 20 23 30 33

a) Distance along strike [km] W^^ c) _. Distance along strike [km]
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b) Distance along strike [km] d) Wavenumber kx [1/km]

Figure 4.1: a) Finite-fault slip model of the 28 September 2004 Parkfield event by./;' et al. (2004) su¬

perimposed with relocated aftershocks (J. Ilardebeck). b) Examples of slip distributions

geneiated using the spatial random field model approach (Mai and Beroza, 2002). c)

Fimie-fault stress-drop model with aftershocks superimposed, d) von Karman correla¬

tion function fitted to the power spectral decay of the slip distribution in the wavenumber

domain.

change in the state of stress is necessary to trigger events (Harris, 1998).

We perform tests based on comparing the observed distribution of aftershock

hypocenters with respect to slip and stress-drop distributions. Randomizing either

one of the distributions requires careful consideration of the property to be random¬

ized. The most basic randomization would create randomly distribute hypocen¬

ters on a fault plane; however, clustering in space and time is one of the most

fundamental characteristic features of aftershock seismicity. Unless we preserve

this clustering, our test results may tell us more about general clustering of seis¬

micity rather than the correlation of aftershocks and main shock properties. Pre-
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serving clustering information can be done either by creating simulated, clustered

sequences, or by retaining the aftershock hypocenters and simulating slip distribu¬

tions. Both approaches are equally viable. Because we do not know well how to

create randomized clustered hypocenters, we generate slip-model realizations using

the spatial random field model that characterizes rupture complexity as imaged for

past earthquakes (Mai and Beroza, 2002). Testing several (auto-)correlations func¬

tions (ACF), they found that the von Karman correlation function with moment-

dependent correlation lengths provides the most consistent stochastic description

for finite-fault slip models. The correlation lengths in along-strikc (ax) and down-

dip (a~) direction increase with increasing source size, while the Hurst number H

remains scale invariant. These parameters, estimated from a finite-fault slip model

(Figure 4.1a), define the decay of the power spectral density (PSD) of slip values in

the wavenumber domain (Figure 4. Id).

In our simulations, we generate random slip distributions using the correlation

lengths and Hurst number estimated from published slip maps. In general, the

source dimensions and seismic moment for such slip simulations are chosen ac¬

cording to source-scaling relations (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994; Somerville et al,

1999; Mai and Beroza, 2000); similarly, the correlation lengths are computed using

empirical scaling relations (Mai and Beroza, 2002). In the present study, we choose

the correlation lengths calculated for the slip distributions of the target events (Table

4.1 ). We fix the size of the rupture plane and the seismic moment to the correspond¬

ing values of the inverted source model. The slip realization, calculated at the same

resolution as the original models, therefore obey the same power spectral decay, but

have a different distribution of slip values (Figure 4. lb) since this spectral-synthesis

approach assumes a normally distributed random phase. This slip-simulation ap¬

proach ensures the generation of scenario earthquakes whose stochastic properties

are consistent with past earthquakes of the same seismic moment and source dimen-
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sions (Mai and Beroza, 2002). We finally calculate the on-fault stress-drop distri¬

bution based on analytical expressions that relate the final static displacements to

the static stress changes in an elastic homogeneous half space (Figure 4. lc, (Okada,

1992; Ripperger and Mai, 2004)).

4.4.2 Testing procedure

In principle, both tests follow the same procedure with slight differences in the data

preparation. Therefore, we only describe test TL in detail. The test hypothesis Hi

is tested against the null hypothesis H0 using a one-sided N-test (Number test). The

N-test compares the number of aftershocks located in low-slip regions for the origi¬

nal slip distribution (ALs) to those from simulated slip distributions A^si... A^lsioou-

Each aftershock hypocenter is assigned a main-shock slip value by projecting the

aftershock along the fault plane normal onto the main-shock fault plane. 'The pro¬

jection is performed first for the original slip distribution to obtain A^s (Figure 4.2a,

grey vertical line) and then repeated for thousand simulated slip distributions using

the spatial random field model to determine ATLsi , A'lsiooo-

To estimate the influence of the aftershock hypocenter uncertainties, we simu¬

late one thousand catalogs of aftershock locations by moving each earthquake hor¬

izontally and vertically by a value drawn from a random normal distribution with

the standard deviation of the hypocenter uncertainty (Table 4.2). For each of these

catalogs we then determine A^s, based on the original slip distribution. The verti¬

cal dashed-dotted grey lines in Figure 4.2a show the standard deviation of ALS. The

solid black line in Figure 4.2a schematically shows the cumulative frequency dis¬

tribution of the number of aftershocks in low-slip regions for one thousand simula¬

tions. The grey horizontal bar displays the rejection levels at the one-sided a — 0.1

significance level. If the cumulative frequency distribution touches the grey rejec¬

tion bar, we can reject the null hypothesis in favor of the test hypothesis Hi (Fig-
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ure 4.2a, dashed black line). Hypothetically, the cumulative frequency distribution

could migrate to the right generating very small rr-values. This would imply that

the test hypothesis is worse than the null hypothesis we test against. Rejection in

case of test Ti at the cv = 0.1 significance level indicates that aftershocks prefer¬

entially occur in low-slip regions with a IO'/c probability of making a type I error,

i. e., rejecting H0 in favor of Hi although H0 is true. Likewise, in case of test T2,

rejection of 110 in favor of H2 implies a correlation between the stress-drop pattern

and the aftershock locations.

The significance level chosen is a tradeoff between the uncertainties in the data

sets and the rather unphysical null hypothesis. Due to the considerable uncertainties

in the data sets, we apply less strong requirements. However, the larger the signifi¬

cance level, the larger the probability of making a type I error. A type I error means,

H0 is rejected in favor of the test hypothesis although it is true. Increasing the sig¬

nificance level facilitates to reject H0 in favor of Hi or H2, but in tum increases the

probability of making a type I error. A test at a smaller significance level would

increase the strength of the result.

The test hypotheses are very rigorous and we emphasize that we do not expect

that all aftershocks occur in the hypothesized regions. Other parameters such as

normal stresses, fluid migration, geometrical complexities or the redistribution of

stress from aftershocks themselves could similarly influence the genesis of after¬

shocks. Thus, a significance level of a — 0.1 is in our opinion adequate for the

purpose of this study.

In addition to the N-test result plot, Figure 4.2b displays the cumulative number

of aftershocks located in regions less than a certain fraction of the maximum slip

umai as a black line. In the same manner, the cumulative fraction of cases of the

slip distribution with slip less than a fraction of u,llltl is plotted. In test T±, we use
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Figure 4.2: a) Schematic N-iest result plot Possible scenarios of either rejecting or not rejecting the

null hypothesis Foi explanation see text b) Cumulative hcqueney distribution of the

number of aftershocks (black) and (taction of the slip distribution (grey) as a function

of the fraction of maximum slip Dashed grey vertical line indicates the threshold for

test 11 c) Synthetic test Dependence of the significance level a on the ratio of events

in low-slip regions to the overall number of events d) Synthetic test a as a function

ol increasing normally distnbuted random errors Histograms show the distribution of

«-values
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the threshold // < \vmai which means in this synthetic example that about 79% of

the aftershocks are located in regions of low-slip. In addition, the grey line shows

that a large portion of the slip distribution itself (?a 75%) shows values below the

threshold. If this value is high, then the slip is concentrated on small asperities with

relatively large slip. The same plot is possible for the inferred stress-drop distribu¬

tion on the fault-plane, using a stress drop of Act — 0 as threshold.

In test T2, the same procedure as for Ti is applied to the stress-drop distribution

derived from the slip inversion (Figure 4.1c, (Okada, 1992; Ripperger and Mai,

2004)). According to test Tl5 the stress-drop value Act is computed at the location

of aftershock hypocenters by linear interpolation and the number of aftershocks

located in negative stress-drop regions is determined (A^sn)-

4.4.3 Synthetic tests

To illustrate our method, we construct a synthetic test that allows us to evaluate

the dependence of the «-value on the ratio of the number of aftershocks located in

low-slip regions ALH to the overall number of events in the catalog N (Figure 4.2c).

The synthetic test is performed for an arbitrary slip distribution S] created using the

spatial random field model with parameters. We assume a magnitude AIW ~- 6.5

strike-slip event and, based on empirical relations, we compute the stochastic pa¬

rameters (Mai and Beroza, 2000, 2002): the von Karman correlation length along

strike a,
— 8.03 and down dip a,

- 3.35, Hurst number H = 0.77, fault length

L 34 km and width W — 15 km. We created a synthetic catalog of 4000 events

with a minimum magnitude of M — 0.5 and a ft-value of b — 1.0. The hypocenter

locations along strike reflect a uniform distribution, the depth distribution resem¬

bles a normal distribution fitted to the depth distribution of the relocated catalog

for the Parkfield 2004 aftershock seismicity. Different ratios of N^/N were ob¬

tained by successively adding in events located in regions with slip values larger
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than a = \umaj. for subsequent lest runs. The «-value gradually decreases from

a — 1 in case of N\lV,jN ~ 1, i. e., only events in low-slip regions, to smaller values

for decreasing ratios NLii/N. For ratios of ALS/A < 0.7, we cannot reject Hu in

favor of IL at the a -= 0.1 significance level. This implies that at least about 70%) of

the aftershocks need to be located in low-slip regions to reveal a correlation in the

synthetic test example (Figure 4.2c).

In a second synthetic test, we investigate the dependence of the significance

value a on the location errors of the aftershocks (Figure 4.2d). We use the slip distri¬

bution Si from the first synthetic test and created a synthetic catalog of 2000 events

located in low-slip regions. For this configuration, the test result is a — 1 since

this distribution resembles the expectation of the test hypothesis. The dependence

on the location error is here tested by adding random errors to the hypocenters.

The horizontal errors are assumed to be smaller than the vertical ones. The pairs

of eiTors added follow a nonnal distribution with means and standard deviations of

0.5-2 km for the horizontal and 2-4 km for the vertical. For each error pair, one

hundred catalogs were simulated. The results show that a decreases when adding

larger errors. For the slip distribution used in this test, the dependence is not very

strong and the test outcome, rejection of the null hypothesis in favor of the test hy¬

pothesis, remains unchanged. However, note that the reduction of the significance

level depends on the ratio of low-to-high slip regions. The smaller the fraction of

low-slip regions is, the more aftershocks are likely to be located in high-slip regions

when adding random errors which reduces the significance level of the test.

4.5 Results

In this section, we discuss the results of the four selected events analyzed. For

inter- and intra-event comparison reasons, we summarize the slip and stress-drop

distributions in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. Plots showing the cumulative number of events
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Event Source model Catalog 1 (Relocated) Catalog 2

M, a C*m,n <*(»«! M, a ^nun (~^îna r

Parkfield 1 1.6 0.913 0.810 0.914 1.4 0.844 0.785 0.844

0.1 0.920 0.818 0.897 0.1 0.772 0.716 0 772

2 1 6 0.892 0.902 0.951 1 4 0.901 0 868 0.934

0.1 0.913

0.939

0 920

0.907

0.955

0.942

0.1 0.904

0.891

0.879

0.848

0 912

Totton 3 2.6 2.0 0.884

0 1 0.929 0.910 0.935 0 1 0.867 0 839 0.862

4 2.6 1 0.997 1 2.0 0.800 0.735 0.801

0.1 1 0.994 1 0.1 0.799 0.749 0-789

Landers 5 2 4 0.866 0.848 0.871 2.2 0.692 0.626 0.692

0.1 0.876 0.857 0 877 0.1 0 702 0.632 0 690

6 2 \ 0.493 0.459 0.592 2.2 0.297 0 267 0.315

0.1 0.597 0 553 0.592 0.1 0.357 0.320 0.370

Table 4.3: Table of significance values <* for test Ti 10000 simulations are performed using

data of 10 days after the main shock «,„,„ and amnr indicate the 95%-percentiles

for the randomi/ation of the aftershock locations. For the Morgan Hill event, all ec-

valucs are 1 or very close to !. Fimtc-faull source models' \li et al. (2004), 2Dreger

et al (2005), "'Sekiguchi and twata (2001),

(1994),*'Hernandez et al. (1999).

Scmmane et al. (2005), JWald and Heaton

Fvent Source model Catalog 1 (Relocated) Catalog 2

M, a Ct?77 77J (V
ma i Mr a «,„,„ <*mu.jL

Parkfield 1 1.6 0.879 0.792 0.873 1.4 0 807 0.731 0.814

0 1 0.895 0.808 0.869 0.1 0.771 0.728 0.792

2 1.6 0.762 0.586 0.739 1.4 0.604 0.579 0.690

0.1

2 6

0.813

0.987

0.677

0 979

0.770 0.1 0.702

0.983

0.706

0.916

0 769

Tottori 3 0.994 2.0 0.983

0 1 0 988 0 987 0 991 0.1 0.980 0.964 0.979

4 2 6 0.853 0.752 0.858 2.0 0.683 0.615 0.779

0.1 0.846 0 764 0.828 0 1 0.665 0 025 0.729

Landers 5 2.4 0.847 0.818 0.878 2.2 0 348 0.413 0.544

0.1 0.901 0.879 0.911 0.1 0.618 0.450 0.581

6 2.4 0 213 0.216 0.298 2.2 0.282 0.205 0 291

0.1 0.208 0.200 0.250 0.1 0-278 0.202 0.275

Table 4.4: Table of significance values a for test T^. 10000 simulations are performed using

data of 10 days after the mam shock. etmln and «,„„, indicate the 95(X-percentiles

foi the randomization of the aftershock locations. For the Morgan Hill event, all re¬

values are 1 or very close to 1. Finite-fault source models. ^.Ii et al. (2004), zDreger

et al (2005),
^
Sekiguchi and twata (2001), 1Semmane et al (2005), ''Wald and Heaton

( 1994),*'Hernandez et at. ( 1999).
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in low-slip regions as a function of the fraction of maximum slip are shown in Figure

4.5. Figure 4.6 displays superposed N-test result of increasing time periods for the

Parkfield event in comparison to the finite-fault source model by Ji et al (2004).

Figure 4.7 summarizes the cumulative number of events in regions below a certain

fraction of stress-drop as a function of stress-drop.

4.5.1 The 28 September 2004, Parkfield event

On 28 September 2004, an earthquake with a moment magnitude of Mw — 5.90

occurred on the Parkfield section of the San Andreas fault. Due to the variety of

large projects like the Parkfield Prediction Experiment (Bakun and Lindh, 1984),

the San Andreas Fault Observatory at Depth (SAFOD, Hickman et al (2004)), and

numerous seismic imaging projects (e. g., Thurber el al. (2003)), this section of the

San Andreas fault is one of the best monitored fault systems on Earth. The event

generated a wealth of high-quality geophysical and geological data. For the purpose

of our test, this event represents an excellent case study since the quality of the data

is probably superior to all other data sets used. We discuss this event in more detail

than the other events.

We obtained two finite-fault source models (Ji el al, 2004; Dreger el al, 2005),

each determined using strong motion and geodetic data (Figure 4.3a through 4.3d).

In both models, the slip mainly occurs at a depth between 4-11 km and in two

separated patches. The location of the highest slip patch between the models is sig¬

nificantly different (8 km) and the maximum slip differs by about 24 cm (Table 4.1 ).

The hypocenters of the solutions arc located at a depth of 9 km to the southern end

of the resolved fault planes at the edges of larger slip patches.

The tests rl\ and T2 were performed with both, the NCSN and a double-dif¬

ference relocated earthquake catalog (see Table 4.2). The cross-sections (Figure

4.3a and 4.3b) display the finite-fault source models (Ji et al, 2004; Dreger ci al,
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mulative number of subfaults below a certain slip threshold normalized by the entire

number of subfaults.
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(2004). a) and b) display results of test T! for the HypoDD (left column) and the NCSN

catalog (right column) using two magnitude thresholds, c) and d) show results of test

T2. The single lines represent computations of 12, 24,... 240hours using all events in

the period.
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2005) and the corresponding stress-drop distributions (Figure 4.3c and 4.3d) scaled

with a regional rigidity model (Ripperger and Mai, 2004). Superimposed are the

NCSN (white) and the double-difference relocated aftershocks (grey) of a 10 days

period after the main shock. Aftershocks form an extended streak, a 10 km long

horizontal alignment of hypocenters in a depth range between 3-6 km similarly

to the period before the Mw = 5.96 event (Waldhauser et al, 2004). A smaller

cluster is found around the hypocenter of the main shock to the southeast of the

rupture plane at a depth of 9 km. The two largest aftershocks (ML ~ 5) occurred

to the northwest at a depth of about 10 km below the largest slip patches (Schor¬

lemmer and Wiemer, 2005). A Mh — 4.7 aftershock occurred at shallow depth of

about 6.6 km above the slip patches determined on the southeastern end. All fea¬

tures are observed in both catalogs but are more pronounced in the relocated one.

The relocated hypocenters tend to be shifted to shallower depths compared to the

NCSN catalog. We used a 5 km wide swath around the surface line projection of

the finite-fault source models to sample the aftershocks. Based on analyzing the

temporal dependence of the magnitude of completeness and spatially mapping on

the main shock fault plane, we define Mc = 1.6 and Mc — 1.4 for the relocated and

the NCSN catalog, respectively (Table 4.2).

The analysis of the 2004 Parkfield event reveals that large fractions of after¬

shocks occured in low-slip regions compared to the finite-fault source models. For

the model determined by Dreger et al (2005) and Ji et al (2004), these fractions

are 88% and 96% for the relocated catalog, 89% and 86% for the NCSN catalog,

respectively (Figure 4.5a and 4.5b). Large portions of the slip distributions them¬

selves have very little to no slip (both about 70%), and about 94% and 89% fall in

regions of low-slip (Table 4.1). According to these observations and considering

the uncertainties in the aftershock locations, test Ti rejects the null hypothesis for

both slip distributions using the relocated catalog in favor of Hi at the a — 0.1
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significance level, whereas for the NCSN catalog, H0 is rejected when correlating

with the solution by Dreger et al (2005) (Table 4.3). At the a = 0.2 significance

level, H0 is rejected in favor of Hi in all cases.

Figure 4.6a and 4.6b show N-test result plots obtained for the finite fault source

model by Ji et al. (2004) for test Tx and reflects the result from Table 4.3. The

abscissae are normalized to Als, the cumulative number of aftershocks located in

low-slip regions determined for the original slip distribution. This normalization

allows overlapping multiple results of the N-test with the objective of studying the

temporal evolution of the correlation. The first test was performed using data as¬

sembled in the first 12 hours, then the period was successively expanded by 12 hours

up to 10 days after the main shock to examine temporal dependencies. In all four

cases, no evidence for temporal evolution was found. We also investigated larger

time spans, but the test results remain unchanged. In summary, these results imply

at the a = 0.1 significance level that relocated aftershocks of the 2004 Parkfield

main shock are preferentially located in low-slip regions.

Testing the correlation between the aftershock hypocenter and the stress-drop

distribution, test T2, the null hypothesis is not rejected in favor of the test hypoth¬

esis H2 at the a = 0.1 significance level (Table 4.4). Figure 4.6c and 4.6d display

the N-test results of test T2 normalized to A/go, the cumulative number of after¬

shocks located in increased shear-stress regions for the model of Ji et al (2004).

Both stress-drop distributions reveal approximately the same percentage of the fault

plane with increased shear stress (*» 68%). The fraction of aftershocks located in

increased shear-stress regions are in all cases below 65% (Figure 4.7a and 4.7b).

The results of test T2 suggest that there is no statistically significant correlation

between the stress-drop pattern of the 2004 Parkfield event and the following after¬

shock distribution on the fault plane at the a = 0.1 significance level. Furthermore,
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the test results of T2 do not reveal a time dependence.

Applying both tests with catalogs including all event with M > 0.1, we find

slightly higher a-values when supporting both test hypotheses (Table 4.3 and 4.4).

We conclude that small events tend to be located in regions of low-slip and increased

shear-stress regions with a higher percentage for the relocated catalog which is an

important finding. However, including events with magnitudes smaller than the

completeness level of the catalog might bear the problem of drawing conclusions

from non-representative samples.

4.5.2 The 24 April 1984 Morgan Hill event

The Mw = 6.1 Morgan Hill event ruptured parts of the Calaveras fault in North¬

ern California. The finite-fault source models displayed in Figure 4.3e^.3h were

determined primarily using strong motion data and teleseismic waveforms (Beroza

and Spudich, 1988; Hartzell and Heaton, 1986). Both slip inversion solutions are

similar in the sense that large parts of the assumed rupture planes display very little

slip and that strong slip heterogeneities are observed. The models differ largely in

the maximum slip value (Table 4.1). The Beroza and Spudich (1988) model shows

a more pronounced asperity when compared with the Hartzell and Heaton (1986)

model.

Besides the NCSN catalog, a double-difference relocated catalog is available

that exhibits highly organized structures of seismicity comparable to the Parkfield

section (Schaffet al, 2002). The latter catalog lead us to remove events associ¬

ated with a blind thrust-fault inside the 3 km wide cross-section box around the

fault plane (Figure 6 in Schaffet al (2002)). The magnitude of completeness was

computed as a function of time and mapped on the respective cross-sections of the

assumed fault planes (Woessner and Wiemer, 2005). Based on these results, we de¬

fined the completeness level for the NCSN-catalog at Mc = 1 and for the relocated
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catalog at Mc = 1.4.

Compared to the other events for which we conducted the test, Morgan Hill is

exceptional as the null hypothesis is rejected in favor of the test hypothesis in all

cases (a ~ 1), meaning that aftershocks are preferentially located in regions of

low-slip (Test Ti) and regions of increased shear stress (Test T2). The percentages

of events located in low-slip regions reflect the test result: although slightly varying

with time, more than 98% of the aftershocks are located in low-slip regions for both

catalogs compared to the Beroza source model and more than 90% compared to the

Hartzell source model (Figure 4.5c and 4.5d). The percentage of aftershocks located

in increased shear-stress regions is lower but still at a higher level of above 70% in

comparison to other investigated events (Figure 4.7c and 4.7d). The reasons for the

unique correlation are probably the strong and localized asperities identified by the

slip inversions and the highly organized seismicity on the Hayward and Calaveras

fault system.

4.5.3 The 6 October 2000 Tottori event

The Mw = 6.6 Western Tottori event occurred in southwestern Japan, in a region

previously showing low seismicity rates. A detailed model of the fault structure

was developed by combining double-difference relocated aftershock hypocenters

and moment tensor solutions revealing a complex fault system (Fukuyama et al,

2003). The finite-fault source models shown in Figure 4.4a-4.4d are based on sim¬

plified structures to invert for the slip distribution of the earthquake (Sekiguchi and

Iwata, 2001; Semmane et al, 2005). Due to the detailed information on the fault

structure, the earthquake catalogs where selected in 5 km wide boxes around the

ruptured fault segments. The magnitude of completeness levels using spatial and

temporal analysis techniques were estimated to be Mc = 2.6 for the relocated and

at Mc = 2.0 for the JMA catalog (see Table 4.2).
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Test Ti leads in case of the relocated catalog to a rejection of the null hypothesis

in favor of Hi at the a = 0.1 significance level for both slip distributions. H0 cannot

be rejected in favor of Hi when using the JMA data set (Table 4.3). This difference

can be explained by the percentage of aftershocks located in low-slip regions (Fig¬

ure 4.5e and 4.5f). For the Semmane model these values are about pu 80% for the

relocated and ss 70% for the JMA catalog. For the Sekiguchi model this difference

is much smaller («a 73% and «s 72%) and this is reflected in the significance levels

(Figures 4.5e and 4.5f, Table 4.3).

Test results of T2 reject the null hypothesis in favor of H2 for the Sekiguchi

model but not for the Semanne model at the a = 0.1 significance level (Table 4.4).

The percentage of events in increased shear-stress regions are around 60% for the

Sekiguchi model and less for the Semmane model (Figure 4.7e and 4.7f). This

implies that aftershocks are preferentially located in increased shear-stress region

based on the Sekiguchi model, but not based on the Semmane model. Note that

the percentage of seismicity in increased shear-stress and low-slip regions increases

slightly with time for this event, however, this is not affecting the interpretation.

4.5.4 The 28 June 1992 Landers event

The Mw = 7.3 Landers, California, event is the largest earthquake investigated.

This event ruptured several mapped surface fault traces (Emerson/Camp Rock fault

segments, Homestead valley fault, Johnson valley fault from north to south) which

are represented in the selected combined finite-fault source models preferred by

Wald and Heaton (1994) and Hernandez et al (1999) (Figures 4.4e~4.4h). The

patches of largest slip in both models occur at the cross-over of the Emerson/Camp

Rock and the Homestead valley fault segments with a difference of about 1 m in

the inferred maximum slip. The Wald model identifies more heterogeneities with

smaller, distinct patches of high slip and less slip present at the surface. However,
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Figure 4.8: Temporal dependence of a-values for of test T^ Results are computed for the 1992

Landers event using the Wald fault model and the relocated catalog with events ofM >

0.1. The time series is created for non-overlapping moving windows of 200 aftershocks.

The light dashed grey line shows results for the separate windows, the solid black line

a moving average of 5 successive cn-values. The significance level decays slightly with

time and drops at about 4 and 8 years.
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the models exhibit similar statistical properties represented by the von Karman cor¬

relation length parameters (see Table 4.1), though the solutions are based on differ¬

ent techniques and datasets.

The Southern California Earthquake Data Center (SCEDC) provides several

data sets for the Landers event from which we chose the general SCSN catalog

and a relocated catalog (Table 4.2, Hauksson and Shearer (2005)). We selected

aftershocks in a 5 km wide box around the surface traces of the finite-fault source

models using the information for the three segments. The magnitude of complete¬

ness varies significantly between the northern and the southern segments (Woessner

and Wiemer, 2005), but since the threshold has a small influence on the results of

the statistical tests, we chose general cut-off magnitudes of Mc = 2.4 for the relo¬

cated catalog and Mc = 2.2 for the SCSN catalog.

For the Landers case study, the tests for the relationship between the aftershock

hypocenter locations of the SCSN catalog and both slip distributions do not allow

to reject H0 in favor of Hi at the a = 0.1 significance level (Table 4.3). The same

result is found for the test using the relocated catalog. Comparing the results of the

different slip distributions it is noteworthy that the rejection levels for the SCSN cat¬

alog and the Hernandez model (Figures 4.4e-4.4h) are much lower than for the other

tests. The fraction of events located in low-slip regions is at a very low level (Figure

4.5h, 34% relocated, 29% SCSN) which corresponds to the relative smoothness of

the Hernandez model as well as, at least in case of the SCSN catalog, problems with

the depth determination. In case of the more heterogeneous Wald model, a much

higher percentage of events falls into low-slip regions (Figure 4.5g, 71% relocated,

59% SCSN), for which the test is closer to rejection of H0 for a — 0.1.

Test Ti reveals a temporal dependence in the long run (Figure 4.8). The en¬

vahies computed for successive windows of N = 200 events remain at a high level
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for about 4 years, then they start to decrease with time and again drop at around 8

years. We speculate that this indicates a decreasing influence of the Landers event

on the local seismicity. However, this time periods are short compared to overall es¬

timated length of 20-56 years of the aftershock sequence (Toda etal, 2005). Lower

a-values in about the first 100 days of the aftershock sequence suggest that other

processes like dynamic triggering, fluid migration or other nonlinear processes in¬

fluence the occurrence of aftershocks.

Results of test T2 likewise show an analogous picture, very little events being

located in the increased shear-stress regions for the Hernandez model (12% relo¬

cated, 12% SCSN) and a much higher level for the Wald model (51% relocated,

41% SCSN) (Figures 4.7g and 4.7h). The null hypothesis is rejected in favor of H2

only for the Wald model and the relocated catalog (Table 4.4). A clear difference

is seen between the relocated and the SCSN catalog due to the percentage values

when tested against the Wald model but not for the Hernandez model.

4.6 Discussion

Our study quantitatively correlates aftershock hypocenter locations and properties

on the main-shock rupture plane, the slip distribution and the respective stress-drop

distribution. The test is applied to four primarily vertical strike-slip faults for which

well resolved finite-fault source models and well determined earthquake catalogs

exist. Few events exist that fullfill these criteria and our study is only possible due

to recent advancements in relocation techniques (Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000;

Hauksson, 2000; Hauksson and Shearer, 2005). The selection of events reflects

advances with time in the ability to resolve slip complexity as well as the ability

to locate earthquakes with high accuracy. Both key tasks of seismology still suffer

from relatively large uncertainties, but we believe that due to recent improvements
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it is now appropriate to propose an approach to estimate the relationship quantita¬

tively.

We find that in the case of test Ti, the null hypothesis can generally be rejected

in favor of Hi at the a = 0.1 significance level when using the relocated catalogs.

This implies that aftershocks do preferentially occur in low-slip regions, and that a

statistically significant spatial correlation between the main-shock slip distribution

and particularly the hypocenters of relocated aftershocks exist. Except for the Lan¬

ders event, this results hold up for the routinely determined earthquake catalogs, but

only at a significance level of a — 0.2 which in our testing approach is a weaker

statement. The higher significance level when using relocated catalogs is suggest¬

ing that relocation indeed enables us to reveal more of existing underlying physical

processes.

Low-slip regions are somewhat arbitrarily defined in our test as locations at

which less than one third of the maximum slip occurred u < \uma-c- This is a rea¬

sonable assumption since about 70% of the slip distributions in the database have

about 65% in areas with values less than one third of the maximum slip (Mai et al,

2005). Tests with different threshold levels were conducted, but the results did not

change except for thresholds at a very low level (^^ < 5%). Very high threshold

values (—Ë— > 70%) are not suited for testing the hypothesis since this would de-

fine almost entire fault planes as low-slip regions, resulting always in a significant

correlation. We also performed tests varying the width of the swath to select after¬

shocks which did not change the outcome of the results and their interpretation in

general.

The largest significance level and therefore basically no correlation is deter¬

mined for the Landers case using the finite-fault source model by Hernandez et al.

(1999). The discrepancy to the Wald model is explained by the larger heterogene-
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ity of the latter model, with more events located in low-slip regions. Note that

many events exist in the SCSN catalog with a fixed depth of 6 km which, due to the

smoothness of the slip inversion by Hernandez et al. (1999), result to be located in

areas of relatively large slip.

In summary, we find about 50% of the Ti tests using catalogs with events above

Mc reject H0 in favor of Hi at the a — 0.1 significance level and about 80% at the

a — 0.2 significance level. These values are slightly higher when using all events

above M > 0.1. Considering only the test with the relocated catalogs, about 69%

of tests reject Ho in favor of Hi, for the general network catalogs this is only true

in 38% of the cases at the a = 0.1 significance level. Thus, we find a correlation

between aftershock locations and low-slip areas on the main-shock fault plane sup¬

ported particularly by high-quality data.

Test T2 evaluates if aftershocks are preferentially located in increased shear-

stress regions (Aa < 0) rather than assuming a threshold value on the order of

Aa < 0.01 MPa thought to be sufficient to trigger aftershocks (Harris, 1998). The

combined results imply that calculated shear-stress changes have only a weak cor¬

relation with aftershock activity. H0 is rejected in favor of H2 in case of the Tottori

event (Sekiguchi model) and in all cases of the Morgan Hill event (38% of all cases).

In all other cases, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected at the a = 0.1 significance

level. At the a — 0.2 significance level, H0 can be rejected in favor of H2 in about

62% of the cases, but with a larger probability of rejecting the null hypothesis er¬

roneously. Accordingly to test Ti, the a-values are slightly higher when using all

events instead of using largely complete catalogs. Comparing the a-values for the

relocated and the general network, we find a stronger correlation for the relocated

catalogs. However, the correlation in comparison to test Tx is statistically less sig¬

nificant.
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The fact that low-slip regions provide more information content for aftershock

activity than increased shear stress is an important finding. It implies that under¬

lying assumption of static shear-stress changes as the primary physical mechanism

triggering aftershocks is too simplistic. Other factors that need to be considered

in this respect are that aftershocks themselves redistribute stresses rapidly (Felzer

et al., 2003; Helmstetter et al, 2005), that normal stress changes and/or their combi¬

nation (Coulomb failure stress) may equally strong affect the location of aftershocks

close to the fault. Additionally, other mechanisms like fluid migration or degassing

might play an important role for the generation of earthquake activity (Bosl and

Nur, 2002; Miller et al, 2004).

For both tests, we generally observe that the significance level increases when

using all events instead of a catalog cut at the magnitude of completeness. This in¬

dicates that even a larger portion of the small events occurs in low-slip or increased

shear-stress regions than for the larger ones (Table 4.3 and 4.4). This result may

suggest that scaling properties of the post-main shock stress field may play a role

with different sized events responding to different scale lengths of the rupture prop¬

erties. However, it should be noted that not all of the small events are detected,

which could bias the test results.

A specific case is the 1984 Morgan Hill event for which in both tests and for

both catalogs the null hypothesis is rejected in favor of the test hypotheses. Several

reasons for this fact might exist: Firstly, the seismicity on the Calaveras fault is

highly organized and the aftershocks occur in regions where seismicity was clus¬

tered in space and time. Secondly, the slip distributions show very high peak slip

values leaving most of the events in low-slip or increased shear-stress areas. Thirdly,

the localized asperities identified by the finite-fault source models might support the

hypothesis that existing holes in seismicity could appear as the areas in which larger
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events on this segment can be generated (Schaffet al, 2002). A similar setting is

found on the Parkfield segment of the San Andreas fault system, where seismicity

streaks, holes and repeating events have been reported (Waldhauser and Ellsworth,

2000). It is possible that for a tectonic settings of adjacent locked and creeping seg¬

ments, the change in shear stress has a stimulating influence to trigger earthquakes

on preexisting zones of weakness on the fault (Zöller et al, 2005). However, the

locations are not spatially offset due to the main shock occurrence.

Uncertainties in both data sets affect our abilities to resolve correlations. The

best data sets in this respect are the relocated catalogs with an estimated relative

error of a few hundred meters horizontally and vertically and an absolute error that

is at most on the order of the ones determined in the routine locations. Uncertain¬

ties of other parametric earthquake catalogs range up to a few kilometers, generally

twice as much in the vertical direction as in the horizontal one. We include this un¬

certainty by randomizing the earthquake locations in their respective error bounds;

however the general interpretation of the test results remains the same. Based on the

synthetic tests, special attention to this issue is required for the Landers case since

the area of low slip only comprises about 60%.

Uncertainties are also contained in the finite-fault source models because these

are results of inversion algorithms for which a variety of assumptions are necessary

(Beresnev, 2003). The resolution of these models varies between 0.5 km and 5 km

(Table 4.1), but the true uncertainty in the slip inversion is difficult to estimate. In

our approach, epistemic uncertainties are addressed by using two different finite-

fault source models and by randomizing the slip distributions with a spatial random

field model (Mai and Beroza, 2002). Nonetheless, the uncertainties in the slip mod¬

els could be incorporated more appropriately using multifold solutions of the actual

inversion process instead of randomizing the authors best solution based on statis-
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tical properties. The advantage, however, is the fast applicability of the statistical

approach.

A temporal dependence of a-values is observed during the Landers sequence

for which a first drop is observed about 4 years and a second about 8 years after the

main shock. The decay reflects our expectation that the influence of the main-shock

slip and stress changes on the seismicity decreases with time. However, this does

not correspond to periods estimated for the duration of the aftershock sequence. The

1984 Morgan Hill and the 2004 Parkfield events do not show this dependence which

may be explained by the specific tectonic setting of locked and creeping patches ad¬

jacent to each other. This type of regime is characterized by repeating earthquakes

on the same locations, streaks and holes of seismicity which do not seem to be dis¬

turbed by main shocks of size M6 (Waldhauser et al, 2004; Schaffet al, 2002).

Noteworthy for the performance of the test is that the a-value might be influ¬

enced by the contribution of background seismicity to the aftershock sequence. The

separation between the two types of events is difficult to achieve, but in general we

expect the a-value to increase when the background seismicity was removed as they

might not reflect the stress changes on the main shock fault plane. The effect of an

decreasing significance level is supporting the test hypothesis.

4.7 Conclusion

In our study, we quantified the relationship between aftershock hypocenter loca¬

tions and the main shock slip/stress-drop distribution. The developed non-standard

statistical tests therefore enhance earlier qualitative investigations by Mendoza and

Hartzell (1988); Das and Henry (2003). We found that aftershocks are preferen¬

tially located in low-slip regions with a higher significance for relocated catalogs

compared to general network catalogs and also when including all events instead
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of catalogs above the completeness level. Our test results suggest that aftershocks

are correlated with stress-drop distributions, however, the correlation is statistically

less significant compared to the correlation with the slip distribution. In summary,

the correlation using relocated catalogs and all events (M > 0.1) is statistically

more significant than with general network catalogs and/or complete catalogs. Our

results are in agreement with the conclusions of Mendoza and Hartzell (1988) and

Das and Henry (2003) for the slip test Tj, but in general not for the stress-drop test

T2-

We find that epistemic uncertainties included by using multiple data sets have

stronger implications on the test results than aleatory uncertainties, i. e„ randomiz¬

ing hypocenter locations is found to have a small influence on a-values in the case

studies as well as in synthetic tests.

The tests have so far been applied only to vertical strike-slip faults in crustal

structures, but are adaptable to other types of earthquakes, different pre-, co- and

postseismic properties of earthquakes and particularly close to seismogenic faults.

We envision that from the information content we derive from testing several param¬

eters using relocated catalogs, we are able to improve time-dependent forecasting

models as suggested by Gerstenberger et al (2005). The testing approach has been

applied in a similar fashion to test earthquake forecasts (Schorlemmer et al, 2004b),

and is adaptable to other problems in seismology.
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Exploring the Heterogeneous Postseismic Stress Field Hypothesis

5.1 Introduction

Aftershock sequences are an ideal environment for studying geophysical mecha¬

nisms that influence the earthquake-size distribution, the relationship between the

main shock and the aftershocks, the spatial distribution of aftershocks, and the du¬

ration of aftershock sequences. Variations in these parameters may be related to the

main shock stress-drop, the state of stress in the fault zone, fluid migration, or other

geophysical parameters. Often the earthquake size distribution is described with a

power-law (Ishimoto and Iida, 1939; Gutenberg and Richter, 1944), in which the

6-value represents the slope and hence the relative distribution between small and

large events. The exponent p in the modified Omori law determines the rate de¬

crease of aftershock sequences and mainly governs their duration (JJtsu, 1961 ). The

stress field orientation can be determined using earthquake focal mechanisms (e. g„
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Gephart and Forsyth, 1984; Michael, 1984, 1987a) and the local variability of the

stress field, i. e. its heterogeneity, can be inferred from the misfit angle ß to homo¬

geneous stress tensor. Several recent studies have documented strong temporal and

spatial heterogeneity of 6-values, p-values, and the post-seismic stress field within

aftershock sequences of recent large events such as Landers, Hector Mine, Denali

and Western Tottori (Wiemer and Wyss, 1997; Cao and Gao, 2002; Wiemer and

Wyss, 2002; Ratchkovski et al, 2004). To improve our understanding of the link

between main shock slip, resulting stress changes, and aftershock occurrence, we

investigate the fine-scale properties of aftershock sequences. We compare these re¬

sults to the parameters of the stress tensor inversions. Focusing on the immediate

vicinity of the earthquake rupture allows us to evaluate the heterogeneous post¬

seismic stress-field hypothesis (HPSSF) as suggested by Michael et al (1990) who

analyzed the coseismic stress changes induced by the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake.

The HPSSF-hypothesis states that a main shock with almost complete stress

drop disturbs a previously homogeneous stress field by releasing most of the trac¬

tion on the fault plane and leaving the stress field near the rupture area in a hetero¬

geneous state with strong lateral variations. The complete stress drop may trigger

aftershocks on faults in the crust that were unfavorably oriented in the previously

homogeneous stress field. This can result in aftershocks with diverse focal mecha¬

nisms that have unfavorable orientations with respect to the pre-main shock stress

field. Michael et al (1990) analyzed the Loma Prieta aftershock data set using

focal mechanisms determined with take-off angles from a ID-velocity model. A

similar stress field was obtained by Eberhart-Phillips and Michael (1998) using fo¬

cal mechanisms computed with a 3D-velocity model. Locally heterogeneous stress

fields supporting the HPSSF have been observed following strong earthquakes with

magnitudes larger than M = 7, e. g., the 1992 Landers and the 1999 Hector Mine

earthquakes (Hauksson, 1992; Wiemer and Wyss, 2002), and also for moderate sized
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events like the 1983 Coalinga earthquake (Michael, 1987b). In addition, other stud¬

ies have documented the evolution of the state of stress in the near field of fault

zones prior to and immediately after an event (Michael et al, 1990; Hauksson,

1992; Wiemer and Wyss, 2002; Hauksson, 2002).

The origin and implications of diverse aftershock mechanisms resulting from a

main shock and the accompanying rotations of the principal stress axis have been

debated in literature with respect to the mechanics of the San Andreas fault. The re¬

sults by Michael et al. (1990) deduced from data subsets of the aftershock sequence

could imply that the spatially uniform stress component of the stress field is fault

normal compression, but the authors were not able to resolve this from the data.

They concluded that this is because the magnitude of heterogeneous component of

the stress field is much larger than the magnitude of the uniform component. Kilb

et al. (1997) proposed that the combination of heterogeneous slip across the rupture

plane an a relatively low-level background stress field leads to the aftershock mech¬

anism diversity. In contrast, Zoback and Beroza (1993) analyzed the entire data set

and concluded that the slip of the aftershocks is consistent with failure in response

to a nearly uniaxial stress field. Similarly, the maximum principal stress axis acts

almost fault normal to the main shock fault plane, but the homogeneous component

of the stress tensor is larger than the heterogneous component. They thus argued

that the heterogeneity is found in the fault strength. These interpretations have dif¬

ferent implications for the mechanics of faulting on the San Andreas fault system.

Both studies find that the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake was a complete stress drop

event, and hence the San Andreas fault has to be weak. However, only Zoback

and Beroza (1993) conclude that the main shock induced decrease of fault strength

helped controlling the occurrence of aftershocks under a fault normal compression.

By studying the orientation of the maximum compressive stress axis a\ com-
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pared to the strike of the fault and its rotations after strong events other arguments

for weak or strong faults have been obtained. Hardebeck and Hauksson (2001b);

Hardebeck and Michael (2004) argue that the San Andreas fault is a weak fault in a

relative sense to the other faults in the surrounding stress field as well as in an abso¬

lute sense considering the lack of heat flow anomaly. The rotation of stress axis in

a zone of weakness on the order of a few kilometers, due to elevated fluid pressure

on the basis of the fault fluid model, is consistent with a weak-fault interpretation

(Rice, 1992; Hardebeck and Hauksson, 1999), but cannot explain wide zones of

weakness. Another explanation could be a crust under low-stress as observed in the

eastern California shear zone. Accordingly, Zoback and Beroza (1993) interpret the

San Andreas to be a weak fault based on the high angle of ox ~ 50° to the fault

strike resulting from near-hydrostatic pore-pressures and high crustal strength. In

contrast, Scholz (2000) argues in favor of a strong fault by a model of a strong fault

driven through a shear zone below, resulting in rotations of the stress field. How¬

ever, this model contradicts the lack of heat flow anomaly (e. g„ Lachenbruch and

Sass, 1992).

We investigate the fine structure of aftershock sequences for several earthquakes

(Table 5.1), resolving seismicity parameters onto vertical along-strike sections (cross

sections) and in horizontal plane (map) view. The cross sections comprise the di¬

mensions of finite-fault source models for the main shocks obtained from a finite-

fault source model database (Mai, 2004). This combination allows a detailed com¬

parison of main shock properties (the slip and stress drop distribution) with after¬

shock sequence properties (b- and p-value) and with the measure of stress field

heterogeneity (angular misfit ß, Michael, 1987a).

Statistically significant time-dependent and spatial variations of 6-values have

been documented in a wide range of studies: in laboratory experiments (Scholz,
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1968; Amitrano, 2003), magma chambers (Wiemer et al, 1998), along fault zones

(Amelung and King, 1997; Wiemer and Wyss, 1997) and in aftershock sequences

(Wiemer and Katsumata, 1999; Schorlemmer et al, 2004a; Woessner et al, 2004a).

The interpretation of the 6-value heterogeneity in terms of their relation to the stress

field conditions or the stress regime is often blurred by small sample volumes, lack

of data or other possible mechanisms that might contribute. However, recently

Schorlemmer et al. (2005b) showed evidence that 6-values depend on differential

stresses and thus faulting styles which provides a physical basis for the interpreta¬

tion of 6-value variations.

We attempt to answer the unresolved questions of the HPSSF-hypothesis and

the first order observations that regions of largest coseismic slip match regions of

highest stress field heterogeneity. In addition, the detailed mapping allows us to

test a hypothesis which extends the HPSSF-hypothesis and relates the stress tensor

heterogeneity to the size of 6-values in a highly fractured fault zone. Wiemer et al

(2002) proposed that a high degree of heterogeneity in stress also causes high b-

values (Hi), since numerous small faults in multiple orientations can be activated

resulting in relatively more small than large aftershocks.

The HPSSF-hypothesis postulates a sudden change in the stress field following

a main shock. However, the temporal dependence of the stress field heterogeneity

ß(t) following the main shock has not been thoroughly investigated. We hypothize

H2 that the stress field recovers with time, re-establishing the more homogeneous

state of stress in the period prior to the main shock. Therefore, we analyze the tem¬

poral evolution of the observable, ß(t), for entire sequences of moderate events and

"hot spots" ofM7-type earthquakes. The hot spots are areas where the largest stress

tensor heterogeneities are found following the main shock. This approach poten¬

tially may lead to new insights into the time needed to recover to the former state
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No Event Date Mw Umax [Cm] Grid [km] Size [km]

1 Morgan Hill 04/24/1984 6.1 100 1.92 x 1.0 12x27

2 Loma Prieta 10/18/1989 6.9 587 1.0 x 0.5 14x40

3 Landers 06/28/1992 7.3 794 2.5 x 3.0 15 x 78

4 Hector Mine 10/16/1999 7.1 820 2.66 x 3.0 15 x 54

5 Parkfield 09/28/2004 5.96 77 1.5 x 1.5 15x33

Table 5.1: Parameters of the finite-fault source models. Displayed are the moment magnitude Mw

computed from the slip model, the maximum slip umax, the subfault resolution, the size

of the preferred model. Finite fault source models were developed by lHartz.ell and

Heaton (1986), 2Bemza (1901), AWald and Heaton (1994), AJi et al. (2002b), and bJi

et al. (2004).

of stress and into the link between stress anomalies and the duration of aftershock

sequences ta-

Characteristic Omori law aftershock decay can be modeled as a sequence of

earthquake nucleation events for which the distribution of initial conditions over

the population of nucleation sources and the stressing history control the timing of

the earthquakes. The initial conditions are experimentally derived rate- and state-

dependent fault properties (Dieterich, 1994). In this model, aftershock parameters

are interpreted in terms of stress changes and stressing rate, but only p-values of

p < 1 can be reproduced and the heterogeneities on faults have not been fully

investigated.

The modified Omori law and the Epidemic-Type Aftershock model (ETAS) are

common models to describe the temporal decay of the rate of aftershocks (Vtsu,

1961; Ogata, 1999; Helmstetter and Sornette, 2002). Both models are used to de¬

termine the duration of aftershock sequences for entire sequences or subvolumes

along the cross sections. The major difference between the models is that ETAS-

type models assume that each aftershock has its own aftershock sequence whereas

this is not included in the modified Omori law. A wealth of studies has documented

the spatial and temporal variability of the modified Omori law parameters (Ouil-
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Ion and Sornette, 2005; Wiemer and Wyss, 1997; Wiemer and Katsumata, 1999;

Woessner et al, 2004a). However, none of these studies provides an estimate of

local differences in the aftershock duration which is of interest for applications in

time-dependent seismic hazard assessment (Gerstenberger et al, 2005). Based on

the detailed mapping of modified Omori law parameters onto cross sections, we

unravel spatial heterogeneities in the aftershock sequence duration assuming a con¬

stant background rate on the respective fault.

Our study contributes to ongoing research on basic relations between stress

changes and earthquake triggering, fault zone mechanics and time-dependent seis¬

mic hazard assessment. The objectives of this study are

- to reevaluate the heterogeneous post-seismic stress-field hypothesis (Michael

etal, 1990),

- improve the understanding of the spatial relation between stress field hetero¬

geneity and the main shock slip distribution (Michael et al, 1990),

- to evaluate the causal relationship between high 6-values and high stress field

heterogeneity (H:) (Wiemer et al, 2002),

- to link temporal decay of stress field heterogeneity and aftershock sequence

duration (H2),

- and to explore possibilities of including fine-scale analysis of aftershock se¬

quence parameters in time-dependent seismic hazard assessment (Gersten¬

berger et al, 2005).

5.2 Data and Method

We use aftershock hypocenters of earthquake sequences in California (Figure 5.1)

from several parametric earthquake catalogs to determine 6- and p-values:

1. the standard southern California earthquake catalog,
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124'W 122'W 120'W 118'W 116"W 114'W

Figure 5.1: Seisrnitity map ol California including detailed fault structuics (red), seismicity of the

ANSS catalog (1985-2004, M > 2, d ' ZOkm) Red stars indicate locations of main

shocks used in this study

2. the catalog by Hauksson (2000), relocated using 3D ray tracing techniques

combined with a 3D velocity model (updated until 2003),

3. the catalog by Shearer et al (2005), relocated with events using waveform

cross-correlation, site-specific events, and cluster analysis (Landers only for

cross-checking),

4. the standard northern California earthquake catalog,

5. double-difference relocated catalogs from Schaffet al (2002) (Morgan Hill,

1984) and J. Hardebeck (Parkfield 2004, pers. comm).

In most cases we use higher completeness levels for the time period immediately

after the main shocks (Table 5.2) to take into account the lack of small events in

the catalog caused by the high background noise level (Wiemer and Wyss, 2002;

Woessner and Wiemer, 2005).
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No Event Period [days] Mc Catalog

1 Morgan Hill 1.4 1984-1998i

2 Loma Prieta 0-3

>3

1.4

1.2

1967-2005'2

3 Landers 0-3

>3

2.8

2.4

1984-20033

4 Hector Mine 0-3

>3

2.4

2.1

1984-20033

5 Parkfield 0-6

>6

1.4

1.2

2004.74-20052'4

Table 5.2: Seismicity parameters for the aftershock sequences. Superscripts refer to the providers of

the catalogs: ^Schaffet al. (2002), '^NCSN, 3Hauksson (2000), 4HypoDD J. Hardebeck

(pers. comm).

For the stress tensor inversion, we use the focal mechanism catalog by Hauksson

(2000) computed using a 3D velocity model for events in southern California and

the focal mechanism catalog provided by the Northern California Earthquake Data

Center (NCEDC) using a combination of several ID velocity models for events

in northern California (Oppenheimer, 1990). We checked the results of the stress

tensor inversion and its measure of heterogeneity ß using (1) all focal mechanisms

and (2) events with high-quality focal mechanisms based on two quality parameters:

the misfit to the first motion polarities is required to be less than 0.2 and the station

distribution ratio needs to be larger than STDR > 0.5. The STDR introduced by

Reasenberg and Oppenheimer (1985) quantifies the spacing of the observations on

the focal sphere relative to the nodal planes. The larger the STDR, the better the

distribution with a value of 0.5 being an adequate quality indicator (Hardebeck and

Shearer, 2002).

5.2.1 Stress tensor inversion

Earthquake focal mechanisms can be inverted to determine the orientation of the

principal components of the stress tensor using several methods (e. ,g. Gephart and

Forsyth, 1984; Michael, 1984, 1987a; Hardebeck and Shearer, 2002). We apply
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this approach to resolve the trend of the maximum principal stress axis cj\ and the

heterogeneity of the regional stress field as a function of space and time. We assess

the orientations of the principal axes of the stress tensor and their uncertainties us¬

ing the stress tensor inversion method of Michael (1987a) for two reasons: Firstly,

Hardebeck and Hauksson (2001a) showed that uncertainties in the axis orienta¬

tions based on synthetic tests are more accurate with this approach than Gepharts'

method. Secondly, we use both high-quality and low-quality or noisy data sets.

Stress tensor orientations of the noisy data sets are better resolved with Michaels'

method whereas they are almost equally accurate for high-quality data sets using

the Gephart method.

The inversion assumes that the regional stress field is a constant tensor, that the

slip events are independent and that the magnitude of the tangential traction |f| = 1

applied to each fault plane is similar. The inversion minimizes the misfit angle /3o,

the angle between the observed slip direction s from each focal mechanism and

the assumed shear stress or tangential traction (Michael, 1984, 1987a). The stress

tensor inversion resolves the orientations of the principal stresses (a\, a2, and 03)

ordered from most compressional to most dilatational and their relative amplitude

cp:

cp=a-l^. (5.1)
o"i

- a-i

A general limitation of any stress tensor inversion is to correctly distinguish be¬

tween the fault and the auxiliary plane. Although geological information can be

used to select the correct plane a priori, a large percentage of the data cannot be at¬

tributed to specific faults (Michael, 1987a). This problem is accounted for by using

a bootstrap technique to calculate the confidence limits for the stress tensor orienta¬

tion. Michael (1987b) introduced a bootstrap resampling technique to estimate the
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confidence limits focussing on the problem of unknown fault planes. The bootstrap

technique switches a selected percentage of fault planes for the bootstrap samples.

In principle, the more information is available for the inversion algorithm, the better

the resolution obtained, i. e., the confidence limits will be smaller if fault planes can

be picked a priori. In our study, we assume for the bootstrap that both fault planes

are equally likely. Based on this assumption, we compute 2000 bootstrap samples

to obtain 95%-confidence limits.

The average misfit angle ß is used as the measure for the heterogeneity of the

stress field and is defined as the average of the ßQ values for the faults in the data

set (Michael, 1987a). Errors a(ß) are the standard deviations determined from the

single fits to the data. According to Michael (1991), the distinction between a het¬

erogeneous and a homogeneous stress field based on stress tensor inversion is a

function of uncertainties in the fault plane solutions. We assume uncertainties of

less than 20° for strike, dip, and rake for the data sets used according to Michael

(1991); Hauksson (1992). Hence, we define the regional stress field to be heteroge¬

neous for misfit angles ß > 45° since in these cases the assumption of a homoge¬

neous stress tensor does not hold.

The ability to define meaningful confidence intervals is critical to distinguish

spatial and temporal differences of the average misfit angle ß. Performing stability

tests, we scrutinize the dependence of ß on the similarity of focal mechanisms in

the data set and on the sample size of fault plane solutions for the inversion. The

first test is crucial since the stress tensor is largely undefined when using identical

or nearly identical focal mechanisms (Michael, 1987a). Hardebeck and Hauksson

(2001b) suggested an approach to quantify adequate focal mechanism diversity for

stress inversion based on synthetic tests using a root mean square difference com¬

pared to the mean focal mechanism. They proposed that a mechanism diversity of
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~ 40°-45° for a data set with errors on the order of 10°-20° would be adequate to

differentiate between and correctly recover two stress states which would be indis¬

tinguishable with less diverse focal mechanisms. However, the behavior of ß in

this respect is not documented. The second test allows to define a minimum num¬

ber of events required for a stable ß estimate. In the following, o(ß) will refer to

the uncertainty of the bootstrap estimates introduced above and a(ßMichad) to the

uncertainty computed in the inversion code.

Stability test 1: Similarity of focal mechanisms

To test the influence of similar fault plane solutions on the angular misfit, we define

(1) a right-lateral strike slip event with dip direction cpdip = 165°, dip 6 = 90° and

rake A — 0 and (2) a thrust event with dip direction cf>dip = 180°, dip 6 - 50° and

rake A = 90. One hundred samples of this synthetic focal mechanism are used as

input to the stress tensor inversion algorithm, resulting in a ß = 0 and \r\ = 1 as

expected. In the following, we add uncertainties of increasing size (2 < 6 < 40,

stepsize 2) to the hundred synthetic focal mechanisms. The uncertainties are as¬

signed a uniform distribution, which is the worst case assumption. The experiment

is repeated 100 times to compute standard deviations for the /3-value. For the right-

lateral strike slip event (Figure 5.2a), we add the uncertainty only to the rake.

Figure 5.2 shows that the misfit angle is increasing with increasing errors added

to the focal mechanisms. The standard deviations from the hundred resamplings in¬

crease slightly but steadily with increasing errors. The standard deviation o-(ßMichaei)

calculated in the inversion code jumps at an error of about 20 degrees. This occurs

when adding errors only to the rake (Figure 5.2a) and when adding errors to all

three variables (Figure 5.2b). In the case of the chosen mechanisms, events do not

switch the style of faulting, thus the jump in cr(ßMichaei) is either an error in the

code or a manifestation of a larger number of mechanisms that are very different

from the general stress tensor. However, it is important for the application to note
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[Bap] c] iijsjiu jeinßuv

Figure 5.2: Stability of the average angular misfit angle ß as a function of focal mechanism error

a) Right lateral strike slip event with increasing error added to the rake angle b) Dip

slip event with focal mechanism error added to all three angles Bottom line Stereonet

plot of the stress tensor inversion tor different amounts of focal mechanism errors show

that the stress field cannot be resolved adequately
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that the ß value delivers stable estimates although the stress tensor itself cannot be

resolved adequately because of identical or very similar focal mechanisms (Figure

5.2, bottom line of stereonet projections).

Stability test 2: Dependence on sample size

We investigate the stability of ß as a function of sample size, i. e., the number of

focal mechanisms, using the bootstrap resampling technique. The stability test fo¬

cuses on the epistemic uncertainties of the solution by randomly producing subsets

of the original catalog. This is different from the bootstrap technique applied in

the stress tensor inversion itself, which incorporates aleatory uncertainties in focal

mechanisms by flipping a selected percentage of the input fault planes to the aux¬

iliary plane (Michael, 1987a). We generate 500 bootstrap samples of the original

data set and then randomly draw an increasing number of focal mechanisms from

the bootstrap samples starting at n — 15 and ascending up to the number of events

in the catalog. For each of these subcatalogs, we compute the average misfit angle

ß and its standard deviation.

Assuming a dependence of ß on the degree of diversity in the focal mechanisms,

we select two regions of the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake that reflect focal mecha¬

nism difference. The test is not based on synthetic data but on a selection of events

described in section 5.3.1 and displayed in Figure 5.4a. These events represent

both a homogeneous and a heterogeneous stress field region, each containing an

adequate number of events. The dataset at shallow depths contains 83, in the deep

section about 155 events. The stability test demonstrates that with an increasing

number of events, /3-values approximate the results for the entire data set, ß = 69°

and ß — 19° (Figure 5.3a and 5.3b). Standard deviations a(ß) decrease as expected

with an increasing number of events (Figure 5.3c), with larger standard deviations

obtained for the heterogeneous data set (3.6° < a(ß) < 11.5°) than for the homo¬

geneous one (1.5° < a{ß) < 4.6°).
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Figure 5.3: Stability of the average angular misfit angle ß as a function of sample size using data

from the Loma Prieta earthquake for a) a region with highly diverse focal mechanism,

b) a region with more homogeneous focal mechanisms, c) Dependence of the standard

deviations for the two data sets in comparison. Location is displayed in Box 2 and Box

1, Figure 5.4, respectively.
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Based on the convergence for the different types of data sets, we recommend

a minimum number of n > 30 focal mechanisms to estimate the stress tensor in

regions with less diverse focal mechanisms and about n > 50 events in regions

with highly diverse focal mechanisms. These minimum sample sizes are in good

agreement with general suggestions for applying bootstrap techniques that require

at least about n > 50 samples (Chernick, 1999).

5.2.2 Properties of aftershock sequences

We apply the Gutenberg-Richter relation and the modified Omori law to parameter¬

ize the properties of aftershock sequences. The frequency-magnitude distribution

describes the relationship between the frequency of occurrence and the magnitude

of earthquakes (Ishimoto andlida, 1939; Gutenberg and Richter, 1944):

log10N(M) = a-bM, M> Mc. (5.2)

N is the cumulative number of earthquakes with magnitudes larger than M. The

6-value is a measure of the relative size distribution of small to large events, the

o-value describes the productivity of the volume. To ensure sufficient data for

the maximum likelihood estimation procedure (Bender, 1983), we require at least

N — 100 events above the magnitude of completeness to compute stable 6-value

estimates (Woessner and Wiemer, 2005).

The modified Omori law (Utsu, 1961) describes the temporal decay of the rate

of aftershocks:

n(t) = k{t + c)-p, M > Mc, (5.3)

with n(t) being the number of earthquakes occurring at time t. k represents the
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productivity of the main shock and depends on the lower magnitude threshold of

the earthquake catalog, p is the measure of the exponential decrease of the af¬

tershock rate, and c describes a temporal offset that compensates for incomplete

data at the beginning of the aftershock sequence. These parameters are computed

by a constrained nonlinear grid search over the parameter space (0.2 < p < 2.7,

0.01 < c < 5, 10 < k < 5000), maximizing the likelihood function for the modi¬

fied Omori law following Ogata ( 1999).

For both empirical relationships it is critical to estimate the magnitude of com¬

pleteness Mc. In general, the completeness level jumps abruptly after a large event

and decreases gradually with time (Woessner and Wiemer, 2005). Of special inter¬

est are the first few days in the sequence during which seismic activity is very high,

but for several reasons the completeness levels generally are also very high in this

period. We approach this problem by using step functions for Mc with the levels

determined by the EMR-method (Woessner and Wiemer, 2005). We map b- and

p-values according to the approach of Wiemer and Katsumata (1999) by covering

the study regions with rectangular grids (0.5 km x 0.5 km, 1 km x 1 km) and select¬

ing events in overlapping cylindrical volumes. We vary the radii of the cylinders as

sensitivity checks and to evaluate the best possible coverage.

In principle, it is straightforward to estimate the duration of aftershock se¬

quences ta based on the modified Omori law parameters and the background rate of

previous seismicity. By setting the background rate Rb equal to the modeled rate of

aftershocks and solving for t, we obtain

«. = (£)'%
assuming the same magnitude of completeness or magnitude threshold before and
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after the main shock.

Uncertainties in the modified Omori parameters can be adequately computed

using a bootstrap approach. Based on a Kolmogorov-Smimov test, inappropriate

fits of the model to the data can be identified (Woessner et al, 2004a). A correct

estimate of the background rate bears potentially larger uncertainties due to the fol¬

lowing reasons: First, in many cases the data set is rather insufficient to estimate the

background rate at the threshold level obtained in an aftershock sequence since the

completeness level is higher especially in the first days. Second, the selected regions

to estimate ta are generally chosen subjectively. Third, the background rate assumes

independent events, i. e., a poissonian distribution of earthquakes. This requires

declustering the earthquake catalog before the period of the main shock, resulting in

even smaller data sets. Being aware of these deficiencies and uncertainties, but as a

first approach we are using a windowing technique based on estimates for northern

California (Gardner and Knopoff, 1974; Uhrhammer, 1986) to decluster the earth¬

quake catalog. From the declustered catalogh we estimate the background rate.

5.3 Results I: Spatial comparison of seismicity pa¬

rameters and main shock properties

First we discuss the results for the 6-value, the p-value, the stress tensor heterogene¬

ity ß and the main shock slip and stress-drop distribution and compare their patterns

in fixed periods. Second we discuss the durations of aftershock sequences ta, their

relations to the modified Omori law parameters, and the temporal dependence of

the stress tensor heterogeneity.

5.3.1 Revisiting the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake

The 1989 Loma Prieta Mw = 6.9 earthquake occurred within the San Andreas

fault zone, near the Sargent and the Zayante-Vergeles fault. The main shock rup-
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Figure 5.4: Replicating stress tensor heterogeneity at Loma Pneta a) Cross section normal to the

San Andreas fault (121 95°W /37 053°N - 121 872°W /37 125°N, width 10 km) and

selected box volumes b) Stress tensor for shallow events in the 60 days following the

main shock c) Stress tensor for deep events prior to the main shock ( 1967-1989 79). d)

Stress tensor for deep events in the 60 days following the main shock N is the number

focal mechanisms available for the inversion
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Period Location ß [degl ßBst [degj v(ßnst) Weg] <7(/3) [deg] n

60 d Box 1 19 18.4 1.7 15 83

60 d Box 2 69 67.6 5.7 56 95

Prior Box 3 21 18.3 3.6 16.6 20

60 d Box 3 38 29.3 9.5 52 11

Table 5.3: Loma Prieta stress tensor inversion results.,9Bs( is the mean average misfit angle of the

bootstrap samples, <r(/?B«t) the standard deviation based on our approach and a(ß) the

standard deviation of Michael (1987a).

tured a steeply dipping fault, located to the southwest of the main surface trace of

the San Andreas fault (Eberhart-Phillips and Michael, 1998). Aftershocks occurred

in the volume surrounding the primary fault plane with few events re-rupturing the

main-shock fault plane (Dietz and Ellsworth, 1990). First motion focal mechanisms

determined using ID- and 3D-velocity models reveal a diverse set of faulting styles

ranging from normal, right- and left-lateral, to reverse faulting earthquakes (Op-

penheimer, 1990; Eberhart-Phillips and Michael, 1998). Right lateral and reverse

faulting mechanisms predominate the overall solutions. In the northern part of the

rupture zone thrust faulting events become more abundant. This is consistent with

finite-fault source models which indicate a higher portion of reverse slip to the north

(Beroza, 1991; Wald etal, 1991).

We selected a 10 km wide cross section (Figure 5.4a) perpendicular to the San

Andreas fault and computed the stress tensor prior to and in the 60 days follow¬

ing the Loma Prieta main shock (121.95°W /37.053°N - 121.872°W /37.125°N).

Since no events were located at shallow depths prior to the main shock in this part

of the San Andreas fault zone, the comparison is only possible for the deep section

(d > 10km). The stress tensor prior to the main shock shows a thrust to right-

lateral strike-slip regime with the maximum compressive stress axis o\ oriented

about N9°E (Figure 5.4c). The stress field is relatively uniform with a misfit angle

of ß = 21° ± 3.6°. A relatively uniform stress field remains in the shallow region
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after the main shock (ß = 19° ± 1.7°) with approximately the same horizontal

compression (Figure 5.4b). The stress field in the deep section exhibits a very high

misfit angle of ß = 69° ± 5.7°, confirming the heterogeneous stress field caused

by the main event (Michael et al. (1990); Eberhart-Phillips and Michael (1998),

Figure 5.4e). In the footwall where seismicity occurred before the main shock (box

3), the heterogeneity also increases to ß = 38° ±9.5°; however, the misfit angle

remains below the threshold we use to define a heterogeneous stress field.

To go beyond earlier studies based on selective regions, we spatially and tem¬

porally map the properties of the aftershock sequence and the local stress field. We

use cylindrical volumes normal to the fault plane (radii r = 3 — 5 km) and tested

data from time periods ranging between 1-14 years. The NW-SE extent matches

the dimensions of the finite-fault source model defined by Beroza (1991) (Figure

5.5a). Aftershocks where selected in a 15 km wide cross section around the 70°

dipping fault plane extending from 121.054°W/37.16°N to 121.71°W/36.92°N.

Our results confirm the findings of previous studies. They also reveal a heteroge¬

neous stress field in the deeper section of the fault plane, below 10 km, with a lateral

extent of about 15 km (Figure 5.5c). The spatial extent of the highly heterogeneous

stress field patch (ß > 50°) covers approximately the regions of highest slip dur¬

ing the main shock, supporting the HPSSF-hypothesis. When compared to other

finite-fault source models, this conclusion holds since the slip models are similar

in the distribution of slip though not in the slip partitioning between the ruptured

asperities to the northwest and southeast of the hypocenter (Hartzell et al, 1991;

Steidl et al, 1991; Wald et al, 1991). This highlights difficulties determining the

complex slip distribution of the main shock, but does not affect our interpretation.

The stress field is rather homogeneous at shallow depth (ß < 30°). Adjacent to the

regions of highest slip, the stress field becomes homogeneous to the southeast with

ß < 35° and similarly to the northwest with 35°/3 < 45° (Figure 5.5c) in regions
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Along strike distance [km]

Figure 5.5: Cross section ol the 1989 Loma Prictd earthquake a) the finite fault source model by

Beroza ( 1991 ) and b) strcss-diop disinbution scaled by the lD-velowty model (Beroza,

1991 ) superimposed with altershocks of the NCSN catalog (M z 1 4), c) average misfit

angle ß [dt g] Irom stress tensor inversion, d) 6-vulue, e) p value, f) aftershock duiaiion

/„ Radius foi mapping is r — 5 km, period / — "iyeai
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with smaller slip values.

Mapping b- and p-value distributions for the Loma Prieta earthquake reveals

relatively small values of both parameters ranging from 0.6 to 1.0. Larger val¬

ues are found in the lower crust near the bottom of the seismogenic zone. Small¬

est 6-values are found in regions of high heterogeneity and, qualitatively, outside

regions of highest slip. We used the NCSN-catalog with a magnitude of com¬

pleteness Mc ~ 1.4 in the first 3 days of the sequence and thereafter magni¬

tudes above Mc = 1.2 based on the EMR-approach (Woessner and Wiemer, 2005).

These values are higher compared to Gerstenberger (2004), who used methods

presented by Wiemer and Wyss (2000). In both analyzes, the completeness level

is high shortly after the main shock and rapidly decreases in the first hours af¬

ter the main shock, reaching a constant level starting about three days after the

event. A complicating aspect in Loma Prieta aftershock sequence is a break in

the slope of the frequency-magnitude distribution at magnitude M = 4 (Figure

5.6). We agree with Gerstenberger (2004) who argues that the break in slope

is not a completeness determination error, but rather a consequence of other fac¬

tors influencing the frequency-magnitude distribution: First, the sequence was not

very productive with only one magnitude 5 event which can affect the maximum

likelihood estimate. Second, in the northern section, a swarm like activity is de¬

tected with a large number of 3 < M < 4 events. Third, and most important,

the NCEDC provides a preferred magnitude in which events of ML < 3.5 are re¬

ported using the local magnitude scale that saturates at Ml = 4.5. Alternative

magnitudes, if available, are used following a specific rating scheme (see doc¬

umentation of the NCEDC at http://quake.geo.berkeley.edu/ftp/

pub/doc /ncsn/ shadow2 000. pdf), and duration magnitude or moment mag¬

nitudes are used for events Ml > 4. Thus, the slope of the Gutenberg-Richter law

might be underestimated in many cases due to the different magnitudes used in
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Figure 5.6: Frequency-magnitude distributions of the Loma Prieta for a) the period 1989.79-2004

and b) the first 10 days of the aftershock sequence. Note the break in the slope at

magnitude M = 4.

the catalog. The change in the 6-value using events above the completeness level

Mc = 1.4 and events above a threshold of M > 4 is about Ab — 0.3 - 0.6, depend¬

ing on the time period and region (Figure 5.6). Correlations with other parameters

are, based on these probably biased b-values and their interpretation are highly spec¬

ulative to interpret or may lead to unreliable conclusions.

The magnitude calibration problem is not important for the determination of p-

values for which the temporal sequence is decisive, p-values spatially vary between

0.8 and 1.5. In areas of p > 1.3, neither the Omori law nor nested Omori models fit

the sequence based on a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Woessner et al, 2004a). Small

values (p < 0.9) are obtained near the northern end of the ruptured plane at depths

between 10-16 km and at shallow depths near the southern end of the cross section.

These regions cover areas of main shock faulting that experienced little to no slip

during the main shock and show a rather homogeneous stress field.

In summary, we find that regions of stress tensor heterogeneity and regions of

high slip qualitatively coincide in support of the HPSSF-hypothesis. In contrast to

hypothesis Hi, 6-values are not correlated (correlation coefficient r2 = 0.04) to ß,
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but here the magnitude inconsistencies prevent us from drawing final conclusions.

5.3.2 The 1992 Landers earthquake

We spatially and temporally map the stress tensor parameters for the aftershock se¬

quence of the Mw ~ 7.3 Landers earthquake that occurred on the 28 June 1992.

Figure 5.7a shows the misfit angle ß as colormap in the background for the first year

of data and the orientation of the maximum compressive stress <ti superimposed as

black lines, determined on a 0.01° x 0.01° grid and using a radius of r — 5km to

sample events. We require at least 50 events at each node for the stress tensor inver¬

sion. Additionally, the surface traces of the planes in the finite-fault source model

by Wald and Heaton (1994) are shown (thick grey lines). Throughout the Landers

rupture zone, the misfit values are relatively high (ß > 40°) which emphasizes the

disturbance of the local stress field due to the large earthquake. In agreement with

Hauksson (1992), the stress tensor heterogeneity measure ß increases from south to

north, with the largest misfits found along the Emerson fault and the cross-over be¬

tween the Emerson and the Homestead Valley fault (Figure 5.7). The same pattern

is also shown in a fault parallel cross section (Figure 5.8). The superimposed lower

hemisphere stereonet plots show examples of the stress tensor inversion from two

locations: (1) is located along the Emerson fault in a region of complex fault struc¬

ture and (2) is located along the Johnson Valley fault with a simpler fault system.

At location 1 and 2, misfit angles of ß = 70.20° ± 4.60° and ß = 33.06° ± 1.70°

are determined, respectively.

The style of faulting in the Eastern California Shear Zone (ECSZ) is predom¬

inantly strike-slip. Along the faults that ruptured during the Landers event, the

ratio between thrust, normal and strike-slip type aftershocks to the overall num¬

ber of events varies spatially. The largest diversity of faulting styles is found near

the intersection of the Emerson/Homestead Valley fault, where we find the largest
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Figure 5.7: a) Misfit angle ß (colored background) superimposed with the orientation of the max¬

imum compressive stress axis ai axis (black lines) determined from the stress tensor

inversion and b) 6-value map for the 28 June 1992 Landers earthquake of the first year

of ihe aftershock sequence Example stereonet plots of the stress tensor inversions width

low and high heterogeneity and two frequency-magnitude distnbutions with illustrating
low and high 6-values
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fractions of thrust and normal faulting events. The diversity of different faulting

styles also coincides with the geometrical complexity of the fault system which is

highest in the area of the fault intersections and decreases to the south along the

Johnson Valley fault. The location of the largest ß values therefore corresponds to

the complexity of the mapped fault system and fault rupture (Figure 5.7a and 5.8c,

(Liu et al, 2003)). In the cross-sectional view, the correspondence of the largest slip

patches and the spatial pattern of the stress field heterogeneity is not as convincing

as for the Loma Prieta sequence. Nonetheless, when considering the uncertainties

in the main-shock slip distribution, we nevertheless argue that high /3-values are

found in the vicinity of high-slip regions.

Similar spatial patterns are obtained for the 6-value pattern: high 6-values (b >

1.1) in the northern section of along the Camp-Rock and Emerson fault, smaller val¬

ues of 6 < 0.9 along the Homestead and Johnson Valley fault with decreasing val¬

ues southward (Figure 5.7b and Figure 5.8d). These results are found for different

earthquake catalogs, using either a fixed minimum magnitude of completeness Mc

or a variable Mc determined at each grid node (Woessner and Wiemer, 2005, EMR-

method) and are in agreement with previous studies (Wiemer and Wyss, 1997,2002).

The map in Figure 5.7b shows the result on the same grid as used for the stress ten¬

sor inversion computations (0.01° x 0.01°, radius r — 5km) with a minimum of 100

events required for the 6-value determination. The frequency-magnitude insert in

Figure 5.7b illustrates the differences in 6 at locations 1 and 2. At location 1, small

events are more abundant relative to large ones as a larger 6-value is determined. In

general, the productivity is smaller to the north than to the south.

The 6-values and the parameters describing the stress tensor heterogeneity ap¬

pear to be correlated in the Landers case. We speculate that 6-values correlate

linearly with the stress field heterogeneity, measured by the misfit angle ß in the
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Figure 5.8: Cross section ol the Landeis earthquake according to the dimensions of the Wald finite-
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of the relocated catalog Hauksson catalog above magnitude M
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Misfit angle ti, d) 6-value, e) p-valuc lor the first year of aftershocks and f) logarithmic

aftershock duration t„ based on 11 years of data
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Figure 5.9: 6-value as a function of misfit angle ß sampled for a) the map view grid and b) the

cross-sectional view.

proximity of a fault that ruptured during a major earthquake. Figure 5.9a and 5.9b

display 6 as a function of ß as determined from the grid nodes in map view and

from the cross section (Figure 5.8). The cross section corresponds to the extent of

the finite-fault source model by Wald and Heaton (1994). In the map view panel

(Figure 5.9a), outliers are plotted with black triangles. These outliers originate from

events off the main shock faulting area on faults called Iron Ridge and Argos faults

(Hudnut et al, 1994), thus these are from outside the region of main slip. The data

plotted in both panels show a positive linear correlation of the 6-value and the misfit

angle ß with correlation coefficients of r2 = 0.63 and r2 = 0.35 for the map and

cross-sectional view, respectively. For the map view, we removed the outliers to

compute the correlation. According to our definition for the stress field heterogene¬

ity, white and filled grey triangles separate low (ß < 45°) and high misfit regions.

In addition to the parameter of the frequency-magnitude distribution, we mapped

the p-value distribution on the cross section corresponding to the Wald fault model
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ranging from 0.9 to 1.5 (Figure 5.8e). Similar to the 6-value distribution, higher

p-values are found to the north indicating a faster decay. Smallest values are found

in the center of the Homestead Valley fault and at the southern end of the Johnson

Valley fault. Both of these regions approximately correspond also to regions of in¬

creased shear stress (Figure 5.8b).

Summing up the results for the Landers earthquake, we find evidence for the

correspondence of high slip and high stress heterogeneity values considering the

uncertainties in the slip distribution. Throughout the main shock rupture zone we

find /3-values above 45° in support of the HPSSF-hypothesis. ß- and 6-values are

positively correlated and thus support our hypothesis Hi, but the correlation coeffi¬

cients are rather small. A relation to the geometrical complexity of the fault system

or a more fundamental relation of the 6-value to differential stresses (Schorlemmer

and Wiemer, 2005) cannot be excluded with this approach.

5.3.3 The 1999 Hector Mine earthquake

The Mw = 7.1 Hector Mine earthquake occurred about seven years after the Lan¬

ders event and caused surface rupture in the eastern California shear zone (Rymer

et al, 2002). Like the Landers earthquake, the Hector Mine quake ruptured multiple

faults, some of which had not been mapped before. The geometrical complexity is

a challenge for the approach we pursue and could significantly influence our final

conclusions. Aftershock properties, their implications for aftershock hazard and the

observation of stress field heterogeneity were discussed by Wiemer et al (2002),

but they did not conduct a depth dependent cross sectional analysis.

The geometrical complexities of the rupture are reflected in the pattern of the

aftershock seismicity and in finite-fault source models (Ji et al, 2002b; Jönsson

et al, 2002; Kaverina et al, 2002). We analyze the aftershock sequence along the

strike of the combined model by Ji et al. (2002b) using the relocated data set by
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Figure 5.10: Cross-sectional view of the Hector Mine earthquake according to the dimensions of

the .// et al. (2002b) finite-fault source model, a) Slip distribution superimposed by
aftershocks of the relocated catalog Hauksson catalog above magnitude M = 2.1. b)

Misfit, angle ß, c) b-value, d) p-value for the first year of aftershocks and e) aftershock

duration /,„, based on 5 years of data.
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Hauksson (2000) and the general SCSN catalog (Mc = 2.4 in the first 3 days, later

on Mc = 2.1). We also analyzed the sensitivity of the results to varying radii of the

cylindrical volumes and to different width of the swath around the fault plane for

which aftershocks are projected on the fault plane. We find that results are stable

for a swath width of 8 km and 5 km radius (Figure 5.10).

The cross-sectional view shows a central area of high misfit angles ß > 45°,

smaller values to the northern end (35° < ß < 45°), and the lowest values at the

southern end ß < 35°. The region of highest heterogeneity in the local stress field

coincide with the regions of high slip but also with the intersection of the different

fault branches of the main shock. In addition, the northern part of the Hector Mine

main shock rupture exhibited large slip values that correspond to values of ß that,

according to our definition, are not heterogeneous. We cannot exclude that the fault

zone complexity may have the same influence on ß as the slip distribution. There¬

fore, the first order observation that heterogeneity is related to high slip patches is

only weakly supporting the HPSSF-hypothesis.

Comparing the 6-value to the /3-value distribution does not exhibit a positive

linear correlation as we found for the Landers event, and thus does not support our

hypothesis Hi. An analysis using the fault branches of the finite-fault source models

separately might allow to obtain a more detailed picture on the relation between the

6-value and the /3-value.

6-values and p-values do not follow a similar pattern. In general, both are in

the upper ranges of the scale observed for these parameters for crustal seismicity

(b > 0.9 and p > 0.9). The highest values of the 6-value (6 > 1.2) are found in

the northern section at depths below 10 km, the smallest values in the central region

at shallow depth in the cross section. In contrast, the highest p-values are found in

the northern part of the cross-section at shallow depths (d < 7 km) and the smallest
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values to the south (p < 1.1).

In summary, the analysis of the Hector Mine aftershock sequence shows only

weak support for the HPSSF-hypothesis and no support for hypothesis Hi on the

relation between 6-values and ß, the correlation coefficient being r2 — 0.002. Fault

system complexity or other physical mechanisms may have played an equally im¬

portant role for this earthquake.

5.3.4 The 1984 Morgan Hill and the 2004 Parkfield earthquake

In the previous sections, we analyzed two M7-type earthquakes and locally found

highly heterogeneous stress field conditions following the main shocks. We now fo¬

cus on two moderate sized M6-type earthquakes to examine if the HPSSF-hypothesis

holds for: 1) the 1984 Mw = 6.1 Morgan Hill earthquake that ruptured the Calav¬

eras fault (Figure 5.11) and 2) the 2004 Mw - 6.0 Parkfield event that ruptured

Parkfield segment of the San Andreas fault zone (Figure 5.12). Besides the smaller

size, these events occurred on fault segments that are geometrically less complex

than the faults ruptured by the M7-type earthquakes. The fault segments are charac¬

terized by highly organized seismicity that forms streaks, holes and repeating events

on the same locations (Waldhauser et al, 2004; Schaffet al, 2002).

We mapped the average angular misfit ß using the focal mechanism catalog of

the NCSN in cylindrical volumes of 5 km radius, using a period of 5 years for the

Morgan Hill event and up to the 16 June 2005 for the Parkfield main shock. Both

cross sections show small misfit values (ß < 25°) which is consistent with the re¬

lative similarity of the focal mechanisms. The underlying data set does not allow

us to resolve if the high slip patches defined in the finite-fault source models of the

Morgan Hill main shock (Hartzell and Heaton, 1986; Beroza and Spudich, 1988) or

the Parkfield main shock (Ji et al, 2004; Dreger et al, 2005) correlate with spots of

higher heterogeneity. Hence, we infer that the local stress field was not significantly
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Along strike distance [km]

Figure 5.11: Cioss section of the Morgan Hill earthquake according to the dimensions of the

Hart/ell fmite-lault source model a) Slip and b) strcss-diop distribution superimposed

by aftershocks of the relocated catalog by Schaffet al (2002) catalog above magnitude
M - 1 1 for 5 years c) Misfit angle ß, d) 6-value, e) /i-valuc for the firsl yeai of

aftershocks and f) aftershock duration /„ based on 5 years of data
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disturbed by the main shocks. This suggests that both main shocks released only

a minor portion of the existing background stress level or that the state of stress

along the strike-slip faults in northern California has a much smaller heterogeneous

component.

The 6- and p-value cross sections are computed using the relocated catalog by

Schaffet al (2002) (Mc = 1.4) for the Morgan Hill and the NCSN catalog in

the Parkfield case, selected for the same periods as for the focal mechanism cata¬

log. Based on a temporal analysis of the Parkfield sequence, the catalog was cut

at Mr_ — 1.4 in the first six days following the main shock and at Mc = 1.2 in

the later period. The 6-values at Parkfield are mainly smaller than 6 < 0.9 and

are not significantly different based on Utsu's test from the values before the main

shock matching the stationarity hypothesis posted for Parkfield by Schorlemmer

et al (2004a); Woessner et al (2004b). The 6-value distribution of the Morgan

Hill event can be divided in two regions: 1) 6-values above 0.9 in the shallow

crust (d < 6 km) to the southeast and close to asperity mapped in the finite-fault

slip model (Hartzell and Heaton, 1986). 2) 6-values below 0.8 are observed to the

northwest above 9 km depth and coincide with regions of low-slip in which most

of the aftershocks are located (see Chapter 4). Using the relocated catalog, we can¬

not confirm conclusively that the high 6-value region spatially correlates with the

asperity as claimed in Wiemer and Katsumata (1999). However, we confirm higher

6-values for aftershocks located along this part and the lack of correlation may be

caused by uncertainties in the slip distribution. Similarly to the dataset of the Loma

Prieta earthquake, the frequency-magnitude distribution shows a break in slope at

magnitude 3.5 which may lead to underestimate 6-values.

Summing up the results for the moderate sized earthquakes, we do not find a

heterogeneous post-seismic stress field following the M6-type main shocks. This
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No Event Rb [1/year] r [kmj Mth ta [years]
min/mean/max

ta(all) [years]
mm/mean/max

1 Morgan Hill 53.80 4 1.4 0.72/4.32/21.4 1.43/1.89/2.28

2 Loma Prieta 15.21 5 1.2 1.49/8.57/23.9 9.30/10.58/12.38

3 Landers 6.27 5 2.4 5.75/43.3/251 28.33 / 35.20 / 63.2

4 Hector Mine 14.12 5 2.1 2.44/ 13.2/ 36.4 21.73/31.05/38.65

5 Parkfield 127.05 5 1.4 0.26/1.71/7.5 0.54/0.76/1.25

Table 5.4: Parameters for the spatial aftershock durations determined in the dimensions used. Rb is

normalized by the area in the computation, r the radius to sample data in cylindrical vol¬

umes, Mtk is the magnitude threshold, ta denotes the aftershock duration range obtained

on the grid, ta(all) the range obtained for the entire sequence.

indicates that these events did not release a large portion of the background stress

field and cannot be used as a real test for the HPSSF-hypothesis. Alternatively, the

stress conditions along strike-slip faults in central California may have a very small

heterogeneous component.

5.4 Results II: Duration of aftershock sequences and

their relation to the temporal dependence of ß

In this part, we demonstrate the spatial variability of aftershocks sequence durations,

their relation to the above discussed seismicity parameters and to the overall length

of aftershock sequence duration. We present results of the temporal dependence of

the misfit angle ß and discuss the results with respect to the duration of aftershock

sequences.

5.4.1 Spatial variable aftershock sequence duration

We transformed the detailed mapping of the Omori law parameters into a spatial

estimate of local aftershock duration (Figures 5.5f, 5.8f, 5.10d, 5.1 If, and 5.12f).

For each event, we estimated the background rate from a declustered catalog that

matches the dimensions of the cross section used for the mapping. The cross-

sectional views exhibit strong spatial heterogeneities for moderate sized as well

as large events. Overall, the aftershock sequences last for periods ranging between
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a few days in case of the 2004 Parkfield earthquake to a few hundred of years in the

1992 Landers case.

The background rate estimated for the Landers earthquake based on the re¬

located catalog of about 8 years is small resulting in very long ta. Estimating

Rh at Mth = 2.4 from the SCSN catalog reaching back to 1932 (see http :

//www.data, scec .org/) in a polygon comprising the entire Landers fault

system, for which this low threshold level is not reached before the mid eighties,

we obtain a rate of 10.32 events per year instead of 6.27 estimated for the swath

(Figure 5.8f). Using a polygon enclosing the first six months of the Landers after¬

shocks, we obtain background rates of about 15.42 events per year for the relocated

catalog which leads to an estimate for the aftershock sequence duration between 7.6

- 13.69 years including the uncertainties in the modified Omori law. For a 10 km

wide swath, the ta values in the range of 17.74 - 30.32 years when using Rb from the

swath, and values ranging from 5.25 -14.78 years when applying Rb values derived

from the polygon. The estimates are strongly dependent on the choice of data.

The background rate estimates for the Hector Mine event based on the relocated

catalog, although declustered, seem to be rather high since the rate is influenced by

the Landers event. Selecting events in a polygon based on the first six months of the

Hector Mine earthquake sequence, we obtain Rb = 14.12 per year, and Rb = 5.48

per year is estimated for the catalog back to 1932 (Mth = 2.1, events missed in the

period before 1985). The largest seismicity rates are found on the Parkfield section

which also shows the shortest sequence duration.

The maximum time periods of aftershock sequences following the moderate-

sized main shocks along the Parkfield segment of the San Andreas fault and on the

Calaveras fault are of shorter duration (0.2-25 years) compared to the durations esti¬

mated for the earthquakes in the Mojave desert (2-251 years). The shorter durations
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for the main shocks in central California are consistent with the higher background

seismicity as compared to the seismicity in the ECSZ prior to the events in 1992 and

1999 (Table 5.4). The patterns of aftershock duration primarily display the patterns

observed for p-values: the smaller the p-values, the larger the sequence duration

ta. Though this seems trivial, we could not a priori exclude that the productivity k

could have a similar influence. Using different time periods, we found that the p-

values increase slightly with time, which reduces the expected aftershock duration

when using longer period data sets (Felzer et al, 2003; Felzer and Brodsky, 2005;

Helmstetter and Sornette, 2002).

The range of aftershock durations determined from spatial mapping and the af¬

tershock length for the entire selected regions ta(all) are in general comparable (Ta¬

ble 5.4). The uncertainties for ta(all) are computed using a bootstrap approach for

estimating the modified Omori law parameters (Woessner et al, 2004a). The over¬

all sequence durations tend to be around the mean values of the spatially mapped ta

results. For the 1992 Landers earthquake, Toda et al. (2005) computed aftershock

lengths ranging from 20-53 years, Gross and Kisslinger (1997) provided estimates

ranging between 2.27 and 7.58 years based on the modified Omori law. Based on

a rate and state friction model, these authors argue that there would be significantly

increased activity for about 15 years following the Landers event. For the Loma Pri¬

eta event, Dieterich (1994) estimated 1.7-3.5 years which is shorter than our overall

estimate and at the low end ofwhat we obtain for the cross section. The longer after¬

shock durations that we map for the Loma Prieta earthquake are in agreement with

the time-dependent hazard model by Gerstenberger et al (2005) which still shows

elevated probabilities of strong shaking in this regions. Considering the overall

agreement of mapped and entire sequence aftershock sequence durations, we con¬

clude that the cross-sectional analysis is a viable tool for detecting regions were

increased seismicity is locally more pronounced and longer lasting.
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5.4.2 Temporal dependence of the stress tensor heterogeneity

The HPSSF-hypothesis predicts a sudden increase of stress tensor heterogeneity ß

in the immediate vicinity of the main shock rupture following immediately after

the main shock. In the previous sections, we spatially mapped the heterogeneity

parameter ß and confirmed the increase ofß using specified time periods. As a next

step, we examine the temporal evolution of the stress field heterogeneity during the

aftershock sequence. We test the hypothesis H2 that the stress field recovers with

time. We expect the angular misfit to decrease with time towards the values ob¬

served before the rupture.

We determine the stress tensor during the time period before the main shocks

to establish a reference angular misfit. The data set for these periods is sometimes

small (n ~ 20), since we apply strict quality criterions for the stress tensor inver¬

sion. Likewise, we determine the stress tensor in periods following the main shock,

requiring at least about n — 100 events and a period of at least 60 days after the

main shock. To estimate the uncertainty in the angular misfit, we use the boostrap

approach outlined in the method section. The standard deviation a(ßBsr) from the

Monte Carlo approximation (500 samples) are used to determine the significance of

the change. The time series ß(t) are computed using a moving window approach.

Each window includes 50 successive events, the stepsize is 10 events. The resulting

time series is non-linear because a constant number of events is used. Stability tests

showed that 50 events are needed for reliable ß estimates. For comparison, we com¬

puted the time series with non-overlapping windows and obtained almost identical

results.

All time series uncover a significant sudden increase in ß at the time of the main

shock, whether they are computed for entire sequences or hot spots, i. e., the ar¬

eas of highest ß values, of large earthquakes (Figure 5.13 and 5.14). For the 1983
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Figure 5.13: Temporal dependence ot the stress tensor misfit angle ß for the 1983 Coalinga and the

1989 Loma Prieta earthquake Stress condition prior to the events (a and d), temporal

evolution ofß(t) (b and e), and state of stress based on 100 events after the main shock

(c and 0 including about 80 and 60 days of aftershock focal mechanisms, respectively
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Coalinga and the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquakes, the time series include only the

aftershock sequence for the period after the event, because the specified amount of

50 events is not available (Figure 5.13b and 5.13e) for the time period before. We

computed the stress tensor and the ß value for the earlier periods and obtain signif¬

icant changes despite the small data sets before the events. For the Coalinga event,

ß jumps from 37.2° ± 9.89° to 59.4° ±4.69°, for the Loma Prieta from 21.0° ± 1.7°

to 69° ± 5.7°. Both time series show a gradual decrease of the ß value, which is in

agreement with our hypothesis of stress field recovery. The values of the Coalinga

sequence decrease below the threshold of ß = 45° after about 2 years and stabi¬

lizes around 35° starting about 4 years after the main shock. We conclude that the

influence of the Coalinga event on the stress field vanished after this time period.

The angular misfit in case of the Loma Prieta event shows a strong increase right

after the main shock, then a fast decrease shortly after the main shock and then it

remains in a state that we define as heterogeneous since it is above the threshold

level (ß > 45°) and about twice as high compared to the stress state before the main

shock.

Analog to the main shocks that occurred on the San Andreas fault system in

northern California, the earthquakes rupturing the ESCZ caused locally heteroge¬

neous stress fields in their immediate vicinity. The differences in the Landers fault

zone range from 20° to 50° degrees, on the Hector Mine fault system ß increased

from 24.2° to 55.7° degrees, both showing significant deviations. The time series in

the northern part of the Landers event, the Emerson and Camp Rock faults, as well

as the spot around the intersection ofthe Lavic Lake and Bouillon fault ofthe Hector

Mine event tend to decrease shortly after the main shock, whereas the Homestead

valley fault stays at about the same level of ß — 45° until 2005. However, all three

sections stay in a state above the threshold level, indicating that these regions are

still in a heterogeneous state of stress. We are convinced that this feature is not an
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artifact of the stress tensor inversion algorithm since ß values provide stable esti¬

mates even when inverting a set of similar focal mechanisms (Figure 5.2).

The relationship between the Landers and the Hector Mine earthquakes was

discussed in the special issue on the Hector Mine event (Rymer et al, 2002). The

Landers earthquake probably triggered the magnitude M = 5.2 Pisgah event in

1992 near the future epicenter of the Hector Mine main shock. Due to the stress

transfer from the Landers earthquake, parts of the Lavic Lake and Bouillon fault

were advanced to a more critical state of stress. The Hector Mine main shock may

have nucleated in a region of increased Coulomb stress (Stein, 2003) although the

level of Coulomb stress varies and can also be negative according to Harris and

Simpson (2002). In the ß time series for Hector Mine, we do not see a difference

in the heterogeneity of the stress field following the Landers event. However, an

increase in ß is observed in the Landers time series that matches the time of the

Hector Mine event (Figure 5.14b and 5.14e).

In summary, the time series demonstrate that the misfit angle decays fast from

high /3-values shortly after the main shock and then the decay slows down. This

suggests that the stress regime recovers from the stress anomaly as the frequency of

aftershock decreases and hints to a causal link between the decay of the anomaly

and the occurrence of aftershocks (Michael, 1987b). The Coalinga event is the only

example for which the /3-level existing before the main shock is reached. Based on

the same volume but using the general NCSN catalog, we estimated the aftershock

duration of the Coalinga sequence. The background rate (Rb - 2.485, Mth = 2.4)

is reached after about 22.07 years, or between 17.18-27.20 years considering the

uncertainties in the modified Omori law parameters estimated from 1000 bootstraps

(Figure 5.15). The estimated length of the sequence is rather long which could be

a result of the small background rate based on the short data set (1967-1983) or an
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Figure 5.14: Temporal dependence of the stress tensor misfit angle ß for the 1992 Landers (Emerson

and Camp rock fault, separated and combined) and the 1999 Hector Mine earthquake.

Stress condition prior to the events (a, d, g), temporal evolution of ß(t) (b, e, h) ,

and state of stress based on 60 days of aftershock focal mechanisms (c, f, i). For the

Landers event, the northern fault sections according to the Wald model is used, for

Hector Mine we selected a spot according to the highest heterogeneity between 20 and

30 km along strike and depths smaller than 12 km (see Figure 5.10b).
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effect of declustering. However, even assuming higher background rates, the after¬

shock duration would be at least twice as long as it takes the /3-value to decrease

down to around 37°, the state before the main shock (Figure 5.13b) which is on the

order of 2 to 4 years. An estimate for the other events in the study is not given since

these have either not reached their respective background levels or, in the case of

the Loma Prieta earthquake, the background rate in the volume of interest is not

sufficient for a reliable analysis.

Taking into account the results of spatially mapping ta, we observe that regions

of largest ta do no coincide with regions of largest stress field heterogeneity (Figures

5.5c and 5.5f, 5.8c and 5.8f, and 5.10b and 5.10e). The p-values in regions of high

heterogeneity are generally high (p > 1.2) and consequently the local aftershock

activity decreases rapidly. We can only speculate about the physical reason for the

rapid decay in the regions of high stress field heterogeneity and attribute this to a

faster healing of the crust compared to regions that were not disrupted as strong

during the main shock.

5.5 Discussion and Conclusion

The analysis of aftershock sequences in the immediate vicinity of seismogenic faults

with the focus on the HPSSF-hypothesis allowed us to confirm (1) that the largest

heterogeneities in the stress field are in general concentrated in areas of highest co¬

seismic slip and (2) that the heterogeneity ß decreases with time. We present a first

order conceptual physical model that partly explains the results of our observational

study.

Figure 5.7a displays the stress field heterogeneity and the rotations of the max¬

imum compressive stress axis <xi (black lines) that are highest around the highest

slip patches on the fault plane of the 1992 Landers earthquake. Rotations of the
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Figure 5.15: Aftershock duration of the 1983 Coalmga event. Considenng the uncertainties in the

modified Omori law parameters, ta vanes between 17.18 and 27.20 years.

maximum compressive stress axis have been documented by Hauksson (1992) and

Hardebeck and Hauksson (2001b) for the Landers main shock which is also re¬

flected in our results (Figure 5.16a). Similarly, rotations for the Coalinga event

were presented by Michael (1987b) rotating back with time to the orientation prior

to the event. The stress field heterogeneity in map view is also revealed by cross-

sectional mapping along the ruptured segments of the Landers earthquake which

facilitates the correlation with the main-shock slip distribution (Figure 5.8). Our

conceptual model is based on modeling the stress rotations resulting from stress

transfer based on a Coulomb model (Stein et al, 1992). We calculated coseismic

rotations of the principal stress axes in an elastic half space under the assumption

of a uniaxial N7°E compression with varying regional stress levels. Qualitatively,

we obtain good agreement between the stress tensor axis rotations and the modeled

rotations when assuming a 30-50 bar uniform regional stress field (Figure 5.16b).
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Figure 5.16: Conceptual model for rotations of stress axes following strong earthquakes: a) Trend of

ci from stress tensor inversion as background colorscale supenmposed with o^ trend

lines (black), b) Orientation of o\ pnor (blue, N7°E) and post (red) the Landers main

shock on optimally onented planes at a depth of 8 km. Rotations of ai are calculated

assuming a 50 bar uniaxial background stress field (mathrmN7°E) and using the slip

distribution of Wald and Heaton (1994).
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The agreement vanishes when using lower stress levels (around 10 bar) of the re¬

gional stress field which produces rotations in much larger regions and further away

from the fault. Higher stress levels (> 80 bar) result in very small to no rotations

of the <7i stress axis. These results support the HPSSF-hypothesis assuming that the

regional stress field is on the order of 30-50 bar. In this case, the Landers earthquake

would locally cause a complete stress drop, triggering a diverse set of aftershocks

and resulting in a temporary heterogeneous stress field.

The conceptual model not only bears the potential of modeling the stress rota¬

tions following a main shock, but may also be used to estimate the absolute state of

stress in the Earths' crust in a quantitative study. In addition, including stress load¬

ing mechanisms in the conceptual model with, e. g., a tectonic loading, viscoelastic

relaxation (e. g., Freed and Lin, 2001), or fluid flow (Nur and Booker, 1972; Hick¬

man et al, 1995, and references therein), might also lead to a better understanding

of the stress field prior to the occurrence of a strong earthquakes.

In terms of earthquake prediction, our conceptual model contradicts the reason¬

ing that earthquakes cannot be predicted (Geller et al, 1997) or occur at random

(Kagan, 1997). We find evidence that the stress drop locally on the fault plane is

a substantial fraction of the total regional background stress field, supporting the

HPSSF-hypothesis in agreement with the arguments of Wyss and Wiemer (1999).

Moreover, the conceptual model based on Coulomb stress transfer shows prelim¬

inary evidence that large earthquakes along faults are likely to release almost the

total traction of the system.

Wiemer et al (2002) speculated that the high 6-values coincide in some cases

with areas of increased stress-field heterogeneity or large stress-drops. A simple

linear relationship between ß and b is only found for the Landers earthquake in

which high 6-values correlate with high stress-field heterogeneity. This relation is
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not found for other events. It is further problematic since the regions of highest

values coincide with a complex fault structure, thus either the complexity of the

fault zone or other physical mechanisms could have similar influence. We are not

able to resolve conclusively if this observation is a consequence of the fault zone

or fault network complexity or based on the contribution of normal faulting events.

The latter would clearly link this phenomena to the faulting styles as suggested by

Schorlemmer et al (2005b).

We observe the phenomena of a decaying stress anomaly for all the sequences

we have analyzed. The time periods are much smaller compared to the aftershock

sequence durations. Remarkably, the stress field heterogeneity decreases fast at

first and then slows down which is also seen for the rotation of the o\ axis (Michael,

1987b), who also argues that the return to previous state of stress due to elastic

rebound may have been finished already 2 years after the Coalinga event which is

roughly in agreement with the time span found for ß. The temporal stress anomaly

and the decay with time was already suggested by Benioff (1951) and attributed to

elastic creep. The time scales to recover the stress field and to return to the seismic¬

ity rate before the main shock are largely different and for most events the elapsed

time since the main shock is not long enough.

Spatial mapping of seismicity parameters is applied in time-dependent hazard

assessment where it is a critical input (Gerstenberger et al, 2005), Our analysis,

based on well located aftershocks, confirms earlier analyzes that found similar val¬

ues and patterns of b- and p-values for the events investigated. It also shows that

improved hypocenter locations reveal the patterns more distinctly, which is certainly

important when providing aftershock forecasts with a depth dependent component.

Therefore, we emphasize that fast, automated and reliable hypocenter locations ac¬

companied with subsequent spatial mapping of aftershock properties can improve
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near-real time aftershock forecasting.

We transformed the detailed mapping of modified Omori law parameters to map

aftershock sequence durations along the strike of faults. The cross-sectional map¬

ping reveals strong lateral heterogeneities in ta. The pattern of low p-values and

long aftershock sequence durations coincide; however, the areas of long ta do not

match the areas of highest heterogeneity. We are not able to provide a causal physi¬

cal link for this observation. The persistence of longer durations in regions of lower

heterogeneity might be related to the activation of seismicity on favorably oriented

faults. This is in contrast to regions where diverse faulting styles where activated

shortly after the main shock, returning relatively fast to the background seismicity

when the stress field recovers.

The mapping of aftershock sequence duration suffers from small data sets be¬

fore the main shocks forcing us to use background rates averaged over the entire

fault. Ideally, we would map the background rates in the same volumes. Thus, the

absolute numbers might be taken as rules of thumb. As a possible continuation of

this study, we anticipate to compare the spatial mapping of aftershock duration with

a model based on rate and state friction and the shear-stress change computed on

the causative fault planes. Dieterich (1994) provides a theoretical basis for this ap¬

proach which bears the potential for new physically based time-dependent forecast

models.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

The principal objectives of the thesis were (1) to better understand the spatial and

temporal occurrence of clustered seismicity in the near-source region of seismo-

genic faults, (2) to improve links to the underlying physics of earthquakes, and (3)

to analyze implications for seismic hazard assessment. I approached these goals

by developing new statistical methods for seismicity analysis in general and for af¬

tershock sequences in particular. These methods are essential to perform detailed

analyzes of observable and derived parameters and their uncertainties. The parame¬

ters of interest are the magnitude of completeness Mc (Chapter 2), the 6-value from

the Gutenberg-Richter law (Chapter 2 and 5), the exponent p in the modified Omori

law (Chapter 3 and 5), the location and location uncertainty of aftershock hypocen¬

ters, the slip and stress drop distribution of earthquakes (Chapter 4), the orientation

of the stress tensor axis o\, and the angular misfit ß as a measure of stress field het¬

erogeneity (Chapter 5). I have demonstrated that the spatial and temporal evolution

of the properties of aftershock sequences are related to the slip and stress changes

in the near-field of rupture planes, as reflected in heterogeneities of the seismicity

parameters on all scales resolvable.
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6.1 Summary of results

I have developed a method to determine the magnitude of completeness Mc which

uses the entire observed magnitude range of earthquakes (EMR-method) (Chap¬

ter 2). The EMR-method is superior to other methods because it is based on a

refined likelihood based procedure, provides a comprehensive model for the en¬

tire frequency-magnitude range and is testable against the original distribution with

standard statistical tests, e. g., a Kolmogorov-Smimov test. I have introduced a boot¬

strap approach that can be combined with each method to determine Mc. It is now

possible to simultaneously estimate reliable uncertainties of Mc and 6 for the qual¬

ity assessment of earthquake catalogs in an automated fashion. Tests with synthetic

catalogs showed that the EMR-method performed superior in reproducing previ¬

ously defined completeness levels than other existing methods. The application to

various regional and global catalogs, several aftershock sequences and the compar¬

ison with other methods showed that the EMR-method, although computationally

more demanding, proved to be more robust for automated mapping purposes (Chap¬

ter 2). However, for specific earthquake catalogs, the seismicity model as defined

in the EMR-method may not provide the best fit due to procedures of the network

operators or the tectonic regime. Consequently, other functions can be adapted in

the algorithm to model the observed seismicity.

Thoroughly investigated earthquake catalogs are essential and critical when ad¬

dressing the fine-scale structure of aftershock sequence properties. The techniques

developed for the quality assessment provided an indispensible basis to investigate

rate changes in clustered seismicity. I have formulated a procedure to determine the

statistical significance of relative rate changes within aftershock sequences (Chap¬

ter 3). This procedure subsequently combines (1) a grid-search based approximate

maximum likelihood estimate of the single and nested Omori law parameters, (2) an

estimate of uncertainties by a bootstrap approach, (3) the determination of the best
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fitting model according to the Akaike Information Criterion, and (4) a verification of

the best fitting model with a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test.

The approach is designed to map relative rate changes in clustered seismicity in con¬

trary to rate change algorithms that are limited to be used for declustered catalogs

(z- and /3-statistic, Wiemer and Wyss, 1994; Reasenberg and Matthews, 1988). I per¬

formed a high resolution study for an earthquake doublet in the Kagoshima province

(Japan) and showed that the second main shock (Mw = 6.0) strongly influenced the

on- and off-fault aftershock activity of the first main shock (Mw = 6.1). The results

are qualitatively in good agreement with the Coulomb stress change pattern of Toda

and Stein (2003) away from and near the rupture plane. These results suggest that

aftershocks can be understood as stress meters (Schorlemmer et al, 2005b) and that

changes in the state of stress in their immediate vicinity are reflected in their rate of

occurrence (Woessner et al, 2004a). This is consistent with a rate and state friction

model to infer stress changes from earthquake rate changes (Dieterich et al, 2000).

The spatio-temporal mapping approach of seismicity parameters to determine

the significance of relative rate changes is currently limited to aftershock sequences

and only employs the modified and nested modified Omori laws including one sec¬

ondary aftershock sequence. Although this has been proven to adequately fit ob¬

served data for large fractions of fault zones, it is desirable to integrate more com¬

plex models like the Epidemic Type Aftershock model (ETAS) based on the idea

that each earthquake can trigger its own aftershocks. The integration of more com¬

plex models could lead to better fit for example swarm like activity (Ogata, 1999;

Hainzl and Ogata, 2005).

The comparison between mapped Coulomb stress changes and relative rate

changes was performed covering a region in and around the ruptured fault plane

of the 1997 Kagoshima event up to a distance of about 20 km. This analysis is
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comparable to many other studies in the last decade that focused on static and/or

dynamic stress changes caused by main shocks (Harris, 1998; Steacy et al, 2005,

and references therein). Performing the correlation of aftershock hypocenter lo¬

cations with on-fault main shock properties using high-quality data allowed me to

scrutinize the relationship between main shocks and subsequent triggered seismic¬

ity in more detail on the ruptured faults. In Chapter 4, I developed non-standard

statistical tests to quantify the spatial correlation of aftershock hypocenter locations

and properties of finite-fault source models: the slip and stress-drop distribution.

The results of the statistical tests confirm that aftershocks are preferentially located

in low-slip regions with high statistical significance, given the uncertainty levels in

the data sets. At a lower statistical significance level, aftershock hypocenters are

correlated with the on-fault shear stress distribution. The correlations are improved

when using relocated catalogs. In general, the results fit the expectations of the as¬

perity model which predicts aftershocks to occur in response to stress transfer from

an asperity to the surrounding regions (Beroza and Zoback, 1993). The approach

is limited by epistemic and aleatory uncertainties in the finite-fault source models.

I addressed these shortcomings by using different finite-fault source models and

by simulating slip distributions with a random spatial field model which is likely

to overestimate the uncertainties. Non-linear or dynamic effects that influence the

stress transfer up to a few days in the first period of the aftershock sequence are

not incorporated in the computation of shear-stress changes which further limits the

information content of the results.

To obtain more observational constraints on the causal link between the hetero¬

geneity of aftershock sequence properties and main shock induced stress changes, I

inverted aftershock focal mechanisms for the best fitting stress tensor spatially and

in time sequences (Chapter 5). I used cross-sections to compare the measure of

stress field heterogeneity ß with the slip, stress-drop, and 6-value distribution with
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high resolution. The investigation of cross-sections is used to question the sugges¬

tions of the heterogeneous post-seismic stress field hypothesis and confirmed (1)

that the largest heterogeneities in the stress field are in general concentrated in areas

of highest coseismic slip and (2) that the stress field heterogeneity ß decreases with

time.

I provided a conceptual model based on Coulomb stress transfer, assuming a

background stress field on the order of 30-50 bars that qualitatively matches the

rotations of the maximum compressive stress axis obtained from the stress tensor

inversion. The results support arguments that large earthquakes occurring on the

San Andreas fault system and in the eastern California shear zone release most of

the shear stress on the ruptured fault plane implying almost complete stress drop

events. In combination with the rotation of the maximum stress tensor axis and the

post-seismic stress field heterogeneity, this further indicates that the San Andreas

fault and faults in the eastern California shear zone are weak. Comparing time series

of the stress tensor heterogeneity ß(t) with the duration of aftershock sequences

suggest that these processes occur on different time scales, with the recovery of the

stress field being much shorter than the durations of aftershock sequences.

6.2 Future perspectives

Combinations of the various methods presented in my thesis provide, despite their

limitations, multifold opportunities to address topics in statistical seismology, e. g.,

the relation of aftershock sequence properties to earthquake physics and the im¬

provement of time-dependent seismic hazard assessment.

Assessing the quality of parametric earthquake catalogs and determining the

magnitude of completeness with its uncertainty is one of the most essential steps in

this respect since the 6-value of the earthquake size distribution strongly depends
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on this parameter. Similarly, the parameters describing the temporal decay of after¬

shock sequences depend on the completeness level. As the time-dependent compo¬

nent of seismic hazard assessment becomes increasingly important and widely ap¬

plied in earthquakes short- and long-term seismicity forecasts (e. g., Rundle et al,

2002; Keilis-Borok et al, 2004; Gerstenberger et al, 2005), the quality control of

the incoming data also becomes increasingly important. In collaboration with the

operators of the Southern California Seismic Network (SCSN), I started to create a

database of yearly and long-term completeness level maps which might become a

further resource of information available online for the scientific community. Figure

6.1 shows an example of the spatial and temporal variability of Mc computed for

the Advanced National Seismic System catalog (ANSS). In essence, a common data

base may facilitate processes like community efforts for comparative earthquake

forecast model tests (Schorlemmer and Gerstenberger, 2005, www. relm. org).

Statistical tests comparing aftershock hypocenter locations with complex slip

and shear-stress distributions derived from finite-fault source models have shown

significant correlations for vertical strike-slip events. These results support the ex¬

pectations of the asperity model in which the shear stress is transfered from the

ruptured asperity to the surrounding regions. Applying and enhancing the non¬

standard spatial statistical tests to other parameters derived in earthquake source

seismology is straightforward and a feasible future task. I am optimistic that this

research leads to further insight in the source process of earthquakes, to quantita¬

tive validation procedures for theoretical models, and helps to constrain numerical

models which simulate earthquake cycles including aftershock sequences (Hillers

et al, 2005; Hillers and Miller, 2005; Zöller et al, 2005).

I have estimated the duration of aftershock sequences from the detailed depth-

dependent cross-sectional mapping of the modified Omori law parameters which
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reveals strong heterogeneities along strike and depth. A model that forecasts the

aftershock durations and compares it to the observational results has not been im¬

plemented yet. However, Dieterich (1994) provides a theoretical basis using the

rate and state friction model that can be used together with the detailed shear-stress

distribution on a fault plane from a large earthquake. Based on this idea, I envision

to develop a forecast model that might enhance existing time-dependent hazard as¬

sessment by supplying additional physical constraints.

The conceptual model based on Coulomb stress transfer provides possibilities

to obtain insights in the state of stress of the Earth's crust and the mechanics of

earthquake faulting. A quantitative analysis of the correlation between rotations of

the principal stress axis from the Coulomb stress transfer model and the observed

rotations from the stress tensor inversion may allow a better estimate of the absolute

stress level in the crust (see Figure 5.16), which is an unresolved issue in the ongo¬

ing debate on earthquake prediction models (Wyss and Wiemer, 1999). This might

additionally help to confirm the HPSSF-hypothesis which is based on the idea of

almost complete stress drop earthquakes. Using different loading processes, e. g.,

tectonic loading, viscoelastic relaxation (Freed and Lin, 2001), or fluid flow (Nur

and Booker, 1972; Hickman et al, 1995, and references therein), the conceptual

model potentially helps explaining the recovery of the stress field and the decrease

of its heterogeneity with time.
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